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women, by 1992 the society had grown to 950 members. Its primary purpose is to 

provide secure immm for poor rural women. BegLn with an initial capital of 800 

rupees, its safes in the F k d  year 1991-92 were Rs.3,%3,000 (Cdn,5186,200), The 

society has dso reached out to poor women in oeighbouring villages to help them 

organise dong similar lines. 

The thesis examines this gramroots initiative to achieve seff-reliance focussmg 

on the communication of knowledge and skills and processes of empowerment and their 

wna3bution to the swxess and sustainability of the socieq. I t  traces the history of the 

organisation, its relatiosbip with the Khadi anf Village Indusnies Commission (KVIC) 

that Tuads its programmes, and analyses processes of grassroots communication in 

decision making within the organisation and in its training programmes. It also looks at 

the impact of tk society an the lives of its artisan members, particularly the double 

change related to the efforts of the thesociety in mder to situate these efforts within the 

differen% perspectives in the theoretical literature on the participatjon of women in 

development prowsss. 

ThecasestudyisbasedonthreemcaghsoffsMmtatSKWSirtkspring 



in k @ i ,  dk&m aid analysis of primarv materials, inrerviews witti KVIC officials 

in Calcutta aod Bombay, as weU as background reading in the literature on gender and 

development, Indian ;ud Ikmgdi history, and Gandhian pMosoiphy. 



Fie- 0.1 ~uirhuna or morning assembly at SKVIS 



now there was a time 
when they used to say 

that behind every great man 
there hati to be a great woman 

well 
these times have changed and know that its no longer true 

so we're coming out of the kitchen 
coz there's wmhing we forgot to say to you 

sisters are doh' it for themselves 
standing on their own two feet 

&en are doin' it for themselves 
performed by Aretha Franklin and Annie Lermox 

lyrics by Annie Lemxtx and David A. Stewart, 1985 
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Preface 

My journey to this point 

. . .knowing in the human studies is always emotional and moral as we11 
as intellectual. (Rabinow, 1W7) 

The process of writing my thesis has been a long and arduous journey filled 

with many highs and lows. In moments of depression I frequently considered 

abandoning my thesis and moving on to other things. But the many 'highs' that I have 

experienced kept me going. Curiously, this journey seems to have brought me full 

circle. I came all the way to Canada from India to study 'development' and now find 

myself turning to the wisdom of a great Indian philosopher, Mohandas I(aramchand 

Gandhi, and to a gemt ion  of scholars influenced by him. I feel that some of this 

journey needs to be documented in order to situate my thesis within a context for you 

the reader. 

What came before 

My earliest interest in development and aid arose at the missionary school I 

anended in India. At six every morning the poor and hungry would line up at the gate 

of my schooi for their om decent meal of the day, funded by donafi011~ from Christians 

in North America. Wonthy though this task was, and desperately needed, it always 

struck me as insufficient. I felt that different measures were needed, something long 

term, something that helped b people feed tJlemselves. With t h e  I realised that 

p o v q  and hunger was a chronic problem fd by many cotliltries arourd the world. I 

wanred to know why awl what could be dune. 

Just prior to my latJing for Canada, my best fried's father, Debbrata 

Bhattacbarya, then Director of the WestBengal Direcrorate of Sertculture and 



personaily interested in deveIopment programs for women, told me a b u t  an unusual 

initiative being stared rrp by a grmp of women some distance from Calcutta. It was 

u11usua1 because these w m n  were unmarried Bengali women in their thirties in a 

culture wkre mimiage is seen as a11 imporrant and mxsaq step for both men and 

women. I sensed a deep commitment on thelr pan to klping the rural poor. and I 

resolved to resemch &is group for my masters thesis. 

My academic journey at SFU has been an experience af contirnrally confranting 

new knuwfedge & ways of seeing things and being challenged to expand my world 

view. Along the way may  illusions were shattered, and my naive faith in the inherent 

goodness of farge organhations and superstructures was challenged. The more I read. 

the more I mlised that patriarchy, racism and the abuse of power were pervasive in 

world systems. I reached a point where my views of nationhood. international 

organisations, allkmm and agreements approached an unhealthy paraaoia, no more 

usefuI than my earlier ignorance and naivete- But I persevered and have heen, and 

continue to be, educated d re-& by coiieagues and pmfessors in my 

departma- 

My fm infroduction to development studies began as an undergraduate with 

reading the BmtIand Commission" repofl of environmental, economic and cultural 

dev-tion a r d  the wodd arvt of ~~ poverty, hunger and disease in many 

Tlrird World mumria of the South, and- rhe contributions uf the countries of the N o h  

to tfiese problems. The buzlrword that it gave the world, 'sustainable develapment,' 

seemed m me a wmd&bI route to take as did its exhortation to think gtobafly and act 

locally. I1 also emphasized the need to mrietrr technology, gptxiftcally in developing 

commies, towards sWabable develqmmf. Development, the U. N. and international 

aid were still bmmohs in my eyes until I started reading more critical Iireraatre about 

tk ccnnp1icit-y of all three in exaserbating the problems of Third World countries. 
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The paradigm shift came in my second year of graduate school during a course 

called "KnowIedge Systems, Technologies, and Development as Political Practice" with 

Dr. Pat ~ o w a r d . ~  In this course I was introduced to radical scholars from India who 

are critical of development iwlf for its ethnocentric, Western bias and its contributions 

to gender, class, race, caste, and other oppres~ion.~ As well, they analyse "modem 

science" and fecbnofogy arad CTiticise its reductionist bias uld contribution to the 

violence of i ~ i ~ t i m .  Their research on grassroots movements in India provides 

an alternative to paternalistic models of development that impose answers from without 

as opposed to looking for whttions from within. The struggle of people at the locd 

level to retain a u t o m y  and comrol over their lives and tbeir immediate environment 

appealed to my hum;urimian and indepermdent Aquarian spirit. During tbis time I read 

an article by Tariq Banuri, "Modmimion and its Discontents: A Cultural Perspective 

on the Theories of Developmem, " that summed up for me the perspective I had been 

struggling for thraugb all these years at university in order to research the women's 

group Mi. Bhattachya had told ne about. Banuri quotes Gilles Deleuz's comments on 

the conmbution of Michel Foucault to social theory - "You have taught us something 

absobtely fundamental: The indignity of speaking on someow else's behalf" (Barmri 

1990, N).~ Bam~ri applies this lesson to the debate about modern developmem. He 

says, 

This course was structured by Dr. Howard to provide a space for all 
participants to share and exchange readings of use to others and 
provided me with a n-r of articles that proved essential to my 
thesis. 

I would like to thank aty colleague 
this area of st*. 

Jyothi Gaddam for introducing me to 

I wwfd like to thank my colleague 
Foucault and, especially, far m a k i n g  

Deblekha Gain f ~ r  htrducing ae to 
hie work accessible to me. 
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. . . as communities become aware of oppression, whether it stems from 
ignorance, poverty, or other natural causes, or from injustice and 
inequity, they wiu def~ne their own priorities and undertake social and 
political action to artic~late and pursue them. On occasion, this may 
entail a prior emphasis on such conventional objectives as economic 
growth, co~wmption, industrialization, equity, or basic needs. On other 
occasions, other gods may assume greater importance, such as political 
participation, social harmony, ecological conservation, or the 
mainkname of social and cultural values. It is not for the outside expert 
to insist that the gods which she or he thinks are worth pursuing are the 
ones which should tie pursued by all societies. (Banuri 1990, 96) 

This perspective matched the approach that I wanted to take with my thesis in 

respecting the choices that these women had made to pull themselves and others out of 

poverty and the brink of starvation. Scholars propose numerous models to follow in 

order to change the wotId, but theories don't feed the hungry. 

Prior to my leaving for ?he field I had undertaken a semester of directed 

readings on field research methods. I was concerned with conducting my research in an 

ethical manner while collecting appropriate and sufficient inf~rmation.~ I was also, at 

the time, struggling with my desire to champion the women and their chosen path to 

socioeconomic change while attempting an 'academic' treatment. As Kathryn J. Fox 

phrases it, I was interested in "extending research toward change. " (1991, 249) Despite 

my awareness of the illusions associated with the goal of unbiased and disinterested 

research, I still wrestled with it. Then I came upon an article by Janet Finch (1984). 

"'It's great to have someoIlr" to taSk to': the ethics and politics of interviewing women. " 

In it she addresses the issue of political bias in feminist research, as well as the 

exploitative potential in the relationship 'of trust that is developed between interviewer 

and imerviewee. She convincingly argues that, 

(a) feminist sociologist of course will be 'on the side' of the women she 
studies. This stance is entirely consistent with major traditions in 
sociological research, . . . . the sociologist sides with the underdog (sic). " 
(85) "Siding with the people one researches inevitably mezns an 
emotional as well as an intell- commitment to promoting their 

I -mu16 like to Dr. Celia XTiig-Brown for introducing me to the 
literature on reflexivity in cross-cultural research. 



mtensts. How else can one justify having taken f r ~ m  them the very 
private infomation which many have given so readily. " (a) 
I was elated to read that it was methodologically acceptable, even desirable, to 

conduct ethnographic research of this kind. As S. Reinharz phrases it, "since interest- 

free knowledge is logically impossible, we should feel free to substitute explicit ones 

for implicit ones. " @&ham 1985, 17, as cited in Lather 1986, 63) But while I opedy 

support and record the achievements of SKVIS, I have attempted an honest analysis of 

those areas that could be improved.' 

As well she addresses the ethics of women researching women and the "easily 

established trust" that "makes women especially vulnerable as subjects of research." 

(81) Her suggestion, "the only morally defensible way for a f e w s t  to conduct 

research with women is through a non-hierarchical relationship in which she is prepared 

to invzst some of her own identity," informed my time in the field. Just as I would ask 

tk women personal questions about their lives - past, present and future - I resolved to 

answer these same questions about myself and to try to foster a relationship in which 

they would feel free to question me in return. "But being sensitive to power inequality 

doesn't remove it. " (Burawoy 1991, 5) I struggled with this dilemma, especially during 

the writing of my thesis, as discussed later 

So prepared, I went to the Sunderban Khadi and Village Industrial Society 

(SKVIS), a rural women's society in Canning, a s d l  town en the banks of the river 

While scholars accept that 'objectivity' is impossible, they stress 
the importance of the trustworthiness of data. In attempting to make my 
data 'credible,' I interviewed a number of different sources, the 
committee members, the artisans, various groups of trainees, Mr. Ray, 
government officials, and representatives of non-government 
organisations, in order to obtain various perspectives on the work of 
SaJIS and to cross-check all information as much as possible. See Lather 
(1986) for a discussion of conducti~g "openly ideological research" and 
the measures that can be taken to "guard against researcher biases 
distorting the logic of evidence." I am grateful to my colleague 
Caroline Newton for bringing my attention to this work. 
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Matla, a b u t  sixty kilometers south of Calcutta in the state of West Bengal, India. 

SKVIS is situated more than half a kilometer outside tcwn. 

The adventures of "~iu-di"~ 

Field work is dialectic between reflection and immediacy. 

In the dialectic between the poles of observation and participation, 
participation changes the anthropologist and leads him/her to new 
observation, whereupon new observation changes how sihe participates. 
But this dialectical spiral is governed in its motion by the starting point, 
which is observation. (Rabinow , 1977) 

I first visited SKVIS in the fall of 1991 with Tani Bhattacharya, whose father 

had told me about the existence of this society. We were both curious about this society 

we had heard so much about. As well my Bengali was a little rusty after five years of 

living in Cmda,  and we decided that she could interpret for me if necessary. We were 

given a tour of the facilities and spent an afternoon talking with a few of the executive 

committee members to learn more about the organisation. We spoke in Bengali, and I 

managed to follow the conversation except for some technical terms. The society was 

larger than I had expected and was housed 21 a two-storied brick building. I had 

expected mud huts. Its success was obvious. I came away thrilled that I had located a 

successful women's organisation, when so few are documented in the literature, and 

resolved to research this group for my masters thesis if at all possible. 

After completing the coursework necessary for my degree, I wrote to the 

SKVIS executive committee asking permission to study their society. I didn't hear from 

them for months and in desperation asked Mr. Bhattacharya to intercede on my behalf. 

What if they said "no"? It seemed to me that my entire degree &prided on researching 

The committee members found it easier to pronounce my last name and 
called me " L ~ u . ~  Other women at SKVIS adopted this practice. Those who 
were younger than me called me "Liu-di." 



SKVIS and w, otfaer group. Mr. Bhattacharya, through a colleague acquainted with the 

women at SKWS, Mr. N. Ghosh, arranged for my entry. I realised that my letter or 

status had no relevame, it was personal contacts that were important. I brushed up on 

my Bengali and returned to India in late January, 1993. 

I was intervKwed by Mr. Prakriti Kumar Ray and the executive committee 

members after I arrived at SKVIS. Mr. Ray is a freelance comltant in rural 

development, speciaiisihg in women's income-generating projects, and was critical in 

helping the founding members of SKVIS establish this society. He continues to advise 

SKVIS and is held in deep respect and regard by all the women at SKVIS. The 

interview was held mostly in Bengali with some English. Mr. Ray is fluent in both 

languages, whereas the committee members speak only a few words of English, except 

for the Secretary, Anima Mondal. Mr. Ray translated the more dacult terms. I 

explained my thesis, what it was about and the information I was interested in. I 

explained my research methodology and outlined my research schedule. As well, I 

mentioned that I would be examined on my thesis and research before getting a 

Master's degree. Then I invited questions. I answered a number of personal questions, 

and then Sushama Mistri, the treasurer, asked me, "What are you getting out of this? 

How will you benefit from learning all this?" Her question reflects Jurgen Habermas's 

wisdom that "no knowledge is divorced from human interest. " She wsrs shushed by the 

other women for asking this question, but I insisted on answering, saying that this was 

a very vdid question. I wanted to conduct my research ethically, and this included 

being up front with how this research could benefit me. My reply was that I would then 

be able to write 8 good thesis, get a good grade for it and thereafter be able to get a 

good job. They found this perfectly acceptable. They encouraged me to interview 

whomever I w d  and assured me of their full cooperation. I said that I would 

provide them with a copy cif my finished thesis. After negotiating my presence, 



including payment for my board and meals, I was given permission to live on site in 

the guest bedroom. 

I was formally presented to the membership of SKVIS by the Secretary of 

SKVIS, Anima MosxM, at a general meeting that was called to deal with internal 

matters soon after my arrival. She informed them of my extended stay and the purpose 

of my visit, that I was there to research the society and write a thesis, and that I would 

be intemiewing some of them and observing them at work. 

My presence at SKVIS generated some excitement among the women. From my 

first day at SKVIS I had joined ihem at their morning assemblies, at pr~rthona.~ After 

their initial surprise, my participation stopped being a topic of discussion among them. 

I enjoyed those moments of our singing Rabindrosangeets together while the sun beat 

down on us.* I also hoped to demonstrate my acceptance of and interest in participating 

in their way of life and that I did not consider myself above them in any way. After 

the gemral meeting was over, they wanted to know what a 'thesis' was and how far 

away was this place called Canada. I did not know the Bengali equivalent of 'thesis' 

and said it was a book of sorts that was required for my studies and that Canada was 

half way across the world nor)& of the United States. They were excited that I wanted 

to write a "book" on them and pleased that I would be with them for a while. They had 

Prarthona means "prayern in Bengali. Every woman on site is expected 
to attend. I was a "guestR and was not required to, but I asked the 
committee members if I could partisipate and they enthusiastically said 
yes. 

* Named after Rabindranath Tagore, Nobel laureate in literature in 1913, 
these are songs that he wrote. An immensely creative man and prolific in 
his work, Tagore has left Bengal with a wealth of music that pervades 
cultural life. He has, possibly, composed s Rabindrosangeet for every 
conceivable occasion. 

This was not artificial on my part as the Bhattacharp residence has 
been my second home for more than fifteen years. 
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had numerous visitors from Italy, Canada, Britain, Germany and other places, who 

stayed for a few hours, but none of them spoke Bengali. So while a number of the.n 

had been interviewed in the past and had answered questions posed by their visitors, 

b y  had not had the chance to ask any questions in return. My ability to speak Bengali 

thrilled them, and my extended stay and free intermingling with them provided them 

with the opportunity to ask me innumerable questions, all of them personal. A number 

of them told me that they were very happy that I was visiting and that they liked having 

this opportunity to converse with a visitor. The fact that I had been born and raised in 

Calcutta, not very far from Canning, seemed less important. Perhaps the fact that I am 

Chinese influenced how they viewed me. They identified me with Canada and were 

surprised h t  I had travelled so far in order to study their society. 

No amount of reading about how to do field research actually prepares you for 

the real thing. The increasing heat, trains breaking down, sickness on one occasion, 

unexpected religious holidays that people in rural Bengal celebrate, the claustrophobia 

of constantly being surrounded by people, and the feeling of intellectual isolation were 

all challenges. I had to constantly adapt and change my plans and, sometimes, just go 

with the flow to see what information came my way. As well, I tried very hard not to 

impose my feminist beliefs or advice on those I talked to. I would often get upset with 

what some of the women were being put through by male relatives and frustrated that L 

could do very little. But, I realised that it was they who would have to live with the 

consequences of their actions, so I would merely sympathize with them and suggest that 

perhaps the society could help out. 

I entered the fIeid with the intention of allowing it to speak to me. I phrased my 

questions about the history of SKVIS and its present organisation rather broadly so that 

my informants could decide what was important to tell and so inform me. Through &is 

I discovered that their training programme teaching rural women a number of different 

production skills was fairly large and an area of future focus and growth. As a student 



of communication, I was interested in understanding the centdity of communication to 

the society's functioning. In fact, communication processes turned out to be a vita1 part 

of SKVIS's organisation and became the focus of my research. 

My field trip lasted from early February until mid April. During that time I 

shuttled between SKVIS and Calcutta, often spending long stretches of time at each 

place. Some of my trips to Calcutta were for research purposes and some a break from 

the field to visit fri& and family. 

I soon settled into a pattern as my relationship with the committee members 

became more familiar. I addressed them as "didi" which means older sister in Bengali 

and is the customary form of address for an older female acquaintance signifying 

respect. So, for example, I addressed Anima Mondal, the secretary, as " Anima-di ' , and 

Sushama Mistri, the treasurer, as "Sushamadi. " My familiarity with Bengali customs 

and habits broke the ice and removed the need for formality between us, and they 

relaxed around me. I also addressed Mr. Ray as "Kalyan-dzw, "da&" meaning older 

brother. 

Over the first couple of days, Anima Mondal and Sushama Mistri, who are not 

deskbound and whose duties require them to keep on the move, showed me around and 

explained how the society worked. But thm they went back to their busy schedules, 

and I had a free run of the place. I spent most of my time in participant observation, 

hanging around the women in the different departments o b ~ e ~ h g  and listening, and 

answering their questions about myself. I suspect many felt that I was doing no work 

and merely lazing around, when, in actuality, I was busy assimilating what was going 

on around me, assessing the dynamics, keeping an eye out for anything out of the 

"Kalyann is his nick-name. This custom of providing babies with a 
dak-naam is common practice among the Bengalis and is used by family and 
intimates. Often babies get named after sweetmeats. As adults these 
names seem ~~coII~NouS but continue to be used. See Appendix A for an 
summary of my interviews with Mr. Ray. 



ordinary, and looking for gaps in the information that I was constantly collecting in 

order to ask appropriate questions. I moved from department to department, housed in 

separate rooms, learning about the production processes - the spinning and weaving of 

musfin, the making of batik scarves, the dyeing process, the reeling of silk from 

cocoons, and block printing. The women were eager to teach me and this helped build 

rapport between us. I tried my hand at batik and reeling silk, but I limited my 

participation so as not to inrerfere with &e women's productivity, which had a direct 

impact on their wages. After a day or two of having me hang around all the time, 

m~ving from department to department, they got used to my presence. Sometimes we 

would chat during their lunch and tea breaks as well in groups of various sizes. Some 

were informal chats, while others were semi-structured interviews or group discussions. 

Bengalis are great tea drinkers, after all some of the best tea in the world grows in 

northern Bengal in the district of Darjeeling. SKVIS supplies each department with tea 

leaves, milk and sugar, and the women of each department brew their own tea at about 

three in the afternoon. I happened to drop by some departments at tea time and in 

accepting their hospitality by drinking a cup of cha with them, I was accepted even 

more by the women. The information I collected through this entire process helped me 

understand the dynamics between the women and between them and the committee 

members. 

In the evenings, when most women had returned home, I would make notes of 

each day's observations and a list of questions to follow up on. During my field trip, 

there were two groups of trainees in residence, and I had the opportunity to interview 

them as well. I lived on site and ate the meals that were prepared for those in 

residence. A matron had been appointed as chaperone and supervised the cooking. I 

guess she chaperoned me too. They were tickled to find out that I ate with my frngers 

just as they did and that I loved fish curry. This news spread to the rest of the women 
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and their perception of me as a foreigner decreased. Their previous visitors from 

abroad had all used forks, knives and spoons. 

Some evenings, a few of the younger members, with their household chores 

taken care of, would show me around town. Sometimes I would accompany my friend, 

Shikha Misui, as she shopped for grwxies. A trainee at SKVIS with whom I 

developed a close friendship and with whom 1 had an effortless rapport, she often 

spoke for me when I could not express myself adequately, instinctively knowing what I 

was trying to say. Ofcen I would allow her to translate for me when I interviewed 

trainees in the evenings as most of them were a little shy, having ventured away from 

their villages for the first time, and her presence helped. The youngest sister of 

Susharna Mistri and wise beyond her sixteen years, she would fill in the gaps in my 

understanding of facts and events at SKVIS and explain what I could not understand. I 

would frequently ask her to accompany me wherever I went as her presence made my 

research so much easier. We continue to correspond. 

In late February, Canning had its seasonal h t ,  or market fair, and a group of 

us attended. These are festive occasions for towns and villages with plenty to see, buy 

and eat. SKVIS had a stall demonstratkg the spinning and weaving of muslin as well as 

a display of a range of its products for sale. We bumped into a number of SKVIS's 

members at the haat with their families, all dressed up in their finery. This provided 

me with an occasion to observe SKVIS's public relations in the community and to 

mingle with SKVIS trainees and artisans away from the work environment. 

Many women invited me to their hmes  eager to introduce me to their families, 

but I had time to visit just five homes and conduct group interviews. Bengalis are very 

hospitable people, and I was sorry I could not accept all the invitations and honour 

them this way, but there were nearly a hud& women on site every day, more when 

the second group of trakes arrived, and just as it was impossible to interview 

everyone, it was not possible for me to accept every invitation I received. 
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The festival dol, a celebration of the arrh~al of spring, was in early March. 

Bengal has an agrarian econumy, and as a result do1 has great significance. Usually this 

festival is celebrated with family, but every year the women who live in and near 

Canning celebrate it together at SKVIS. This provided me with an opportunity to 

observe the women relaxing together, their interaction with each other, and their bonds 

of friendship. 

Upon refkction, I rake that I sstffefed from tire 'problem of obviousness' 

(Gamson 1991,55). The longer I lived among the women at SKVIS, the more I 

d i s e d  that I could not measure the social changes in their lives by my lifestyle. I 

needed to consider the strides they had made within the context of Bengali society. It 

had been a struggle to fake take& of how much further they needed to go in emancipating 

themselves and I soon huned to appreciating how far they had travelled. I had been 

forcing myself to smdy the women as though I was a stranger to Bengali society but I 

could not maintain this perspective. Having lived in Calcutta for most of my life and 

being familiar with the Bengali culture I soon slipped back into that culture and stopped 

taking field notes of daily events or keeping a detailed diary. I altowed the impressions 

that were building up day after day to inform me about the dyniLmics between the 

women. I only took detailed notes during their group meetings. As well, I decided to 

use my photographs and siides as field notes to capture certain moments, sometimes to 

take the piace of field notes and sometimes to supplement them. When writing my 

thesis, I would often view them to bring back the mood and detaiis of events. This 

worked fairly well, but I know that some details have not been recorded on my slides 

and have slipped away. Iff were documenting interpersonal relatiooships, this might 

affect the validity of my rewmh. But since my thesis looks at the larger picture, 

perhaps those &ads are less hportant. I discovered the extent to which tfre 'yrobtem 

of obvio l ls~ '  bad affkctai me when I reached the final stages of writing my thesis 

and began analyzing S K .  in order to situate it in theory. Distance from the field, re- 



reading the theoretied litmature, rtnd being encouraged by my senior supervisor heiped 

me deal with this problem as discussed later. 

Most women agreed to be interviewed. One woman was reluctant as this would 

take time away from ha work. As I w m  a m  interviewing women, others would ask 

me, "Aren't you going to interview me?" And as I took photographs of the women and 

the sire, they were always eager to bz pl~~tographed.~~ 

Having read Finch's uticle, I was detemrd to be as open with the women as 

possible, but it proved exhawing. Most of the women at SKVIS were curious about 

me and had innumerable questions for me. After a while in the fzld, I tired of 

answering the same questions repeatedly. When things got too overwhelming, 1 wm!d 

ntn back to the haven of the Bftattackrya home in the quiet surroundings of the Salt 

Lake area where, just like in Vancouver, hcwses are liwd up in rows, roads are wide, 

and the population dimity is spar~e.'~ I tirink I was starting tc mrss Vancouver. Ttaere 

I would unwind, plan the next phase of my research and feast on marhi's cooking that 

satisf~es like no one else's.I3 Refreshed and determined to continue as an ethicat 

researcher, I would emer the field again. 

I bad a list of govenrment officials from different ministries and departments in 

Calcutta to interview, tfiree-quarters of whom I eventually managed to see. I had 

forgotten what the Calcutta lnmamak culture was like. Peuple were on ieave becau- 

Many wanted individual. photographs which I could not accotmdate due 
to the limited rolls of slides I had with me. I explained this, but 
after I returned to Vancouver, I had prints made of sosue of my better 
slides and mailed them to SEJIS far the women I had intewieed, 

l2 Salt Lakes is an area of planned housing projects just outside 
Calcutta on the way to the airport. 

l3 WashiW means mataraal aunt in Bengali and is h o w  I address Mrs. 
Bhattacharya, my best: friend's mother. 





S M S  in the near iunne to pick up where: f left off. Or, perhaps, someone else wit1 do 

so before me. 

Post-field depression 



in promotiag alkrnatjve trade, volunteering with Oxfam-Canada on Bridgehead-related 

events. I resolved tbat words did not put food on the plates of tk poor while sales of 

their handiwork did. Having spent so much time in the field and visited a number of 

women's homes, I kaew that my volu~eeriog bad a direct impact on their lives and 

artisans like them. I even organised two Bridgehead bazaars at SFU, and the sales that 

were g m m m d  prorided me witb enormous satisfaction. Accord'hg to the 

Bridgehead Aanrua] Repofit, far every $1,000 worth of sales in Canada an artisan in the 

Third World is empioyed for a year. It saw my efforts as a tangible way of helping 

SKWS and ~~ like them. I believed that this was the help they redly needed not a 

b a d  thesis that d y  a few of thtzrn could read. 

But amber Question that I was repeatedly asked by Anima Mondal was, "What 

can we improve? Tell us what is wrong in our society." My answer was always, "This 

gronpisgneat. You~do'lagiocred~leworkhere.Iamherer~learnfromyou;Iam 

justasntdear." 

AstbedeadIinefm~€o~writemythesisanid~teapproached, f was 

f d  todeal wifhrbetargerdoubtssun<RIOdiOgmy thesis. I hadalwaysinterrdedto 

f ! m ~  on the txmmka&n processes witbin the society and to analyze it for it's 
. . camkmm to change and to the group's success. My case-shtdy of 

~ ~ 1 g a u p ~ m d e t e n n i n e ~ l e ~ ~ 0 1 1 ~ ~ d b e l e a r n e d f r o m t h i s g r o u p  

gndtbeirexperlences.Iref~myattentianonthese~oftheSOCietyhoping 

t0~omfhe:mriqUeachievememSbehindit'ssuccess. 

Butin~tob;yandiurswer~Mondai'squestion,ihadto~mto~ 

literahneonwomenaoddevetOpmerttandintegrateitintomy~.Iwas 

d o l t a b l e  tfiis as I fth it colnpromised my intentions, infornzrd by F d t ,  

o f ~ S R V I S ; ~ o f t h e i r c h o s e n p a t h ~  Toomanyttreoristsprescribetfie 

roadothersshauldfoIlcnv.Toooftentbeir~describestfaeperfect~on 

mgninrtfhtdits- 
. - -  intbeddylivesofpoorwomenintbeThird 



World. As well the thw,petical frameworks on the 'development' of women are 

Westzm constructs whose relevance to Third World cultures I question. As a result of 

its "ethnocentric" bias, m y  Third World activists feel that to take "feminism to a 

woman who has w, warer, ~9 food and no home is to talk nonsense" (Bunch 1980, 27, 

as cited in Moser 1989, 181 1). In attempting to situate SWIS's attempts at 

socioeconomic change within this literature, would I be judging SKVIS's approach? 

Affer spending so much time in the field and forming a bond with the women and a 

commitment to the work of SKVIS, I did not want to find fault with it. Success stories 

of women's groups are rare, md I wanted to record the positive only. Was it a problem 

of obviousness in not uoBerstanding my reluctance to write my thesis or a refusal to 

apply "ethnoceIlrric" and "imperialistic" theory? But academics demand theory. If I 

wm&d to graduate I would have to analyse SKVIS from a theoretical perspective. I 

r d e d  the last general meting I attended. It was generally known that I would be 

leaving soon, and I had a slide presentation of those rolls of film that were developed. 

Anima Mondd asked me again for my impressions of their society and I phrased my 

rehctant reply as rn observation, that I had noticed a difference in the levels of 

consciousness among the women about the society's commitment to the social aspects 

of s0cioec01w)mic change. I retllnmzd to analyze this observation as I wrestled with the 

final chapters of my thesis. 

Re-reading the theory on women in the development process and receiving 

incisive feedback fkom my senior supervisor helped me in my analysis. As well, I 

hoped that in analyzing the dynamics w i t h  SKVIS I was not betraying them but 

sharing information that ftsey had few opportunities to access, perhaps, even giving 

them something in return for their generosity in giving me so much of thew time. 1 owe 

t h e m a m f m y o f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f u n i t y a t h e o r e t i c a i a n a i y s i s .  Icandypresemthem 

WithmywOrg. ~ h a v e t i t e p w e r t o d e c i d e i t s u s e ~ t o ~ o r t o r e j e c t i t .  

Thg:irs is a group that is seriously committed to addressing the issue of women's 
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poverty and is constantly changing, evolving and trying to improve itself as they see 

appropriate. From my knowledge of their wisdom and understanding, I feel sure that 

they will respect my struggle and efforts, irrespective of the value of my thesis to them, 

and tell me where they think I have misunderstood. They are, after all, the ones who 

are constructing this reality. I have ody attempted to reconstruct for them, for myself, 

and for others W ~ G  read +kse pages what they have achieved and the obstacles they 

face. 

As for writing about the experiences of the women at SKVIS, I remembered my 

privileged position in being able to acquire an education while so many at the society 

could only dream of one. I could not waste this precious opportunity that I was taking 

for granted. I could not walk away from my studies. How would I explain my choice to 

the women of SKVIS? How could I not tell their stories when they had been so eager to 

be in my "book" and knew and accepted my intentions in writing a thesis on their 

experiences. Each of their stories was a tale of triumph, of battling and surmounting 

enormous odds. They had willingly and eagerly shared the stories of their lives with me 

and had done so with pride in their achievements. I felt that I needed to record their 

experiences for others to learn f'rom. So many had been disappointed when I did not 

interview them because I c~illd not possibly interview all one hundred or so women. I 

hope that my thesis does them @ti% and that I have used my position of power over 

the telling of their stories respectfully and in an ethical manner. 



Introduction 

Women make up one-half of the world's population. They supply two- 
thirds of the labor-time of humanity, but receive only one-tenth of the 
total income and own less than one-hundredth of the world's goocis. 
(Bisilliat & Fieloux 1987, 9) 

These disturbing figures capture the plight of women as a group in the world 

today. The term 'feminization of poverty' was coined in the seventies to describe the 

worsening economic position of female-headed households within the United States 

(Dwyer and Bruce 1988), but this term was soon found to aptly describe the situation 

of women around the world as a group. Despite the increasing wealth of nations, 

greater awareness of social issues, and the enormous progress being made in the areas 

of science and technology, poverty persists and women and children suffer 

disproportionately. In many Third World countries, poverty is on the rise. Though 

some women have benefitted from technological and social change, most are caught in 

a downward spiral of poverty, victims of a "structural violence" (Bisilliat & Fieloux 

1987, 81) emerging from the most destructive and inhumane expressions of patriarchy 

within social institutions and social relations. 

All over the world, especially in the Third World, women face disease, 

malnutrition, illiteracy and high mortality rates. Scholars have documented increasing 

evidence of the commonality of their situation. Women are universally responsible for 

their children, given no recognition for the work they perform at home, exploited for 

their labour - poor working conditions and unfair renumeration - whether in fields or in 

factories, and have less access to resources and opportunities than men. They 

experience systematic discrimination on the basis of gender. The poorer the women the 

more hours they work to feed themselves and their families. Nearly one-third of all 

households are headed by women, rising to nearly one-half in some African countries. 

Eighty percent of the female population live in rural areas. Many are landless, 



illiterate, unemployed or underemployed. The physical violence and abuse that women 

must face has also been documented. (Bisilliat & Fieloux 1987, Buvinic & Yudelman 

1989, Buvinic, Lycette & McGreevey 1983, Mitter 1986, Momsen 1991, Sen & 

Grown 1987). 

As these facts emerged over the U.N. Decade for Women (1975-84), 

governments and non-governmental agencies took measures to alleviate women's 

poverty and their worsening situation around the world, measures to include women in 

the development process. Since then, approaches to the 'development' of women have 

evolved over time with scholars, advocates and practitioners contributing to its 

emergence as a discourse and a practice.' The earliest approach was called 'women in 

development' (WID) and is still the dominant approach among governments and aid 

agencies. But after a decade of WID, the status of women as a group was found to have 

deteriorated. Critics have challenged the efficacy of the WID approach offering 

alternative approaches supported by feminist theory. More recently, radical scholars 

from Asia and Latin America have been challenging the idea of development itself. 

The history and legacy of development 

The term women in development (WID) was first used by the Women's 

Committee of the Washington, D.C. chapter of the Society for International 

Development and was soon picked up by American liberal feminists and the U.N. 

Commission on the Status of Women, groups that were fighting for women's rights in 

the U.S., advocating the inclusion of women in development programs and for their 

For a discussion of the origin and history of the term gdevelopment' 
see luiarglin (1991) and Rahnema (1986). For an analysis of the emergence 
of 'development' as a hegemonic ideology/discourse see Escobar (1984). 
For an economic history of development theory see Blomstrom & Hettne 
(1985). 



better integration into national economies. (Tinker 1990, Rathgeber 1990j With the 

discovery of Ester Boserup's book, Woman's Role in Economic Development, 

American feminists and advocates for women's economic programmes derived 

enormous support for their cause, and the push to address the inequality in women's 

situation intensified. The first comprehensive look at women's role in the development 

process, Boserup's research showed the extent to which women's work was being 

ignwed and undervalued by development planners and the negative impacts on women 

of colonialism and capitalist penetration into subsistence economies. Boserup's call for 

change was framed within the ideology of efficiency, arguing that the integration of 

women into national economies would aid in the development of the entire economy. 

WID advocates argued that ignoring women would slow down the process of 

development in any country. Phrased in this way, the inclusion of women in 

development planning came to be viewed as acceptable and even desirab!e. (Bandarage 

1984, Rathgeber 1990, Tinker 1990) 

Pressure increased from women within and without the U.N system for a U.N. 

Women's Conference to put women's issues on centre stage. When in 1972 the U.N. 

General Assembly declared 1975 as International Women's Year, they did not 

guarantee a conference. Organised pressure from women and women's groups brought 

about the 1975 World Conference in Mexico City, where the themes were declared to 

be equality, de~eiopment and peace. Equality was seen primarily as a feminist issue 

coming from Wescm industrialized countries; peace was included at the request of the 

Eastem socialist block; and development was perceived as the key to improving 

women's lives in the Third World countries of the South. (Bunch & Carrillo 1990) 

Development thus became a part of the official U.N. agenda. The issues raised at this 

conference and repeated at the Mid-Decade Conference in Copenhagen in 1980 and the 

Nairobi Conference in 1985 ensured that 'womsn in development' became firmly 

entrenched in the agendas of governments, non-governmental organisations, and U.N. 



agencies around the world concerned with the status of women. These international 

conferences were extremely important for they legitimized these issues, forcing 

governments to address them. The documentation and data that each member 

government compiled for these conferences on the status of women's health, education, 

and employment clearly indicated the extent of the problem. As well, it provided 

academics and others with the data needed to study particular issues relating to women, 

their status and their economic, political and social participation around the world, 

adding to a growing body of literature. (Tinker 1990) 

But more than these international conferences attended by official government 

delegates presenting their government's position on women's issues, it was the non- 

governmental meetings that occured su~~ultaneously along with these conferences that 

were critical in providing a space for women to speak freely and be heard. Thousands 

of women from all over the world used this opportunity to meet, share their concerns, 

exchange ideas and strategies, network and support each other's work. Attendees in 

Mexico city numbered 6,000 and increased to 14,000 in Nairobi. The exposure that 

women's issues received was critical to a growing awareness among women of the 

widespread inequality between men and women and gave rise to mass movements for 

change. (Rathgeber 1990, Tinker 1990) 

During the UN Decade for Women, the term 'women in development' came to 

mean the inclusion of women in economic development. Liberal feminism, which 

informs this approach, identifies *e cause of women's oppression as their individual or 

group lack of opportunity and education. Thus the solutions coming from within this 

framework were aimed at ensuring them a fair share in the development process 

through equality, education, and employment. 

This approach was also grounded in the modernisation paradigm reflecting the 

belief that growth and development is a "benevolent process" (Sen and Grown 1987, 

IS), that modernisation through industrialisation would improve the standard of living 



in developing countries. Proponents assume that though education, a well-trained core 

of workers and managers would emerge who would contribute to the modernisation and 

industrialisation of predominantly agrarian societies. The benefits of modemisation 

would then "trickle down" through the economy to provide a better standard of living, 

employment, education, and health care for all. (Bandarage 1984, Rathgeber 1990) 

The common approach to providing women with employment has been 

income-generating projects for women, women-only projects and microenterprises in 

order to increase women's access to employment, the marketplace, and to productive 

resources. As well, most development agencies focus on rural development given the 

greater poverty of rural women relative to their urban counterparts. (Buvinic 1986, 

Moser 1989, Rathgeber 1990, Tinker 1990)~ Most of these projects emerging from the 

International Decade for Women were later found to have "misbehaved" (Buvinic 

1986) because of their welfarist approach. Instead of making women more self- 

sufficient and self-reliant, they were found to engender dependency and to suffer from 

bad planning - teaching women production skills but ignoring marketing and research 

skills. (Buvinic 1986, Rathgeber 1990) 

Structurally, this approach was aimed at "integrating women" into future 

development processes without questioning existing social structures that contribute to 

the subordinate position of women and their oppression and exploitation. Nor did it 

take into account women's reproductive labour and its contributions to the e ~ o n o m y . ~  

The theoretical weaknesses in this approach also contributed 

See Moser (1989) for an analysis of the various 

to the failure of women's 

approaches within the 
WID school of thought, welfare, equity, anti-poverty, efficiency and 
empowerment. 

Feminists argue that the reproductive labour of women goes beyond 
having babies and child rearing. This 'labour1 of women also involves 
the 'social reproduction' of the labour force and is not rcnumerated. 



projects designed within this framework. Critics of the WID approach argued that 

women were already "integrated" into the economy - at the bottom of the system.* 

With its acceptance of the modemisation paradigm, in particular the assumption that 

modemisation is desirable and that its positive effects would "trickle down" through 

economies WID proponents did not question industrialisation or the exploitation 

inherent in capitalism. 

Feminist scholars have picked up where Boserup left ~ f f  adding a socialist- 

feminist perspective to the analysis of women's productive and reproductive roles in 

society, to include an analysis of the impacts of both patriarchy and capitalism on the 

status of women. In analyzing the impacts of capitalism and class, many scholars trace 

the roots of the 'feminization of poverty' in many countries of the South to the 

industrial age in Europe and the days of colonialism that accompanied it. (Boserup 

1979) Mies (1984 & 1986) identifies the intersection of patriarchy and industrial 

capitalism as the root of women's exploitation and the exploitation of colonies in the 

modem era. She argues that both were necessary for the accumulation of capital by the 

emerging merchant class in Europe. Women in Europe were increasingly socialized for 

their reproductive role to ensure a steady labour force for the growing factories. And 

the colonies were exploited as suppliers of raw materials and labour and as captive 

markets for the manufactured goods of the colonisers. Women in the colonies were 

exploited as "breeders" of slaves and cheap labour for colonial plantations. It was 

during this time that land was appropriated and privatized and commodified, usually the 

* This was a criticism from the neo-Marxist feminists who are associated 
with the WAD, women and development, approach. See Bandarage (1984) and 
Rathgeber (1990) for a brief discussion of the connection between WAD 
and Marxist-feminism. 

See Jayawardena (1986) and Mies (1986) for a feminist analysis of how 
encouragement of the nuclear family by the state and capitalist 
interests supported colonialism and industrialisation. 



best land. The destruction of traditional patterns of usage and ownership led to massive 

alienation of indigenous people from land they had customarily farmed for generations. 

In agrarian economies, women have traditionally had important roles to play in 

agriculture and have been primarily responsible for subsistence agriculture. Colonialism 

was especially detrimental to the position of women, leading to the devaluation of their 

productive and reproductive contributions arising from their gradual loss of control 

o v s  land, tools, skills, and prod~cts .~  As a result of the post-colonial legacy, there has 

been a widespread shift from subsistence agriculture to production of cash crops using 

modem technology controlled by men. Land reforms reflecting Western sexist, 

patriarchd biases have largely made land ownership patriarchal and its inheritance 

patrilineal leading to the proletarianisation and subsequent pauperisation of women. 

Today, women occupy a subordinate position in all capitalist industrialised 

countries. Women earn one-third less than men for equivalent work. Their productive 

labour devalued, they face similar discrimination and oppression within the domestic 

sphere. Women's unpaid domestic work plays a crucial role in making the 

accumulation of surplus possible. Their productive and reproductive work within the 

home contributes to the reproduction of the labour force and to its maintenance. 

(Beneria & Sen 1981) Their domestic work frees men to hire themselves out for a wage 

less than the collective value of both partner's contributions. With their work devalued 

within the family, women relieve men of domestic work and are thus "colonized" by 

husbands. (Mies 1986) 

Whitehead (1983) argues that property is not primarily a relationship 
betwen people and things, but a relationship between people and people. 
Given that Indian society is patriarchal, patrilineal, and patrilocal, 
women's displacement from the control of capital can be better 
understood as it reflects existing social relationships between women 
and men. 



The limitations of the WID approach in ignoring the importance of gender and 

the impacts of its intenection with capitalism is partly addressed by the gender and 

development (GAD) approach developed by socialist feminists. In situating women's 

oppression in both patriarchy and class it addresses production, reproduction, 

socialization and sexuality il: its analysis of women's oppression. In focussing on the 

social construction of gender and the sexual division of labour, the GAD approach does 

not focus on women only but also on the role of mei; in the equation. As a result, 

solutions for change involve changes to the relationship between men and women at a 

fundamental level through to the societal institutions that reflect sexist biases and 

structures. As a result, the GAD approach looks closely at the oppression of women 

within the family, entering the arena of the 'private sphere' to analyze women's 

productive and reproductive labour and its devaluation. Given women's societal 

contributions in reprsductive labour, the GAD approach places responsibility on the 

state for providing childcare and healthcare for women, calling for the state to play a 

more active role in the emancipation of women. Therefore, in its efforts to aileviate 

women's poverty, the GAD approach attempts fundamental changes to institutions and 

a redistribution of power between the sexes calling for "the aboIjtion of the sexual 

division of labour; the alleviation of the burden of domestic labor and chiidwe; the 

removal of institutionalized forms of discrimination such as rights to own land or 

property or access to credit; the establishment of political equality; freedom of choice 

over childbearing; and the adoption of adequate measures ag- male v i o i m  and 

control over women." (Molyneux 1985, as cited in Moser 1987, 1803) 



A radical approsch 

Gandhi's insights into the violem inherent in capitalism and indils~alisatiort 

and the technorogies they have spa- has influenced a new generation of schoiars. 

advocates and activists. Just as Gandhi resisted the use of violent measures to gain 

India's independence from British colonial oppression, so too are scholars, activists and 

India's oppressed opposing a violent road to 'development.' They oppose capitalism. 

industrialisation and patriarchal systems as providing no viable options to address the 

poverty and envinmTnental degradation in India. 

Increasingly, scholars from India influenced by Gandhi and scholars from other 

Third World counnies, especially Latin America, are offering a radical critique of 

'de~elo~ment.'~ Recognbing its inherent violence, they describe or redefine 

'development' as maMevelapment, 'a fairy tale' and 'a dream gone sour' (Wobar 

1992), 'a malignant myth" (Eaeva 19851, 'a Frankenstein-type dream" a 

kgemonic ideology that has colonized the mind (Rahmma 1986). According to 

"Development bas funnioned as a mecb@sm for the production and 
management of the Third WorM in tbe post-war period. It has done so 
through the system& elaboration of f ~ l d s  of knowfedge and institutions 
which made possible the e s a b m n t  in ttre Third World of forms of 
power through which idividuals, govenrmentf officials, and, 
scrmetimes, whole comrmrnitfes recognized themselves as 
underdeve1oped, as d i  manifestations of a Eutopean W. " 
(41 318 

See also D-L-Shet, Rajni Kothari, Ashis Nandy, Vandana Shiva, Prambd 
Parajuli, O r Y a . ~ d o  Fa l s  Bar&. Gustavo Bsteva has usea the tern 'de- 
professionalized intsllectmals~o refer to this gr- of sctaolara. 

See Escobar t1984) far a discussion of the origins of development aa. a 
discourse an3 its rehationship with paver and knowledge drawing an 
BG.chel FoucariatDs uork. 



These i r r t e l M s  are critical of the misperception that there is just one path to 

development and that the iudwuidizsd c o u r b  in the West are. the models for all 

other COWttries to ermrlate. Subscribing to this belief denies countries their own 

evoIrrtionary path, xhe ogrpcrmmity to expiore avenues of change tn keeping with their 

respective political, mrmmk, c u l W  and religious histories. w i n g  on tbe 

Mwagon of cievelopmem reflects a tacit acceptance of identifdon of a cc~tnbry's 

sihrJ%iim as OI~Z  Eii r ~ - & v e i ~ t  and has led to a 'mlonisation' of now 

independent countries. Their solution is to seek al~ernati~es to the whole concept of 

development rather than to Corgjlue searching for new develogmm alternatives. In 

keeping with their r a d d  politics, the alternative to developmenl that they advocate is 

one tbat has reached tfrem by WHIng upf from people's grassnwws movements that 



agats," depending inaead on k i r  own knowledge or giving it value in their decision- 

making. fEscobar 1992,421-22) Some examples of NSMs from I d i  are tfK Chipko 

m~emem amf ih mov- to stop the Subarnarekha Multiprpose f)an Project - 

edogical movemats by indigemus groups, mostly peasants, wo;men and the poor, to 

retain control over the nanrral tesources against monopolistic control by the rich. 

(Parajuli 1990, 181) 

Woman's colonial legacy 

In India, what k g a q  bas colonial ~k left women? Evi- shows that 

colonialism displaced women wtro were part of the pre-modem anisan labour force or 

who fulfilled vital fbmztkm in agricufture or cloth-making. As a resuit, they often lost 

their valued soci- positions in society (Erienne and LeaEock 1980,10 

Maarmdar & S h m  1990). British miUs and the importation of manuf- g d s  

from Englaad displaxd wonnen f m  tradihnal textile iodusvies cf spinning and 

weaving of cotton and silk, desaoying traditional crafi and artisan production. As well, 

mkr pressure from the British textile indusuy, legislation was passed by the British 

government in Mia to nxtrkt the employment of women and children in India's ccitton 

&wdEsin&fate-v. waarmdar8rSItarma1930) 

India's textile imbkrks were m w n e d  for the quality of the cotton and the 

f i  of the weave. Before tbe 18th centmy and the British Raj, India supplied ail of 

Europe's needf far db and musfin. At the time, Bengaf expo* "miliiom of pounds 

wmh of cotton goods each year." (Brown 1990, 18) In f a  it was tbe prospecr of 

gaining a#mopo& w a d  o w  Beagal's htcrative textile trade that brought the British 



East India Company to Bengal. (Boyce 1987,4) But with industrialisation in Britain, 

tariffs, some as high as one tnrndred percent in the late eighteenth century, were placed 

on imported I n d b  textiles, (Brown, 1990, 18) and in India taxes were placed on local 

c b h  (Lamb 1955 & Sinha 1970, as cited in Boyce 1987, 4) in order to protect the 

British mills. India in turn was flooded with cheaper British mill cloth, and within sixty 

years Be=ngaI had s t q p d  exporting and was instead importing textiles from Britain that 

were increasingly made fiom Indian cotton. The impact on the displaced weavers was 

recorded by a British governor g&. Regarding the famine that hit M i a  in 1770, he 

mote that "The bones of the weavers were bleaching the plains of India . . . " (Brown 

1990, 18) 

According to Dasgupta (1987, as cited in -Mazumdar & Shanna 1990, 193) the 

vaditionai Indian textile industry was the f m  to develop into commodity production in 

India and has a long history of domestic and export production. Mian textiles were in 

great demand even before tfie Christian era in the Roman Empire. Women were 

involved in the pradwtion of cloth for their families' consumption as well as in its 

proctuction as a Commodiry. This is supported by ancient records. The ArtheSara, an 

aocierd document on statecraff dating back to the fourth cenmry B.C., prescribes equal 

wages for antisms of both sexes involved in silk production. It even suggests "measures 

m~womenanisartsfrcmsexua],harassrnembymalesupe~iso~~." ( M a a ~ d a r &  

Sharma 1990, 193) 

According to D.D. Kosambi, a reqeaxi Indian scholar and indologist, women 

were tfae first textile produaxs. He frnds evidence for his claim in the Rip Veda, the 

oldest !Wskrit text dating from 1500 to 1200 B.C., which refers to weaving as a 

specialty of women. (1970, as sited in Manundar & Shanna 1990) Through Mia 's  

fristori.r, spinning of cotfon, woof, flax, and siik bas been a primary occupation for 

w m m  sad records &ow rim a large number of indepewfent and highly skilled women 



professionals worked in the spinning industry at the beginning of the colonial period. 

(Bane rjee, as cited in Mazumdar & Shanna 1990) 

The displacement of women from what has historically been their preserve 

started with the colonial era and continued with the growth of the textile industry in 

India. A 1981 study of the Bombay textile industry, the largest textile manufacturing 

centre in India, reveals that urban males were increasingly displacing urban middle 

class women. Disapproval of their employment because it was believed to reduce the 

quality of family life for their children was found to be a contributing factor. (Savara 

1981, as cited in Mazumdar & Sharma 1990) 

After India freed itself from the shackles of colonial rule in 1947 to emerge as a 

modem state, the equal political rights of women were enshrined in the Indian 

Constitution, one of the most progressive in the world where women's equality with 

men is concerned. Fager to fashion a new India built on "social justlce and the 

nurturing of human potential," (Wignaraja 1990, 65) the state undertook various 

programmes of rural development for the rural poor. Though well intentioned, they 

failed to help their target population. According to Wignaraja, "party politics, 

excessive bureaucratization, lack of participation by the poor, social structure and 

unequal distribution of benefits were some of the causal factors. " (66) The "Intensive 

Agricultural Development Programmes" in the a ' s ,  later called the 'Green 

Revolution', were implemented next. The Green Revolution further marginalised poor 

women. Various programmes have since been implemented aimed at small farmers, 

landless labourers and poor women. 

Despite this, the status of women in India today points to their continued 

oppression, exploitation and subordinate status. Mounting evidence through the last 

decade doammts the deteriorating status of women in India. (Sen & Grown 1937, 

Momsen 1991, Muktwpadhyay 1984) Colonialism, industrialisation and capitalist 



development have pauperised and proletarianised increasing numbers of women; 

increased international debt; caused widespread and increasing devastation of the 

environment, socio-political violence, and the adoption of inappropriate and harmful 

technologies. (Banuri 1990, 75) 

The erosion of women's customary rights tc land and other productive resources 

has Ied to women increasingly becoming "a pool of marginalized people" living a 

subsistence existence on marginal land or as irregularly employed agricultural 

labourers. (Mies 1984, 18) As well, it has led to large-scale migration of women to tea, 

coffee and rubber plantations to find work as agricultural labourers ans as unskilled 

labour in mines, constriction and industrial zones. In the cities, they find work in 

sweat shops or as casual labour, and as domestic servants. But, whether they labour in 

the fields or in factories, they are kept to the most menial, backbreaking, worst paid 

jobs that offer the poorest working conditions. Increasingly, women are also becoming 

"home-based industrial workers" knitting, rolling cigarettes, assembling toys, making 

lace, tailoring and sewing." Poorly designed labour laws and protective legislation end 

up discriminating against women or making them less desirable as employees thereby 

affecting their employment. (Bisilliat & Fieloux 1987, Mazumdar & Shams 1990, 

Momsen 1991, Mukhopadhyay 1984) According to a 1990 World Bank study called 

Gender and Povem in India, 

women's participation rate (in the labor force) totals 51 % . . . India invests far 
less in its women workers than in its working men. Women also receive a 
smaller share of what society produces. They are less endowed than men with 
health care, education, and productive assets that could increase their return to 
labor. Women's nutritional levels are lower than men's; more women than men 
die before the age of 35. Three fourths of Indian women are illiterate. Ninetv 

l1 Tinker (1990) cautions that 'home-based workersz should not be 
confused with 'self-employed women' as the former are subcontractors at 
home working on a piece rate whose segregation from the final customer 
leads to their exploitation. See Mies (1982) for a discussion of the 
exploitation of home-based lace makers in Narsapur. 



percent of ntral and 70% of urban women workers are unskilled. Unlike men, 
women lack the bureaucratic know-how to make the system work for them. And 
in general, they do not own land . . . Significantly, studies show that the poorer 
the family, the more it depends on the economic productivity of a woman. 
(1991, XV) 

In many parts of the corntry, peasants and poor women are taking matters into 

their own hands and organising to fight economic, social and cultural oppression. 

According to Parajuli (I%@), the new social movements in India provide a counter 

discourse to the "universal consciousness of capital trying to colonize the precapitalist 

territory of women, tribals and rural peasants. " (186) Women's movements in India are 

"the most visible and assertive in challenging the established political, economic and 

cultural order." (186) Among the women's movements in India, he identifies three 

distinct trends: 'developmentalist', 'socialist-feminist' , and 'eco-feminist. 'I2 The 

'socialist-feminists' focus public attention on the oppression of women in the public and 

private spheres as manifested by dowry deaths, male violence against women, 

discriminatory land and inheritance rights. In doing so they attempt to fight the causes 

not just the symptoms of women's oppression. 'Eco-feminists' focus on ecological and 

agrarian issues challenging capitalist technological development projects driven by 

reductionist science.13 While 'developmentalist' movements, working within the 

'women in development' perspective, have attempted "with considerable success" to 

obtain state funding for "projects that economically benefit women. " 

l2 "These categories are not fixed and by no means perfect. Nor do the 
women of India or even activists in the movements categorize themselves 
in these terms. On the contrary, a given women's group could be 
categorized as 'developmentalist' in one occasion, 'socialist-feminist' 
in another and 'eco-feminist' on yet another issue. However in regional 
and national affiliations and networks, such orientations are becoming 
distinct. (Parajuli 1990, 187) 

l3 See Shiva (1987, 1988 & 1991) for a critical look at technologies 
based on "reductionist science." 



This case study examines a women's income-generating project that has 

managed to obtain state funding. The Sunderban Khadi and Village Industrial Society 

(SKVIS) is a successful rural women's society that was started by a group of poor rural 

women and now receives funding from the government-instituted Khadi and Village 

Industries Commission. Its artisans are involved in the spinning of cotton, weaving of 

M i ,  reeling of silk, and the application of batik designs on silk and muslin. Mzadi is 

a handspun and handwoven fabric that has been pmduced in India for centuries. In 

studying this initiative I hope to challenge stereotypical perceptions of poor women as 

passive recipients of aid, a view that informs most income-generating projects within 

the W D  approach, and to demonstrate that poor rural women can be active agents of 

socioeconomic change. Given that women's income-generating projects have a high 

failure rate, what has contributed to this group's success in earning an increasing profit 

margin, in accumulating assets of Rs. 1,200,000, and growing from a membership of 

seven to a membership of 950 over a period of fourteen years. Why has SKVIS been so 

successful in bringing about socioeconomic change in the lives of its members and 

empowering them to effect social change in their communities? I will argue that 

grassroots communication practices within this group have been central to its success 

and khat it is through a continuation of its egalitarian decision making-practices that 

include all its members that SKVIS's success in empowering its members will continue. 

As well, I will answer the following questions. What impact has SKVIS had on the 

lives of its artisan members? And finally, as a women's income-generating project, 

where does it fit within the theoretical literature on development and the WID and 

GAD approaches? 



Chapter 1 

West Bengal is a land of poets and painters, musicians and philosophers, 

political activists and national leaders, a land of political and cultural ferment. It gave 

us Nobel laureate Rabindrmth Tagore,' and pe t ,  artist, auteur, and 1993 Oscar 

Lifetime Achievement Award winner Satyajit Ray. 

Sonar Bangla or Golden Bengal 

I3engal2 was once legendary for its wealth and agricultural abundance, lying as 

it does in the delta of three great rivers - the Ganges, the Brahmaputra, and the 

Meghna. Bengal has some of the world's most fertile land, and like most deltaic 

regions in the world's history it has given rise to a great civilization. 

In earlier times, travellers to Bengal were struck by its great prosperity. The 

Moroccan explorer Ibn Battuta, whose travels took him to Persia, China, Sumatra, and 

Timbuktu, and who visited India six centuries ago reported: "This is a country of great 

exgent, and one in which rice is extremely abundant. Indeed I have seen no region of 

the earth where provisions are so plentiful. " (Yule 1866, as cited in Boyce 1987, 3) 

The French traveller Bernier, who visited Bengal around 1660, recorded similar 

impressions of the abundance, the variety and the relative cheapness of rice, sugar, 

vegetables, game and fowl, goats and sheep, and especially fish. He also noted 

Bengal's handloom textiles, which then ranked among the world's greatest. Its cotton 

Tagore received the Nobel prize for literature in 1913. He was the 
famder sf Vishvabharati University at Shantiniketan in West Bengal, an 
a1 te-tive zpproach to education. 

i. e. both West Bengal and East Bengal or what is now known as 
Bangladesh. 



and silks were of exceptional quality and known throughout the world, especially its 

fine Dacca muslin made from silky cotton grown in Bengal. In comparing Bengal with 

the great civilisation in Egypt, Bernier favoured the former writing that the "pre- 

eminence ascribed to Egypt is rather due to Bengale. "(Bernier 1914, as cited in Boyce 

1987, 4) 

Today, despite its rich culture and former prosperity, West Bengal is home to 

some of the world's poorest people. According to Boyce (1987, v), though its farmland 

is among the most fertile in the world, its average rice yields are among the lowest, and 

the area imports virtually al l  of its cotton for textile production. He writes, "Nowhere 

is the gap between what is possible and what exists more poignant. "3 

Nearly half the population and half the area of the state is involved in 

agriculture. The most important crop is paddy. Oil seeds and pulses are also grown 

along with fruits and vegetables and jute, another important cash crop that brings in 

highly valued foreign exchange. 

Bengali miety 

Bengali society4 is patriarchal, patrilineal and patrilocal, with a hierarchy that 

places old men at the top and girls at the bottom. Bengali society is very respectful of 

age. While older people have power over younger members, and men over women, 

older women do have power over younger men within a paternalistic framework. This 

hierarchy is reflected in their speech. There are three forms of address, aapni, &mi, 

See James K. Boyce, Asrarian Imasse in Bensal, for a critical look at 
the politics of agriculture in Bengal, including Bangladesh, and the 
history and impacts of agrarian reform starting in the days of 
colonialism. 

My discussion here is limited to that of the Bengali Hindu society. I 
have insufficient knowledge of the impacts of Islam on Bengali families, 
and even less about Christianity. 



and tu-i. Aapni is a formal and respectful version of "you" and is used when addressing 

elders such as grandparents, strangers, and those in positions of power or of a higher 

class, tumi is use3 between social and (age) equalslcohorts, and when addressing 

parents and older relatives and family friends, and tu-i is used when addressing younger 

relatives or friends. This hierarchy pervades all strata of Bengali society, and the 

relationships between individuals, male and/or female, are generally extremely 

paternalistic. This is reflected in another form of address, that of 'dada' or older 

brother, and 'didi' or older sister. Among acquaintances, younger people usually add 

the s u f f ~  "-clan or "-di" when addressing elders in order to accord them respect. 

Among siblings and cousins, even a few month's difference in age demands this farm 

of address. In formal situations, this form of address is used to give respect or to 

acknowledge those in positions of power within class boundaries. Within this hierarchy, 

obedience to elders is beyond question. Influenced by this hierarchy, the style of 

communication is typically very didactic and everyone is full of good advice. 

Bengalis aspire to culture, with a love for the arts - poetry literature, music, 

dance and theatre. It is often jokingly said that the Bengalis love the three p's - poetry, 

paan and politics. They are sociable people and enjoy aaddaa-ing, or "shooting the 

breeze," about poiiticr a d  football, and a host of other subjects, over a cup of cha6 

An important feature of Bengali society is the quality of bhodrcr-ness that defines a 

refined person or bhodrolok, a mix of culture, education and respectability, a quality 

that is respected and aspired to. But even if a person is not of the bhodro class, slhe 

aspires to a sense of decency. Instilling a sense of Eoja, or shame, in om's children is 

This is a combination of spices and pieces of betel nut, wrapped in a 
betel leaf and chewed with lime. It is a mild stimulant. 

Bengalis are passionate about football, i .e. soccer. They are equally 
passionate about their tea or cha. 



an important part of socialisation in all classes. This notion of lojja acts as a powerful 

tool of social control in Bengali society, especially in regards to regdating men's 

behaviour toward women. 

The patriarchy present in Bengali society macifestr itself differently across class 

lines. Mridula Garg (1991) has broadly categorised women in India into three groups, 

which I adapt as a socioeconomic spectrum of women in West Bengal. At one end of 

the spectrum are women born into families with wealth, social standing and connections 

to the power elites; with no financial restrictions on their opportunities for education in 

the best schools and universities either in India or abroad; who have every opportunity 

to step into socially and/or economically powerful jobs with private corporations or 

non-profit organisations doing status-enhancing social or cultural work. Garg labels 

these women as belonging to the "fust world" within the "Third World" of India. 

Towards the middle of the spectrum are women from the middle class, who 

with a certain degree of education and through academic excellence Isading to 

scholarships can acquire an education at the best universities. It is from this group that 

women are being pushed into the workforce from economic necessity rather than an 

interest in self-determination and economic independence to develop their talents and 

potential. They are politically and socially aware and have given rise to both "rebels 

and die-hard conservatives. " (Garg 1991, 407) In Calcutta, working Bengali middle- 

class women are frequently seen in processions marching on the Writers Building, the 

seat of government, protesting government actions or inaction. G a g  considers these 

women to belong to the "second world. " 

At the other end of the spectrum are women of the "third world," who Garg 

feels lead lives "no better than beasts of burden," who are forced "with each act of 

developmentn to take on increasing workloads with less and less to eat in return. (Garg 

1991, 407) They refer to themselves as "goreeb lok, " poor people ignored by 

government a a i  with little power to bring about political change to improve the 



socioeconomic conditions of their lives. They struggle to survive devoting their 

energies to these efforts either through subsistence farming or by migrating to larger 

cities, usually Calcutta, living in slums while they work for a pittance. This group is 

usually illiterate or with very little formal education but hope to educate their children 

as much as possible. 

Women in the middle of the spectrum are the most mobile among the classes in 

Garg's estimate. They aspire to the educational and economic opportunities of the "first 

world" women, which some achieve through "sheer hard work and determination." 

First I will discuss the position of women in the "first and second worlds" and 

then discuss the position of women within the "third world" within Bengali society as I 

know or have read about it. While there are many universals in Bengali society, class 

dynamics have a major role in the specific manifestations of gender relations. 

Bengalis are highly religious and the dominance of female deities in Bengali 

Hinduism is often cited as a reason for the respect accorded women in Bengali society. 

The Goddess Durga, who represents the triumph of good over evil, is the preeminent 

deity, while her daughters, Goddesses Saraswati (learning and the arts) and Lakshrni 

(wealth), are the other two deities of importance. But this respect for women derives 

from the role of Goddess Durga as mother to Goddess Saraswati amd Lakshrni and to a 

number of other lesser Gods and Goddesses. The sexual division of labour within 

Bengali society is embedded in religion. Women are, therefore, respected for their role 

or potential as mothers. This suggests a respect for motherhood as opposed to women 

per se. Women's roles as mothers and wives are seen as their most important function 

and the domestic sphere is constructed as their domain. The care of the children and 

.' It can be argued that the patriarchal perspective has fashioned the 
image of Durga in her role of mother in order to make her more 
acceptable to society. And that this persona now reinforces and is 
reinforced by society's restrictive view of women's role in society. 



management of the household is seen as their natural ability and duty. As a result, 

women rule supreme within the home and in the kitchen. Even if a woman has a 

professional career, she is still responsible for running the household and instructing the 

housemaid or cook if the family dan afford one. At home, women are responsible for 

saying the daily prayers, but during religous ceremonies at marriages, funerals, 

festivals and other -tii)ns, male priests perform the rites. This role of supplicant to 

the Goddesses is interprc3ted by feminists as a form of sociai control for women become 

representatives of the family's piety and virtue and as such must measure up to the 

ultimate mother, Goddess Durga. 

Among middle-class BengaIis, daughters are considered 'Lakshmi' (lucky 

masc3ts who will bring wealth into the home), but sons are still fk preferred child to 

carry on the family name. One or two Lakshmis may be welcome, unless the f h l y  

can afford more, but beyond this point daughters are seen as a finaocial burden rather 

than a 'Lakshmi. ' In anuast, the ultimate blessing that can be given to a Bengali 

woman is - "May you be the mother of a hundred sons. ' H- new brides are seen by 

parents in-law as a light that will brighten their homes for the wealth she will bring the 

family by bearing sons. 

Marriage is seen as an important step for both men and women. Both men and 

women are socialised into seeing marriage as a natural progression in their life cycle 

and necessary for the economic, emotional and physical security it is supposed to 

provide. Women are seen as the other balf needed to a make a man whole, an$ together 

they form the basic unit of society. Women are seen as integral to the family and the 

maintenance of a home. Within tbis stereotypicat role, women are valued. Tbe Bengalis 

are family-oriented people. In the past, when the wealthy had much property and huge 

honres, extended f d i e s  living uoder one mf were the norm, Even those who m 1 d  

not afford one huge h a i s  lived orrat door to each owr .  Today, family members keep 

in close touch and support each ottrer. Celebrations of marriages and births are usllally 



a gatbekg of the clan. Bengdis are generally very hospitable people who love their 

food and ~elebrating.~ Previously, a married daughter was cansidered to have given up 

membership in her paremsVfamily to join that of her husband's parents. Since extended 

families rarely exist today, and a married couple usually sets up a new home of their 

own, daughters retain tbeir ties and loyalties to their own parents. This sets up a famrly 

network t h t  can both bind, by mlalising women within stemxypic%i roles, or suppon 

and protect women. Dowry deaths are mt common among Bengalis and wife ahuse IS 

acceptable.g Strong family networks c;ur work as social deterrents against such 

behaviour and provide women with s u m  and refuge. lhgse family networks can act 

as reliable souras of informiition when identifying potential narriage partners for 

family members. 

Hence women strive to be perf@ wives and mothers. Within this social 

structure it is not tmmd fw men to bring borne their paychecks and hand it over to 

their wives to Ilianage. It is the woman's role to keep up f a d y  ties axwf miai 

oetworks, to keep up mid and religious traditions. Hew, a good wife manages tfte 

family i n c c , ~ ~  ro enme W thar ffamiIy is well fed, that the children an: getting the best 

education affordable, that singing and dancing fessons are paid for, that their daughter's 

trammu in the form of sarees and jewelry is beimg steadily laid a sk ,  that appropriak 

presems are tmgM for ~ M v e s  daring festivals a d  marriages m mffm family ties 

' Unfortunately, feeding friends and family at the marriage of m e ' s  
daughter has hcoate the societal rmm and has forced many parents mto 
debt .. 

In India;, preoslxnantly Wrth India, brides who bring insufficient 
dowry with them i w z a  a marriage face continual harassment froai in-laws 
and husbands a d  are wen m~dered by them. Dowry deaths appear KO be an 
the rise in India e ~ i s t e a t  with the increasing violence t h r  women 
face. In Hest Bagax, there was a strong 19th century movement against 
dowry death fed EFy. the B r b  Saeraj, a e m  Yin?ltt --f, a&diieatii-q 
a motheistic religion. and social and educational refow according tc 
Western principles. 



and bonds. As wives and mothe~s, women must see to their h w '  comfort, manage 

the chiidren's welfat-e and promote the famifies' standing in society. 

Restrictions on women to remain housewives and mothers and to function 

exclusively within the home are nor penrasme within Bengali society. Tfme education of 

both men and womm has k m s ~ w C  rhis bond as has economic necessity. Education is 

field in high regard by the Bengalis as evidenced by their devotion to Saraswati, the 

r&d&ss of , f ~ L n g  and t !  ass. ?he li-y rate for urban wotnen in Bengai is one of 

the highest among fourteen states in India. In 1981, nearly sixty-one percent of rhe 

urban popuhtion hn West Bengal were Iirerate. (Unicef 19191,Sn) Only Kerda, a state 

in south India &a mains somr: nmriwhai communities and matrilineal uaditions, 

and ~a imadaml"  OR tfre w a  axw have a higher femafe literacy rate, with w f y  

eighty percent arrd abour sixty-two percent respectively. fn West Beogal, as in tbe rest 

of Ma, erfucatka is highly ~~~bs'i ised by government. Thts Indian cmsthtion 

gtmmmm free w n p b r y  e- a h a t i o n  to all children up ro the age of 

fourteen, but this is ~lc# e n f o r d  by the cerrual and state g o v m .  if W e m s  excel 

in theii public e m ,  nor being able to afford the fees is usually not an obstacle to 

their pmuirrpl him ebuc;uion. ft is d y  if their families need them to conuihte to 

the family income that they may fo& their education to find work. 

m y ,  me sf khe largest & mast poplous ciries la In&ia and the 
world, is the capital of this state. Pt is India's ecciiomic and business 
eene csstre d lms~ to f~dia's w e  an6 prosperous film iodustrry. This 
probably accotnmts for tbe bigh literacy rate in the state. 



Given the ex- to which edwaticTn is valued,parcnrs encourage their children 

to acquire as many degrees as possible." When children bave school and college 

exams, the h ~ ~ ~ e t s o l d  scbeduk revolves arwnd supporting them in their studies. 

family members, and nmbms will of'ten prepare special diets of rmuitious food and 

drinks. Most exams in the education system are competitive. In Bengal, students sit for 

public exams in grades ten and twelve and in their final years of university education 

These results determine their acceptance into tbe next level of education and the quality 

of the institution. During exams it is common practice for mothers to accompany their 

children to the examination centre and wait outside while their children write their 

exams. If there are two exams on one day they errsure that a home-cooked meal is 

available during the hurh break. Working mothers will take a leave of absence from 

work to be home with their children, to e m r e  that they are well fed and that the home 

environment is conduEive to them co~~entrating on their studies.r2 

Apart from valuing knowledge for itself, it is also seen as the ticket to a well 

paying profession or career. Bengalis are not known for their business acumen. Their 

imllectuaf and cultural pursuits lead them to careers in the service sector, doctors, 

engineers, laayers, and professors being the most respected and sought after positions, 

The education systa has faced criticism for rts Western and 
etbocentric bias in being derived fram the Britxsh school system AB 
well, critics have questioned its relevance to students rn rural areas. 
(anice•’ 1992, t36-771 Accordingly it is seen as a system for 
inhtrinating students with middle-class values. In addition, feminists 
are critical of eirtcation for perpetuating gender inequalities. iBourque 
& Warren 199Oj In West Eengal. the state government has made some 
changes to tbe syllabus to reflect Indian culture and hzstory. 

I2 Within the Bengali cruitrrre chis is acceptable practice. During my 
field work in Calcutta in March 1993, I was unable to reach two women in 
different g c x p c m t  ministries as they were on leave while their 
children sat for their grade twelve exams. 



as well as careers in the Mian Foreign Service as diplomats and foreign office 

attaches, or in tbe Indian Administrative Service as civil servants. The sexist bias 

favowing women studying the humanities and men the sciences is less prevalent among 

the Bengatis. Women are m u r a g e d  to study medicine and engineering, the two most 

prized areas of study. Women are increasingly becoming professors, scientists, 

teachers, mrses, sammks, and trusks executives. Without adequate education, 

Iower middle cfass women usually end up in the service industry as clerks, typists, 

shopkeepers, hairdressers or beauticians catering to the needs of women at the more 

affluent end of the spectrum. 

But while women arr: encouraged to pursue higher education and increasingly a 

career, marriage aml motherhood is stitf the measure of their status in society. 

Education is a sign of class, fxtt more importantly used to enhance their value in the 

marketplace of arranged marriages which is the norm. As well, they are encouraged to 

take singing and dancing lessons and to learn to play a musical instrument. This reflects 

the Bengalise love for culture, but with the intersection of patriarchy translates into 

accomplishments that are desirable in wives and daughters-in-law. While a fine singing 

voice and accomplisbmmt an a mwical iasbnunent is appreciated in men, these are less 

important in the marriage market. Earning capacity is more important. The dowry 

system has slowly become a part of Bengali marriages and reflects an increasing 

d e v h t i o n  of women's productive and reproductive roles. Whereas previously parents 

gave their daughters a trousseau of clothes and jewelry and whatever else they could 

ad, now, a dowry in cash aml kiod is often demanded by ihe prospective groom and 

his family, As a result, &me women with a better education or career pay less or no 

dowry. As well, looks are considerably more important in women than in men w h  



marriages are being arranged. A beautiful face and eyes,13 and a fair complexion can 

go a long way towards lowering the dowry beiag asked. Among some Bengali families, 

the dowry system is looked down on as un-bhodro and will refuse alliances involving 

dowries. 

Increasingly women are marrying later in order to complete their masters and 

doctoral degrees d this is acceptable in Bengali society, especially if the woman is 

exceptional in her studies and is accepted into a prestigious institution. A few women 

have chosen to devote themselves to their education and careers as professors, 

researchers, lawyers and doctors, professions that allow them the economic 

independence to support their choices. In such cases, women may even be respected for 

their commitment given the association of these professions with education and 

learning. But this respect comes after they have established themselves in their careers, 

after they have fought a psychological battle with the social and cultural norms. For 

while men rarely remain single either, women face more questions regarding their 

choice. As well, "love marriages," interaste marriages and inter-communal marriages 

are on the rise given people's mobility in following their careers and higher education. 

Sexual discrimination deriving from patriarchal beliefs is reflected in the 

differential treatment of sons and daughters. For example, the head of the fish is 

considered a special treat for the extra nutrition available from these parts and the 

exquisitely tender flesh found aroumt the head. But, among more conservative families, 

tfris piece is often saved for the males to eat and rarely given to the daughters. l4 As 

well, a son's education is considered more important than a daughter's. If the family 

In Bengali society a beautiful pair of eyes is very admired. Big, 
lustrous eyes like those of a cow are considered the perfect shape. The 
cow is sacred to Hindus. 

In_ A model wife and laother, eternally sacrificing and giving, would 
never dream of eating it herself. 



cznnot afford to educate both, the son's education takes precedence. This is because 

men are still considered the main bread winners. 

Despite the strides women have made towards following a career, the respect 

that is accorded them derives from their roles as mothers and wives. And women's 

freedom of movement and association is circumscribed by what is traditionally sccially 

permissible for a bhodro-mohila (lady). Married Bengali women wear sidhoor, a red 

powder, on their foreheads as a sign of marriage along with coral bangles on their 

arms. Men traditionally have no sign of marriage. While unmarried women get 

harassed and sometimes surreptitiously fondled on crowded public transportation during 

rush hour, married women rarely do. But despite this, Calcutta is still the safest for 

women among the metropolitan cities of India attesting to the culture of respect for 

women in Bengal, which of course is slowly eroding. Bengali women are vocal and do 

not hesitate to protest loudly and gain support from passersby and others present. 

Miscreants are chastised for havlng no loja or shame, and their behaviour is seen as 

disgracing their own mothers, the worst shame possible but again reflecting the respect 

accorded mothers and motherhood as opposed to all women. But just as the dowry 

system has crept into Bengali society, assaults on women are also on the rise indicating 

a sexist backlash against women's partial emancipation from the confines of home. The 

traditional segregation of women has changed with the entrance of women into ttie 

public sphere, and patriarchal notions of domination are taking on a different form. At 

religious events like ceremonies held in the temple, men and women still sit in separate 

halves of the room.15 This segregation in Bengali society is partly emlmMed in the 

respect given to women's space and reinforced by the notion of 2ojja or shame. A 

frequently asked question of violators is - "Don't you have my shame?" But while this 

l5 To my knowledge, this is standard practice in most communities across 
the country. 



shames the individual, this in no way attacks the systemic societal violence against 

women. 

The devaluation of women's productive and reproductive labour increases as we 

move towards the other end of the socioeconomic spectrum and the physical and 

societal restrictions on women's movements increase as we move towards more rural 

areas. Without the economic means to afford a bhodro lifestyle and a wife to help 

maintain it, women u e  worked like "beasts of burden," are progressively devalued as 

we move along this spectrum. Daughters are seen less as 'Lakshmis' than as burdens 

whose marriages and dowries must be paid for, burdens to be transferred to their 

husbands.16 Within a marriage they must play a subordinate role to their husbands, and 

their opinions and advice may not be valued. Extreme sexism is reflected in the oft 

repeated phrase, - "she's a girl, she's incapable, she won't succeed," even when 

referring to older women, and this works psychologically as social control to keep girls 

and women insecure regarding their abilities and fearful of not being able to manage on 

their own without a man. Social control is often maintained through restricting 

women's movements or by the threat of physical force. Poverty means that children 

must labour as soon as they are able. Daughters either help with housework to relieve 

their mothers who can then work outside the home or labour a!ongside their parents. 

O k n  daughters give up their own education to work so that their brothers can 

complete theirs, or they are never sent to school. Increasingly, young women are taking 

on the financial burden of caring for their families when parents are too ill or pass 

l6 I hesitate to use the word property. See Whitehead (1983) for a 
discussion of 'warnen as propertyf. Looking at a nurnber of cross-cultural 
studies, she argues that women are not necessarily 'objects' even if 
they are not fuliy *subjects* and calls for more research into power 
relationships between women and men and its expression in different 
societies. 



away before their children have grown up. Many give up their dreams of finishing 

school. 

In rural areas, women may never venture out of their villages. Girls and women 

are not encouraged to ex?lore the world. "Good girls don't. " "Good girls" stay home, 

are obedient and mind their tongues. If a woman marries a man from another village, 

she is escorted as a 1i2w bride to her new home and must keep the train of her saree 

pulled low over her face. If women travel away from their villages, they are usually 

escorted by their husbands, fathers or brothers who take care of all the travel 

arrangements. Girls and women are encouraged to be dependent on males in the 

family. Women walk a couple of paces behind their husbands and not by their side. 

Secluded as their upbringing is, when a crisis hits and women are left to fend for 

themselves, they often find themselves unprepared to wpe and are often exploited by 

other men as a result. When economic necessity forces them to leave their villages to 

find work, they are easy victims to be tricked or lured into slavery and prostitution and 

kept virtual prisoners. 

Women usually work in the fields during planting and harvesting season. 

Oi-ise they are restricted to the house and not encouraged to mingle with others. If 

they hire themseives out as agricultural labourers, women tend to work in segregation 

away from the men. Married women cover their heads at all times with the train of 

their sarees and, when faced with strangers or males from the village, they pull this 

covering down to shield their faces. They are socialised to have little to say and as a 

result reply in monosyllables when questioned or by giggling. Shyness, again 

represented by bja, is seen as a faninhe virtue that is cultivated in girls. Their 

capabiiites devalued, they are not e~lcou~aged to fW their voice or to have one. 

The intersection of patriarchy, class and caste is reflected in the stzttistics on 

iitaacy. Rural Bag& has a higher percemage of the safe's poor. Urban women are 

mxlch better educated than the'i NI;tl coumerparts. The literacy rate for uTban females 



in Bengal is 60.64 percent while that for rural females is 25.3 1 percent. In comparison, 

the literacy rate among urban i d e s  is 75.10 percent and 46.98 percent for niral 

d e s . 1 7  

Thus women's positions within this patriarchal and paternalistic society are 

tenuous and dependent on their role and status within their families. The oppression of 

women incr- along the socioeconomic spectrum with a decrease in the value 

accorded their productive and reproductive labour. Feminists have long identified the 

traditional family as a unit of patriarchal society where gender construction and the 

systematic subordination of women occur, and this appears to be truc in an analysis of 

Bengali society. 

Theoretically, the partial liberation of women from the confines of the home has 

e1ernent.s of cultural feminism.18 Women in the more affluent sections of Bengali 

society tend to see women as the purer, gentler and better sex. This derives from the 

high regard that the Goddess Dusga is held in. Female qualities are to be revered, as it 

is those qualities that make a good mother. Women are not seen as oppressed but as 

fulfilling their natural roles of wives and mothers. Women are seen as the superior sex 

in that they embody the qualities of patience, virtue, sacrifice, fortitude, and 

generosity. As a result women are still confined within the stereotypical role they have 

traditionally been assigned while economic necessity places on them a double burden, 

l7 The difference in literacy rates between males and females of the 
middle and upper classes would be much narrower, I feel. Migration of 
rural women to urban centres in Bengal affects the statistics on urban 
literacy rates. 

l8 Cultural feminists see femininity as the most desirable form of human 
behaviour and reject masculinity as the ideal. Though femininity is 
defined in a positive way, this view does not challenge unequal pover 
relations between men and waren or male construction of genders. See 

+ween Jayawardend [I9861 for her critical analysis of the comecCion be, 
feminism aod the rise of a growing middle class of civil servant8 during 
the days of the Bricish Raj. 



that of being responsible for *&e care of their children and their homes and that of 

breadwinner. If women are accorded respect, arguably, it is motherhood that is valued 

rather than women themselves. In working outside the home, patriarchy is not 

challenged nor women's socially defined roles within it. Even class mobility occurs 

within this framework where education is used to exchange one's occupation for a 

better paying one and not to challenge existing class hierarchies. Here education is seen 

as a qualification that increases a woman's value as wife and mother. 

The lay of the land 

West Bengal has 16 districts.lg Of these, the district of 24-Parganas is its 

largest, situated in the south-east corner of the state with nearly one-third covered by 

the dense Sunderban forest to the south.20 The district of 24-Pargarras is divided into 

two administrative units, North and South. 24-Parganas (South) is further divided into 

administrative units called blocks or thamx2' 

The capital of %Parganas(S) is Canning, a small town that is the last stop on 

the railway line into the Sunderban area. The Sunderban forest - the last remaining tract 

of forest in West Bengd - is a popular tourist spot where visitors come to see the 

mangrove forests and, hopefully, to catch a glimpse of the Royal Bengal tiger, a 

l9 Theee are - Cooch Behr, Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, Nadia, Midnapur, 
Hal&, West Dinajpur, Imrshidabad. 24-Parganas, Calcutta, Iiowrah, 
Burdwan, H o c g h l y ,  Birbhum, Bankura, Purulia. 

Sametimes this is spelled as Sundarban. 

'' See iippen- D far a geographical profile of the district and 
selected blocks. 



supposedly majestic beast. Named after Lord Canning, governor general of India from 

1856-62, it was set up as a port by the British to guard the estuary opening into the Bay 

of Bengal. It was abandoned after the British moved the capital of India from Calcutta 

to Delhi and silt from the river HoogMy and the tides of the area made the port difficult 

to navigate. Travellers to and from the interiors of the Sunderbans and the rest of the 

district transfer to buses that ply to and from Canning. Canning has a large fish auction 

where the entire local catch is auctioned every night, packed in ice, and sent off to 

domestic and foreign markets. The local economy revolves around providing services 

for tourists and l d s .  Within the town, there are few stable employment opportunities 

except government jobs at the railway station, the post office, government offices and 

research stations that variously monitor the soil, the weather, local agriculbre and the 

forest. With limited work available, it is usually men who are given the opportunities. 

Most men are seasonal or casllal workers, agricultural labourers, construction workers, 

coolies, the self-employed rickshaw pullers, or shopkeepers with small shops in town 

selling consumer goods, or merchants in the bazaar, or market, selling grain, fresh 

fruit and vegetables, f ~ h  and poultry. 

The  underb bans^^ 

The reality Is always diferent from the romantic picture one draws in 
one's miad about a place. So it is with the Sunderbans. As a child, one 
reads so much about the peaceful villages in densely forested areas, with 
small rivulets and creeks on the banks of which there nestle delightful 
hamlets, the land being infested, however, with marauding tigers and the 
rivers with cmcdiles, a land abouad'i nonetheless with f ~ h  and game 
and fowl; a region where daylight scarcely penetrates the thick 

22 "Sunder" laeans beautiful and "bann wan* forest in Bengali. 



vegetation and the myriad trees, where a boat trip gives you a complete 
escape from modem civlization. (Ghosh 1989, 1 0 3 ) ~ ~  

The Sunderbans is an estuarine region of tidal creeks, mud fiats and newly 

farmed islands where most of the land is covered by dense mangrove forests. This is 

where the Matla and Bidya rivers and its tributaries form intermeshing veins of the 

delta and then open out into the Bay of Bengal. These rivers are capricious, constantly 

changing their course and eroding existing islands while depositing mud, sand and silt 

to build new ones. In addition to these problems of a deltaic coastline, the high tides 

flood the area with saline water leaving the soil unfit for cultivation. 

In the early 19th century the British decided to populate this region. To the 

north of what became known as the "Fraser Line", lots were auctioned off to create 

zumindaris, while south of this line remained reserved forests. These new pioneer 

landlords, or zumindars, were expected to clear the area and settle on the land. 

Embanhents were built to protect the people and prevent the salt water from reaching 

this land with each high tide. The rains washed away excess salt and in three to four 

years the land was cultivable. At this time, most of the settlers came from the 

neighbouring district of Midnapur, whose poor and dispossessed longed for a small plot 

of land of their own. The task of retaining the land put both life and health at risk for 

apart from tigers and crocodiles, malaria too was a constant threat. 

23 Arun Ghoshgs book, West Bensal Landscapes, is "an admixture of a 
travel diary, a record of the life and living conditions of the ordinary 
villagers, of the internal conflicts within government, of the problems 
.... of reaching the benefits of planned development to the people . . . I i  

and is a fascinating read that provides insights into the politics and 
economics of rural West Bengal. 



But between 1951 and 1961, the population of the region increased dramatically 

because of an inflow of refugees from East ~ a k i s t a n . ~ ~  West Bengal's population 

increased from 26.3 million to 34.9 million, an increase of 32.8 percent, and most of 

these people came to the Sunderbans. (Bose 1968, 9) The people of the Sunderbans are 

amongst the poorest of West BengzI. Hence, at the bottom of the lowest economic 

rung, they are some of the poorest in the world. As well, a vast majority of the 

population belong to scheduled castes and tribes.'' A group of people previously called 

the 'untouchables' whom Mahatma Gandhi renamed harijans or "people of God, " 

their position is at the bottom of the Hindu religious and social ladder which 

exacerbates their marginal position and their poverty. This situation highlights the 

problems inherent in the migration patterns of the poor and the most vulnerable in 

society - marginal land for marginal people. Handicapped by their situation they must 

24 Bengal was partitioned in 1947 and the former East Bengal became East 
Pakistan, a muslim territory. Many refugees into West Bengal had been 
well off in East Bengal as landowners and fled to escape real or 
potential persecution as religious minorities. With the civil war in 
1971, East Pakistan gained independence and became Bangladesh. 

25 According to Chatterjee (1982) , unlike other parts of India, "there 
has been in West Bengal no attacks on Harijans as a target of caste 
antagonism. 'I (88) In states like Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat, Punjab 
and Maharashtra, violence against Harijana, including rape, are 
reportedly on the rise. (Hasan 1986, omvedt 1982) 

26 According to the Vedas, the sacred ancient Sanskrit texts from which 
Hinduism derives, society is divided into four classes of people - the 
Brahmans, whose duties are the acquisition of learning and scholarship, 
to perform religious rites and to teach and preach, the Kshtriyas, whose 
duty it was to defend the people and the state, the Vaishyas, who were 
responsible for agriculture and business, and the Shudraa, who were at 
the lowest rung of the social system and whose duty it was to serve the 
other three classes. The vedas denied them any civil, economic or 
religious rights. The Sl;u&as, with time, became the luntouchahlesl. 
(Hasan 1986) 



now bade human and non-human adversaries. Unable to control thei social and 

economic circmManus, they are also at the mercy of nature. 

Climate 

The climate of West Bengal is mostly tropical, hot and humid with four seasons 

recognised by the Meteorological Department of the Government of India, rhe hot 

season, the advancing mo~lsoons, the retreat of tfie monsoons or autumn, a d  the cold 

season.27 The moIlsoOns bring heavy rains all over the state for about four months, 

from mid June to mid October, much welcomed by farmers and by all for the relief it 

brings from the intense k t  of the summer. However, at its worst, tbe impact of the 

monsoons can be devastating along coastal &gal. For those in the SuIlderbw, a 

harsh moIlsoOn can mean storms that lash the area leaving precious l iae  behind. Often 

land too disappears along with homes and crops submerged under flood waters. 

Nor'westers in the summer and cyclones in the autumn add t t ~  fhe fury of nature, the 

latter sometimes causing tidal waves. 

With so much of the area covered with water, transportarim and communication 

is problematic, exacerbated by the proximity to the open sea. Strong currents and tides 

dictate the pace of life. Baais, ferries, Iamcha are a prominent part of the 

transportation system of the area. There are two high tides a day wben it is possible to 

schedule sailings. On land most roads are dirt roads. Although Calcutta is only sixty 

kilometers away by train, ihe deltaic nahue of the region places it almost a world 

away. Inconvenient aml at times dangerous, the tide forces govermnem imervention to 

be as sfow paced as a feny ride down the river. 

27 Except in the northern mountainous region, the fm'ihills of the 
Himalayan range. 



-pation 

Just as the rhythm of the tide dictates the movement of people, fisherfolk too 

spread their t~ers to catch fish swimming up with the tide for rhese waters are rich wirh 

a great variety of edible fish. Fish IS a very important part of rtie Bengali diet and Wesr 

Bengal is a leading producer of fresh water fish in India. Esttmrk ffikry, coastal 

fshery and sea fishery in and around West Bertgal supply the state's inexbusrive 

appetite for this delicacy. Of these, the Retvrork of salt water creeks in rhe Sunderbans 

and broad rivers opening out imo .Ee sea is ideal for estuarine fishery. These waters are 

rich in some e ~ k n t  and tasty varieties of f ~ h ,  prawns, lobsters and crabs. All these 

make their way to the big fsh market in Canning and are auctioned off. Most of the 

fsh  finds irs way to C a l m  to satisfy the high demand there, while most of the 

prawns and lobsters are destirmed for foreign markets where buyers are willing to pay 

exorbitant prices for these delicacies.2e With the government's demand for foreign 

currency, what was onee a part of the nmml focal diet fias become. a luxury that few 

can afford. A% presem exchange rates. prawns and lobsters are both priced out of Indian 

markets. But even those willing to pay are out of luck, for foreign cummy " s ~ i i s n  

better. 

The l a d  fam~ers aiso uy to grow one paddy crop a yeat from 3 uly to 

November. This ~ O I M C T O ~  m1twe is characteristic of the area, dependent as it is on the 

monsoon rains to reduce soiJ salinity, Apan from paddy, farmers grow a variety of 

28 See Ghosh (X998) for a &a-sian of the conflict between prawn farm 
owners. usually hineasrnen from Calcutta, and small focal fanners who 
live off their land. 3% former look to lease paddy fields, break 
emEMRkments and fkcxxl tfme fields with saline water thac ebb with zhc 
tides in d e r  to increase their output. and profits, while the fatter 
are interested in faxwing rheir land tc feed themselves and their 
fa&liiee. mhnhiea'Is have been b c m n  to gec sabotaged as a reeult of 
which paddy fields get flooded with saline water rendering them unfit 
for agricul ttrre . 



fmits and vegetabicss, pulses, cereals, and oilseeds. Som are also imfved in dairy and 

poultry farming. 

Cycles of pcwerty / spirals of dependacy 

According 10 govermnerg stalistics, ninety-six peroem of the population of the 

poor. In a survey dome by Development Di;tfogue in '1986 of sex workers in C a l m ' s  

various red light areas, eighteen to nineteen percent of the women came from 24 

~ar~anas,(~).~~ Given abat the sfate of Weit 3engal bas six- districts, the 

overrepresenration af women from this one disvict amas to the exueme poverty of the 

region. 

'' Ttre poverty line "in terars of mmthly per capita expenditure rs 
estimated corresp&mding to darky calorre requireripenzs of 2,400 per 
person in ~ a f  areas arrd 2,fDO urban areas.* f-zcef 1991, 2071 In 
1992-93. according t o  the Winistry of Rural DeveEqment, the poverty 
line was Rs.lP,QOEP per family per asnuan, for a family of five. 

~ v e f o p e n t  Dial-e is a nos-profit (Nr,O) society mworking in the 
area of wOFBen and child $eveEqxeat, anB on acri~n prajeets.' It is 
based in Calcutta w i t &  another office in Pturshidabad. Cccnmversa~ioa?. with 
Rita Shirali of -1 t DiakcgueZ 



Of the thirty-six women I interviewed at SKVIS who were members of the 

two were 1Uuslims, o x  of wbm was a converted Hindu mamed to a 

Mwlim, and the rest Hincfus; and about twenty women told me they belonged to the 

"scheduled caste",32 a couple were unsure, and the rest belonged to a "higher caste." 

TfKy ranged in age from fifteen years to fifty-five years. Nineteen of the women were 

in their thirties, ten in their twenties, f ive m mid to late teens, one in her forties 

and one in her fifties. I also interviewed a ten-year-old daughter of one of the 

members. Their level of education ranged from noce to Bachelor degrees. Most had 

completed elawnmy schaol, many high school. Most were married, their average age 

of marriage was sixreen years; four were separated from their husbands and four were 

widows, while a &id were unmarried. 

For most, poverty forced them to seek employment at SKVIS. For about a 

fourth of the women I interviewed, their fathers died when they were young and their 

lives changed for the worse. All of them had to stop their education, and their mothers, 

who had never even conceived of working outside the home, were f o r d  to support the 

31 I also interviewed a number of trainees. I discuss their  responses in 
a later chapter. 

32 At SRVIS, I noticed no tension between Scheduled Caste women and 
of a higher caste. At least two of the most active members of the 

executive committee are from the Scheduled CasEe and I belreve that the 
close bond among the conmitree members has set the tone for  mteraction 
within SENIS. I am grateful to Dr. 30- Wood for the following inctrght. 
I n  Bengaf, caste is less of a concern than in other parts of India. 
Class is more significant and, as a result, the ccmmnists have done 
betcer here than in other states. 

I noticed little class teasion either, i f  it existed. There were 
personal disagseeatents, which exist everywhere, but none of the women 
ever catsplain& to BE! of class smakbery oc the part of another wonan.  
One of the casmittee msmhzra eoases from an aristocratic and formerly 
werrl*Ay f a w , P y  a d  b d  tsr;aeasietd a tiacbeiors degree but displayed no 
airs. The degree of solidarity anvrng the women is encouraged in large 
part by Mr. Ray w b  believes in religious, caste and class tolerance. 



family, Sometimes older sibfings became responsible for the entire family, in most 

cases the older sisters, In rare cases where their mothers bad died, their fathers 

struggled alone to raise and support the family until they were oid enough to start 

working. In Turnpa" s, her mother is a member of SKVIS. Sixteen years old and a 

student in grade eight, she took her mother's place at SKVIS when her mother fell 

seriously ill. She spins cotton after school, on Saturdays and during school vacations. 

She is under no pressure from her family to give up her education. Her older sister is 

also seriously 31, and h r  f a k r ,  a fanner, cultivates the little land they have. Her older 

brother is a student. 

A few wonaen were uwxpectsdly widowed and unprepared for life outside the 

home. Most ha? mver been to school and had no formal training. Up until that time 

their husbands had brought home decent wages and they had devoted themselves to 

being housewives and mottters. Pushpa MondoI's husband worked at the government 

agricultural research centre in Canning helping out in the laboratories. He went into 

hospital for minor surgery and conhzted jaundice to which he succumbed three 

months later She was left with two young children to care for. Similarly Gouri Buiya 

was widowed when her son was just a few years old. Neither have any schooling and 

heard of SKVIS tfuougb friends. 

Some women work to suppiemem the family income either because their 

father's/busband's income is inadequate for more than rhe basic mxsit ies  of life, or it 

is u~lstable. Onty AJarga Sen mentioned that her in-laws p r e f e d  she give up work and 

stay home. Wit she prefers to be independem and has her husband's support. Puml 

Wdar's husband works as a Mwrer. His income is low a d  varies from day to 

day and the family dqm& on her steady b m e .  A few members' husbands or fathers 

ape seff-apfoyect d sit by the roadside with their wares or have small businesses Iike 

h a i m  stalls, SMS selling cigarettes axxi ~freshmerds in town or at ttPe d w a y  

statiorr. P fish, sbop. and businesses repairhng radios and televisions or providing other 



services. Business fluctuates and their monthly income varies. &t among the women at 

SKVIS, the economic situation of these women and their families is relatively better 

with both partners earning an income. A few women's husbands are farmers with small 

pieces of land that provide emugh rice for the family to live on. They may even grow 

some vegetables, and one of them has a pond that provides the family with fish. Two 

families have cows to provide fiesh milk for the family. 

Of the i r e &  women that I interviewed, most Iived with both parents and 

their siblings, with their mothers doing most of the housework. Ail of them mentioned 

that they were in no hurry to many and under no pressure from their parents to do so. I 

suspect that their economic independence and contributions to the family income had a 

large impact on how k y  were viewed. No longer the stereotypical burden as 

daughters, they were valued as income earners and necessary to the household. 

With few exceptions, all we married women must face the double burdeb? of 

both working and taking care of the home and the children. Most are responsible for 

the housework, unless they live in extended families and their mothers-in-law run the 

househcld. Minoti Ghosh, who is unmarried and whose mother died when she was 

young, does the housework and is assisted by her younger sister. So for most of these 

women their daily s c ~ 1 e s  are very full. They wake up at about six a.m., sweep and 

dust the house, light the d stove and make tea, cook lunch, pack everyone's lunches, 

feed the family ami send them off to work/school, bathe, pray at the family altar or in 

the prayer room, eat their breakfast and had off to SKVIS to start work between ten 

and ten-thirty. In the evenings after work, at about six to six-thirty, they buy the 

groceries and go home to cook dirmer. Some have to fetch water from the pubiic tap or 

tubewell if they didn't do so in the morning or if they need more water. Some can 

a f f o r d m h a v e w a t e r ~ t o t h e h o u s e b y p a ) l i n g t h e w a ~ c a r r i e r o r s e r P d ~  

f d y  members IS do, thls chore. Some have part-time help to assist with the 

hoasework. After dimrer they do &e dishes and maybe the laundry, feed their livestock 



if they have any, aod then head off to bed. On weekends they finish the chores they 

couldn't handle during the week. Two women have progessive husbands. Pushpa Deb 

and Sabita Eas mentioned that their hlclsbands help then with housework - shopping for 

groceries and even cooking. Pushpa Deb's husband even helps with the dishes.33 He 

teaches at the local school while Sabita Das's husband has a fish-shop. 

Nine of the married women I interviewed are single and had either been 

widowed or abandoned by their husbands. Eight of them were single mothers. In the 

Sunderban area, very often men run off with their wife's dowry andlor jewelry and 

remarry leaving their former wives with no income and, very o k n ,  children to 

support. There is a public misperception that usually it is Muslim women who are 

abandoned or divorced since Muslim men, by religion, are allowed to remarry. But, in 

conversation with Mr. Ray and the women at SKVIS, I discovered that this perception 

is not true for the NI.al regions of West Bengal. Among the Hindus, women are 

abandoned just as frequently, if not more often. Among the middle aod upper classes, 

social pressure works against this practice.34 But among the poor in the rural regions, 

social pressure against the misaearment of women is almost no~~xistent .  For example, 

when Basanti Maarmdar was pregaant with her third child, her husband left and never 

came back. She soM off her jewelry to fe the family while waiting in vain for him to 

return. When her daughter, k h u ,  was born, someone offered u, buy Puchu from her, 

but she refused. Flgquently among the poor, daughters are sold off and end up as 

33 His assistance with this last chore is especially unusual for men are 
not supposed to touch solneone else's used plate. The notion of fhootha 
is strong in India, referring to food or utensils that have been used, 
Frequently households will employ a person of a lower caste for this 
chore, while the preparation of meals remains the housewife's 
responsibility. 

34 Interestingly enouqh, accoxdiq to the Vedas, B r a b a a n s  are allwed 
four wives, Ksbtriyas three, Vaishyas two and Shudras one. (Basan 1986, 
3 1 



slaves or prostitutes. Often young boys are bought by criminal rings, maimed and sea 

into the cities to k g .  

Saraswati Adhikari's husband abandoned her and kept her jewelry. Six months 

into her marriage, Mona Das was abandoned by her husband. Two of the women I 

interviewed were of the scheduled caste and had had "love marriages" with men of a 

higher caste. They had been abandoned by their husbands after their in-laws had 

pressured their husbands to remarry within their caste. Of the widowed or abandoned. 

commonly the in-laws refuse to allow them to continue to live with them. Sometimes 

the women themselves choose not to stay because the relationship is so tense. Among 

the single married women, a few have returned to their own parent's homes and 

contribute towards the family income as in the case of Mona Das. S k  supports her sick 

mother, sister and younger brother, and on weekends farms the plot of land that was 

left to her brother when her father died. They live on what she manages to grow. 

Saraswati, too, returned to her parent's home and contributes a fair amount to the 

family's income. But those with children don't want to burden their parents and 

struggle to survive on their own. With two exceptions, all of them have children and 

must support them alone, which has not always been possible without help. As a result, 

some have been forced to put their children into orphanages and visit them on 

weekends. Gouri, whose productivity in spinninp is affected by her frail health, barely 

makes enough to feed herself and her son and receives an allowmce from SK-S for 

her rent. Widowed and desperately poor, she was forced to put her son ir! an orphanage 

amf visits him once a month. Sidarly, Uijala Chosh's daughters live in an orphanage 

and dislike being apart from her, but she has no alternative. Others like M, who 

was abandoned by her ha;lsband, work extra hours. She w=rrks from six a m .  to six p.m. 

fivedaysaweekardWa&yonSaarrdaytomakeenougb~supportitefthree 



children.35 Her daughter Boishali, who is ten years old, helps with the household 

chores. Boishali wakes up at six every morning, lights the stove, helps her mother cook 

for the family, washes her one-year-old baby sister, feeds her eight-year-old brother 

and sends him off to schooI, bathes, eats her breakfast and goes off to SKVIS with her 

baby sister, whom she babysits while her mother works. At lunch time she takes her 

sister home, bathes her, a d  brings her mother's lunch to SKVIS. At four p.m. she 

heads for the group tuitions that are paid for by SKVIS and studies for two hours.36 

When her mother finishes work in the evening, they head home together. I asked her 

what life was like before her father left them. She recalled school, singing lessons and 

three meals a day witb good food. After her father disappeared, she remembers the 

hunger. Now, she says, they caa afford boiled rice and lentil 

Apart from being exploited by their husbands for theii dowry, some of the 

women have also been abused. Ujjala Ghosh put up with a troubled marriage awl an 

abusive husband till they M y  separated. For years she refused to separate from him 

worrying what society w d d  think. After joining SKVIS, she reaiised her "strength" 

and chose to become a single parent. 

35 In India, the official work week is five and a half days. 

36 SKVIS pays two vomen to tutor the children of some of its members. 
Everyday after school, the children come to SKVIS for their lessons, 
which fast about two hours. Private tuitions are conmon practice 
attesting either to the poor level of instruction at school or the 
courpetitive nature of the classes. 

37 Boiled rice and lentil soup is a staple of most Indian diets. 
Ibzpoliahed rice is cheaper galisbed rice, and fortLsaately richer in 
nutrients. Lentils are rich in vitarains, especially the B-vitaminFc, and 
relatively cheap and plentiful. 



Many of these experiences highlight the consequences of king poor and of 

gender and cass discrimination. Their double burden,38 and in Mona Das's case a 

triple burden,39 and experiences with abandonment and dowry exploitation supports 

the research done by sc:blm on the lives of poor women in the Third World. 

Against this backdrop of geography and gender, di(jpossession and deprivation, 

marginality and migmion, politics and poverty, SKVIS was born- Without exception, 

the artisans who work at SKVIS had heard of the society through informal w o r k s  of 

communication, throl~gh family, friends and acquiantances. 

.A Decade of W o m s n s s  Struggle - the SKVIS r u p a r i e n ~ e ~ ~ ~  

The Smderbm Kftadi and Village W h s t d  Society was regkted as a society 

in 1978 with the Registrar of Firms, Societies aod Non-tiading Corporations, West 

Bengal, in aceor- with tbe West Be?gal Societies Registration Act of The 

intent of the society is to "serve the poor and distressed people by (providing) 

employment opportunities," to aaempt to improve the eco~l~mic struam of ttw: village 

38 Wignaraja (19901 refers to *double burden* as that of bing poor and 
a woman, which differs from the other authors in my bibliography who use 
'double burden' co refer to the respo~sibility of housework wid incore 
earner. 

39 She suffers the added burden af farming i n  order to feed her family 
See Mamaen (1991) for Iser discussion of this term. Ebserts (1989) 
definition of 'triple burden* replaces subsistence fawing wlth 
commmity work. 

40 This title is burrowed frcm a SKVIS document of the same name. See 
s m s  t19ssj. 

41 see Appendix B for the society's neaW,randuw of Association. 



through village iartusnIes and "to create wide@) artd faster rate(s) of employment 

oppo~tunities through iodnstrialisatim and (&e) promotion of allied development 

activities. " (SKMS M- ef Association, 1978) 

The original members of SKVIS were a group of seven - Anima Modal, 

Sushama Mimi, &la R;zha, Sbepbati Roy, Pushpa Deb, Purnima Biswas, and Gita 

Cfiswdhury - who came toget5er in 1977 and swore to get the socKty up and running. 

With the excepth of Pushpa Deb a d  Gia Chowdhury, di of tloem had been forced 

by the death or iIlness of their fathers to take on the burden of supporting kir 

families. In converSati01tp with me, most recalled, with regret, having to abandon their 

snrdies. 

Susbaraa Misri is the ekka of eight siblings. When hez father died in 1975, she 

was in lux f d  year at high school. She dropped out of school to look for work. 

Originally from East Ba@, now Bmghksb, her f e  had been forced to relocate 

his f d y  to a d pla  of gov--given hi in the S m  When 

the Matla river flooded aod washed their land away, they moved to Carming. Anima 

Mondal was about to sfart college when bet father tock ill. Sbe gave up her aspirations 

forhighere&c&m and turned hereffc#tstoerawing at ~ m e d e c e ~ m e a t  a h y  

forbmfamity. S~,WllaRafra,ShephatiRoyandPuroimaBiswaswm~e:ldesr 

o f m a a y s i b l i n g s . W h e n ~ ~ t o o k i l l o r ~ a w a y , t h e y s h o u M e r e d t h e  

rrspoasib'i for their famrifies. Bub R M s  family Jive in a remcfft: village called 

m i a n e i m N a d i a j i s t r i a .  SbephaIiRoy'sfamiiymmeasrefugeesfrom 

East%, where* sbeistohf t h y  wereqPkLe welloff, t o a ~ ~ c a l l e d  

Sandeshkbali ia the s.rmdcrbaocp. 



fn organising themsef ves and setting up their society, they received enormous 

support and enumagem%nt from Mr. Prakriiti Ray and his wife, Tanusree Ray. As had 

Anima Mondal and Susbma Mistri, each of the otbers had heard of Mr. Ray and 

separately approached him for help. He encouraged them to organise themselves inta a 

group and share their burdens and their achievements. Their fvst meeting to discuss the 

organisation of a group started ia Anima Mondal's cow shed. Mr. Ray brought with 

him the benefits of a good education and his volunteering experierrce in ml 

development witfr church groups He acted as their resource person and guide, teaching 

them about oppressive and discriminatory mtural systems in society. those that 

worked to oppress women and keep them subordinate to men and those that 

discriminated against the poor. He refers to himself as a "catalyst" or "organiser." The 

women faced many doubten who insisted, "you are girls, youf11 never suweed." Mr. 

Ray himself faced harassmenr from people in Canning who a d  him of bad intent, 

but together they persevered. 

The group starred with a nended mud but as a workshed. Cullectively they 

asmed their slriUs. Sustmma Mistri knew a little about batik aad this was to play a key 

role in the future of SKVIS. She wauld work for a private batik compgny during the 

&ytosupportherf~and~~ntff 'butetberestof~rwagemthegrwp. X n t k  

evenings, she w d d  teach the otirers hoar to do batik. Similarly, A n h a  Modal ami 

the others woutd give private tlltoimg lessons a d  do some sewing. In this way, each 

member c a a h t e d  to the fimi of Ps.800 thar was needed to starr up the society and 

register it witfi the state goy- and m h y  raw mteds such as fabric ;ind dyes. 

Thewo;oen~ererespolls ibkfolal laspects~ftbeoperation-p~,  

design, marbmg, market research, etc. Their frrst COntrad was to cover straw rings 

~ ~ ~ v e s ; a n t r t i e t b e s e a a w i t h ~ . ~ I e a f c o v e r e d r i n g s ; a r e u s e d a s  

tob&~.AsweIli,tfiqrw<Rlldweaveplasticnetbagsaod~glasgbaagles, 

~ t a n d ~ a i a i r e r r . A s t b e i r ~ s L i l l s i m p r o v e d , $ I c y s t a a e d a c c e p t i a p ,  



orders from others, printing designs onto bolts of fabric, and later block printing or 

dyeing batik designs onto sarees. For this they would charge a "printing fee. " As 

work increased, the women gave up their other jobs to concentrate on the society, and 

with more money coming in, the members would take what was needed to feed their 

families and reinvest their shares in the society. As they received more orders, they 

would train new artisans who would then join the society. Their membership slowly 

increased, and some members soon received a small, regular wage. 

Marketing was the most difficult of all the tasks. The women, most often 

Shephali Roy, would take these items to Calcutta to persuade shopkeepers to stock their 

goods and later to get new customers and printing orders for the bolts of fabric. The 

going was rough. Several times the shopkeepers would underpay them or not pay them 

at all. But the lessons were well learned. Shephali Roy's skills at market research 

improved from consulting with shopkeepers about defects in thcir products. This 

information was brought back to the group for discussion and problem solving. This 

experience has served them well. Amrding to studies and literature reviews by 

Buvinic (l986), Tinker (1990), Wignaraja (1 WO), and the World Bank (1 Wl), income- 

generaoing projects for women often fail because they don't teach participants about the 

realities of the market place. Having to do their own marketing in the early days 

sensitised them to the importance of studying their markets. As well, they were often 

discouraged when shopkeepers would not buy their products, but Mr. Ray encouraged 

them to persevere or else they would get nowhere. He told them about the problems 

they could expect to face, inchiding the b r i i  that some shopkeepers were really after. 

43 In conversation with Pushpa Mondol, who lives next door to the 
society, she recalled seeing Mr. Ray and the "didi t s"  carrying boits of 
fabric in their arrsst am3 cn their heads from the station to their 
workshop to save transportation costs. 
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The women decided not to do business with such shopkeepers rather than bribe them. It 

was then that SKVIS's strict and unwritten policy against bribery was formulated. 

In these early days, the harassment that Mr. Ray faced in Canning as he helped 

the women ogamse led the women to decide to visit him in Champahati instead. Mr. 

Iby and Tanusree Ray opened their home to them and they set up a workshop there as 

well. Sam, some of the women decided to make their homes in Charnpahati. This 

provided them with the opportunity to distance themselves from neighbours who 

accused them of inappropriate behaviour or told them that they would never succeed. 

According to Illiana C h ~ u d h u r y , ~ ~  an officer with Unicef in Calcutta, who works with 

women's groups, the reason why most women's income-generating projects fail is 

because participants have no faith in each other's skills or trust in each other's 

commitment. Living and working together, the bond between the women of SKVIS 

strengthened as did their resolve to succeed. Pushpa Deb, Purnima Biswas and Gita 

Chowdhury are now rnamed and live with their in-laws, whereas A n i i  Mondal, Bula 

M a ,  Sushama Mistri and Shephali Roy have chosen to remain single and live together 

in Charnpahati while they co~ltinue the work of SKVIS. 

In 1978, SKVIS participated in a mela or fair in Calcutta, displaying their 

handicrafts for sale. Representatives of the Khadi and Village Izdustries Commission 

attending the fair visited their stall, liked their handicrafts and were impressed by their 

struggle to form a women's group. They invited the women present to get in touch with 

their office. This the women did, and in April of 1979 they received certification from 

the Commission for a one-year perid,  giving them permission to use i'is logo on their 

44 I spoke with Dr. Choudhury on the 30th of March., 1995, at Unicef in 
Calcutta. 

45 This is musila?. among rural Sengali women. Social pressure to marry 
once the next sibling has an income is prevalent. 



labels, cash memos (bills), and letterhead. Thereafter, based on good performance, the 

certificate renewal period was extended to once every 'Juee years. 

The link up with the Commission was a turning point in SKWS's history and 

the society was able to receive credit and expand its operations. Prior to this, the 

women had attempted to obtain credit from local banks without success. This is 

consistent with the discrimiaation women face in getting credit from formal institutions. 

They are forced to bmow from moneyrenders at exorbitant interest rates. As well, this 

association with the Commission meant that Sushama Mistri would often be invited to 

teach batik to trainees at the Commission's training centres for a fee. This money 

would then be contributed to SKWS's operating fursds. That same year, they rented 

another hut to expand their printing section. This brought in more business and they 

were able to train more artisans. Then they decided to add a tailoring section to their 

activities for which another hut was remed in the village. They trained more women in 

tailoring and through these various stages of expansion increased their membership. 

In 1980 the Commission changed its policy to d i t t y  fund certain societies. 

Prior to this, funding was distributed to state-run Khadi and Village Industry Boards, as 

a result of which the selection process and assistance was a highly politicized and 

bureaucratic affair. 46 Tk Commission, which is headquartered in $.bmbay, set up an 

office in Calcutta to aQninister this new policy of d M y  Wing certain 

organisations. The Commission was satisfied with SKVIS's work and put it on this list. 

Bula Raha proudly pointed out & me that they bribed no one in order to achieve this. 

In the West Bengal bureaucracy bribery is m m o n  practice to ease paperwork through 

the corridors of power. Under this new poky they received a "Capital Assistaoce 

46 I suspect state politics were interfering with most programmes. The 
Comnission is relatively free of local politics, as it receives its 
funding from the centre and is an auconss?rrrre body. It is aha  
headquartered in BoPrbzty, India's hiness centre, where bureaucracies 
are much more efficient. 



Fund" from the Commission and help in preparing their first budget to the Commission 

for the 1981f82 f a i a f  year. 

33% Capital Assistance Fund consisted of an interest-free loan of Rs.75.000 for 

buying capital e q u e  an interest-free loan of Rs.3,000 for operating costs, a full 

g m E  of one spinniag unit, and the consuttetlon costs of one stred for women to work 

in, fifty p e r m  of which was a grant a d  frfty percent a loan. The spinning unit 

consisted of fifty em's or spinning wheels, twenty befni's for d i n g  cotton 

divers, wide co#on strips, from balls of cotton, a& twenty otni's for removing the 

seeds from raw cotton. In addition to this hardware, training in spinning was provided 

for one of their members, and Gita Chowdhury was elected to go to ~unhidabad.~ '  

As well, the Cunrmission provided funding for a retail "counter," or shop, in Canning, 

advising them of its advamages. Seventy-five percent of this money was a grant for 

furnture and twenty-five percerrt a loan. The monthly rezit was to be paid by SKVIS. 

This funding allowed S#'CrfS w expand ?heir operations quite slgnificantty and to put 

their organisation on a fm footing. With rhe Rs.75,000, SKVIS bought raw cotton for 

spinning and kham' frorn other prodwm for their batik. Apart from the goods they 

produced, they aiso bought handicrafts from other Commission-spomrsd organisations 

to sell at their shop in Camhg. 

The next imncid year, the 1982183 budget brought more good news. Pleased 

with the quality of their batik, the Commission provided them with a loan for a dyeing 

operation. This unit ~~ of a shed in which to work, wood blocks for printing, 

meens for silk smmhg, tables to work on, and a boiler used in h block priming 

process. With tbis, SKVIS was well on its way to success. Mu& of their work today - 
47 mahidabad is fasmus for its dine  cotton and its fine muslm. It was 
a key centre *iq X&ia4rr et-le: for inb@pen&enee &ca--a of tke 
spinning and mvi- in the area. As a result the Cormaission has much of 
its investments there, including its spinaing and wedv~ng training 
e-dtres . 



revolves around coma and siUc batik for local markets and export and brings in rhe 

balk of their revware. 

SKVIS fim started exportuig ut 1983. A friend of Mr. Ray's from Holland was 

the first to place a personal order for several shirts. He &n sent SKVIS a list of 

potential buyers in Europe a d  SKWS wrote to these organisatjom, which were 

aimnative trading organisations (ATOs). SKWS would send them samples of silk 

scarves and ocher aad they would placc their orders. Some now send 

representatives to WVfS to pface their orders in person. Today SKVIS is a producer 

partner of a number of ATOs in Europe and in North America, a rehtionshrp that has 

k e n  vital to the fuccess of its exp~rring sector. 

Over the yeam, &e C ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ i s s i o n  has aided other smaller p r o m .  In 1987, the 

Commission fuladed SKVfS's ghani unit, two efecuifalIy powered oil presses for rhe 

extraction of oil from mustard seeds. In 1991192 the Commission provided funds (fifty 

percent grant anf fifty percerr; faan) for their silk reeling unit used to extract silk from 

COC0011S. 

Today, SKVIS is bused in a twesrorred bui!ding. The spinning, black pnnttng 

anif oil-extraction units are on rhe ground floor. The batik section a& cemraf stom are 

on the first floor- And h e  atc:ou~lfs section and a facility for trainees is on the second 

floor. The dyeing unit is hotIsed in an adjoining building while the si& reelin;: unit 

occupies a shed across the cosaPJrard fmm the main hidling. 

Sush;una remembiers the fime when &ey built tbe wo-storied building according 

to Mr. Ray's design speifacalios. Ihr: fad was bought in November 1981 fiom Miss 

J. HaUu, the principal of lady B m  College. Because of h a  i.oterest in socid 

work, shewMtbemtBSs Watadf~~o~rnofthirtypercent. Thenameeting wash& 

& decide w h  medd tit 80 cbn~ and baa@. A Becision was made to build a fence 

ak>~Ehef~\~fs*oftfie~PnstttI.dmbuydIrequiredmataialsfromthe 

wholesaler. Sushaona Mkmi woaM p e s u d l y  ride on the lony to go and fetch bricks, 



Sonechips, sand, and iron rods, and dong with a few others helped build the building 

brick by brick. First a d l  room was built with an asbestos roof and a cement floor. 

With time the roam was expanded and a permanent roof replaced ik asbestos. Then 

more rooms were added and fml ly  the first and second floors. Two male construction 

workers joined abour &irry to thiny-five women from SKWS to complete the 

consuuction. In gratitude, these two men were given employment at SKVIS after tfte 

building was completed and today are rhe only male members of the society.'8 As wet1 

a tube well was sunk in 1982 that provides SKViS with an excellent supply of drinking 

water. 

The history of their "sub-mue," called Basanti, parallels the problems that the 

original members of SKWS f& when trying to W e  changes in W i r  lives. This suh- 

a s r e  is a m c e  of spec* pride at SKMS and its story was related to me by a 

munber of different women at SKVIS. The Basanti sub-centre was starred in 1990 at 

Purandapur village across the Matla river about three hours from Canning by ferry. 

Sum@& on all sides by water, the isolation of the Sderbans is a m p l i f i  and 

q p m u d i a  for women are even more remore rhan in Canning. A group of women m 

rhe village bad hard rrf SKWS through word of mouth and came to Canning ro ask for 

help. Seeing genuine ir&rest, SKWS's tomminee rnemoers decided to give them 

makiog, processed foods made frm pulses. These trainees were eager to learn more at 



SKVIS and so a group of ttlkkm or fourteen women formed tke f m  batch of resident 

trainees at SKVIS. They received tnizling in spinning, weaving and tailoring. 

Collectively ' h y  decided on a representative and SKVIS arranged for her to go to 

BSrati to receive fiirrther mining in spinniTlg at the Comn?ission's training centre. Given 

the wornen's real and continued interest in economic change, SKVIS bought a piece of 

land in their village to build a centre for them to work in. This was vociferously 

opposed by tite in the vilitage, who, according to the committee members, "did not 

want to see women and girls do better than them, learning new skills and improving 

themselves." They faced many taunts anrf much ridicule from many in their village, 

including women, but Sandhya Biswas anai Dipu Ghosh visited the village twice a week 

to train the women, ro check on ttie catre arrd the progress being made, as well as to 

encourage the w o r n  to be strang aod to persevere. 

Now the cemre is well established and the people in the village are happy with 

its presence as a number of their family members work at the cenue and contribute to 

*& family income. The subamre acts as a subsidiary and brings its finished goods to 

S I N S  for marketing and it is used as a site for training of new recruits from the 

Basanti area. It does ~lat  have its own ccrmmiW and the executive members at Canning 

serve as executive for the su'brcen~te. The senior members of the subcenue, some of 

the- fust trainees, maniige its. daily affairs and periodically repan to the commim 

members in Canning. SKVIS also sends its trainers to the sub-cemre to give training 

a d  they m e  as cbmeIs of c o m m ~ n .  The artisans w b  work at the s u ~ t r e  

are paid according to the pay s d e  set by the Commission as are tbe artisans in 

Canning. Ba dqine m~ having irs own e x d v e  commme, this has not prevented 

the women here from taking t&e W v e  to start a chilli fann, since chillies grow well 

in area. In f 990 teased a pbt of lami and their project was doing well. 



Given the fahre me, as mentioned in the introduction, of income-generating 

projects for women aided by governments and non-governmental agencies, the success 

of SKVIS is remarkable. Its history is one of struggle, against the triple burden of 

gender, poverty and caste. When no one would help them, they helped themselves. 

W i t h  their community, they faced ridicule and the repeated "you are girls, you'll 

never succeed," but they proved their detractors wrong. In the early days, people in 

their village accused them of immoral activities and bad behaviour. But after 

establishing SKVIS through bard work and determination and providing many of their 

accusers and the'i family members with incomes, slurs on their reputations have 

stopped, the opinions have reversed and their work and commitment is now respected. 

The society is now seen as bhab, or a good society for women. In such a parochial 

environment where accusations are quick to fly and the level of acceptable bahaviour is 

restrictive in the extreme, this good reputation is highly valued and carefully guarded 

by the committee members. Within the paternalistic and patriarchal society that it 

operates in, a good reputation is integral to continued state patronage for its pt-exnt and 

future programmes. 

In addition, its good reputation is also a form of protection. Its reputation for 

being a "good women's society" has brought numerous visitors, local politicians, 

government officials, and even ministers from Calcutta. SKMS has had to play a 

careful political game of no politics. While engaged in the public relations game of 

parading its politically powerful visitors, it had refused to align itself with any political 

party. Its success has bmght attention to itself, and local economic and political 

"vested interests," as well as "anti-social elements," are eager to take credit for their 

success or would like to gain control or a share of the assets4' Some have been 

49 "Anti-social elements" refers to trouble-makers who weald like to 
harass the women at SITJIS or groups of men who may attempt: to extort 
nmney from SKVIS by threatening violence. 



interested in using the society's building and premises for events of their own. This is 

consistent with researchers' fmdings that men tend to take over growing or successful 

women's enterprises. This derives from men's customary rights to dispose of women's 

labour which is extended to their right to dispose of women's incomeearning activities. 

(Bhatt 1987 & de Treville 1987, as cited in Tinker 1990, Columbia HRLR 1977, as 

cited in k m p  1990) But by remaining non-partisan and finnly maintaining that this 

is a "women's society" interested only in "women's economic upliftment" they have 

drawn on the traditional practice of the segregation of women and of respecting their 

space. Those who would insist on taking over would be accused of bad intent and of 

having no lojja in wanting to mingle among the women. Hence, a loss of reputation 

arising from accusations of irresponsible behaviour or of promoting or encouraging 

socially unacceptable behaviour in its members or trainees could lead to those with 

"vested interests" creating problems for SKVIS. To prevent this, SKVIS must, in 

essence, operate as a perfect mother, virtuous beyond repr~ach.'~ As a result, its 

committee members are vigilant against my situations that may have negative 

repercussions for the society. 

SKVIS's executive committee have made a decision not to expand its production 

level or expand the society. It has decided to focus on helping women in other villages 

within the Sunderban area, to help them establish societes of their own. Given the high 

percentage of people from scheduled castes and scheduled tribes in the area and the 

oppression they have faced historically, SKVIS will be providing much needed 

assistance by teaching them spinning, weaving and other skills. Gandbi believed that 

While the conwittee members try to ensure that the organisation and 
all activities conducted on its premises remain beyond reproach, they in 
no way dictate to its members regarding conduct in %heir private lives. 
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spinning was ttre appropriate occupation for women and for the scheduled castes and 

iribes to alleviate their poverty. Xn my next c'mpter, I explore Gandhi's philosophy on 
! economic and pofiticaf life. 



Chapter 2 

The history and significanc~ of k h l i  

Mythoiogised in Richard A?te&oroughqs movie Gandhi, Mohandas I(aramchz nd 

Garxihi is Maiurftna to Mia 's  millions, or the "Great Soul. "l Also called the "Father 

of the Nation," he led India to freedom from the British Raj. More amazingly, his 

method for shaking off the oppression of colonial rule was based on non-violence or 

ahimsa. Today, he bestrides Indian political history like a colossus, and the m e  

Gandhi has ewrmous political significance. In India's recent past there have been 

Rime Ministers who have shared this name and gained political advantage from a mn- 

filial association. Gandhi has MueTlSed politid leaders and human rights activists 

around the world, wt least Martin Luther King. From Attenborough's Gandhi the 

world remembers a little bespectackd bald man wrapped in a loin cloth and sometimes 

with another piece of cloth wrapped around his body. This cloth was Mtadi, handspun 

and handwoven conan. 

The politid, economic and social significance of khadi is closely tied to India's 

recent politid history. The history of kkadi, relevant to this discussioo, begins during 

India's struggle for independence from British colonial rule. It was Gandhi who gave it 

life, named it and rmrtured its grawth and its role in India's march to freedom. 

Gandhi's p ~ ~ y  of mn-violf:~;e or &my2 was the guiding princ'ile in this 

struggle and, not unexpectedly, the essence of Wtadi reflects this approach. 

Cloth was symbo1ic of the dependency relationship between M i a  and Britain. 

Through the years of colonial rule, Mian cotton was increasingly being exported to 

Britain for its cotton mills, while f i h e d  cloth was returned a d  sold in India. Not 

only was India exploited for the raw material, but it was also keeping the British textile 



imfustry and its owners in business. As a result of this, village cottage industries of 

hadspun and haadwoven Wi that had existed for centuries before colonial rule were 

slowly dying out. Thus the call for a boycott of British textiles was both a political and 

economic stand against British rule. In Gandhi's words, "Micldi ro me is the symbol of 

the unity of Mian fwnaniq, of its economic freedom and equality, and therefore, 

ultimately, in the poaic expression of fawaharfal Nehru, 'the livery of India's 

freedom'." (Gmdhi 1945, iii, as quoted in M C  1991a. 5) 

Candhi was fmt introfhrced to the spinning wheel in 1916 when br: visited the 

village of Bijapur near Atnnedabad in Gujarat and saw a family engaged in spinning on 

the The bmdspn M w o v e n  cloth that was then produced he named khadi. 

He was struck by the self-sufficiency that tould be achieved with this single means of 

production and saw the potemial in spinning and weaving at home for India's rural 

millions. Thereafter, he was a strong proponent of spinning as an activity to 

wmp1iment agriculture, which would allow people to engage in productive, honest 

even honourable work during the montbs when not involved in farming. This would 

allow them to clothe themselves and to sell the products of their handiwork in the cities 

thereby suppIementing incomes. This would help tide them over financia1:y during 

droughts and food shortages. As weil, GanBhi supported khadi activities as cottage 

inhmies for the millions more wht, were unemployed. As k put it, "if pestilence, 

poverty and bloodshed are to be avoided, there is no remedy but Khadi and other 

village industries. " (Gandhi 1938, as cited in KVIC 1991a, 3) 



The wadoshi mov- and swlvrylvry 

On the 20th of July, 1905, the British government in India announced the 

partition of Ben@. This was done in order to tighten its administrative grip on the 

a m t r y  by dividing-to-mk tbe province of f3engal. It was the ~~~ and p~litical 

mernbexs of the Bengati community who were yearbding the push for freedom from 

the British Raj in MiaV3 and in order to cub  their growing sur;cesf, the British made 

this derision. ti& r i i e  was *iid+ly criteid and condemned across the counay 

and led to a bacIrlasb resulting in the calI for swadeshi which means belonging to, or 

made in, one's own mumy. This slogan was accompanied by another for the 

"bcrymn of foreign goods. This swudeshi movement slowly grew from 1906 onwards 

and lay the $ra&wrwk far Gandhi's laIer call fur the support ctf Wi. 

After Gandhi retluned to India from South Africa in 1915, he read a book by 

R.C. Dutta called the Ecowrmic Histom of India that chronicled the plight of weavers 

in M i a  and their growing parrperisation and alienation from their craft and the 

deswction of village economies. He reportedly wept at the violence that had been 

wrought on the village economies by the importation of British mill cloth and the duties 

and levies pfaced on locally produced khodi. (Gandhi 1%2,93, as cited in l3akshi 

1983, 134) It was this text that influenced Gandhi, and he reaiised that Mi was the 

soul of swadeshi and that if ~ ~ r u j  or independence was to be gained, villages would 

have to freed as well, thus his call for the wearing of M i .  GamW kimself vowed to 

wear clothes made of Mi, except for his cap and his socks. 

In 1920, the Congress party offxially adopted the policy of swaraj and 

Gandbi's p m n i o n  of Rhacir' took on added urgency. Gandhi knew that Wladi was more 

expensive than mill cloth and that it w d d  be difficult for the poor to buy enough of it 

At the time, Calcutta was the capital of Bengal and the capital of 
India. 



to replace the d l  cloth they bad d k m k d ,  so his advice was for people VJ limit 

themelves a wearing just a loin cloth made of khadi. He wrote, "Let there be no 

prudery about dress. India has never insisted Dn full covering of the body for the males 

as a test of cultunz h our ccfimate we M S y  need more to protect our own bodies 

during the warm months of the year." (Gadhi 1921c, as cited in Fischer 1983. 159) 

He then decided tia lead by example and took to wearing a loin cfoth with a shawl to 

cover himself in cooler weather. As well he even gave up the cap and socks that were 

not made of M i ,  rejecting the last vestiges of foreign garb. 

Swadeshi and the boycott of foreign goods was especially important because of 

its enormous ec01lomic signif- to the millions of poor especially in India's 

villages. Khadi was a symbof of the oppression of the villages and therefore the 

oppression of India by British rule. Influenced by R.C. Dutta's. "Economic History of 

India," and having walked through inmunerabie villages, M realised that if khadi 

were to die out, the villages would die out as well, and without vI1Jages there would be 

no India. 

His coocern for the destmction of village economies led Candhi to crusade for 

&e 'upliffment of villages' and for 'rural reconstruction.' For Gandhi, it was a must for 

the peasants in Mia tr, have a simple industry to supplement agriculture. Over eighty- 

five percent of irxlia's population were gcttbg increasingly poor from lack of work to 

occupy their time. Gandhi's solution was fsr poor people to take to spinning. He 

Strongly opposed the export of cotton and chimed that if he bad the power, he would 

prevent even "an ounce of cotton from being exported" and distribute it to weavers 

instead. (Gandhi 1921b, as cited in Fischer 1983, 160) Gandhi saw his solution of re- 

introducing spirming in villages as one that would cause a ripple effect. The 

reimmems of the vithge weaver would act as a catalyst leading to the reinstatement 

of a host of other village artisans such as the ". . . village dyer, the village washennan, 

the village blacksmith, the village caqmler, . . . and many others. " (Gandhi 1927, as 



cited in Fischer f 983, 225) Khadi was the "central sun" aromd which the other village 

industries would revolve like planets. (Bakshi 1983, 136) Villages would then be self- 

sufficien: in feeding and clothing themselves except for bartering with other villages for 

what could not be produced locally India would then be an economy built up of 

indepegdt:nt and self-sufficient villages based on the production of khadi and other 

village i m k t r k .  For Gandhi, this would make possible real swaraj or self- 

government. The ouster of the British from India alone was not enough. 

As well, personal swaraj could be gained by taking to the spinning wheel, by 

each person spinning everyday. Gandl?i deplored the "divorce between intelligence and 

labour" which had led to the "criminal neglect of villages. " The glorification of 

education at the expense of labour was u~iacceptable to Gandhi4 He believed that each 

person should occupy their free time by spinning, by labouring with their hands. ?%is 

was honourable to Gandhi. As well, Garadhi believed that the revival of hand-made 

products, that of tk village inchrstries, would revive villages. Its replacement by 

"imitations of the West and machine-made productsn had, according to Gandhi, 

contributed to the pauperisation of the people. By valuing the labour of village artisans 

and consuming their products, like soap, paper, match sticks and edible oils, villages 

would be revived. (Gandhi 1945, 14-15) 

Gandhi w a  also interested in the removal of caste barriers in India. He had 

renamed the "untouchables" as "lmijans" or "God's people" and they were later 

Related to the divorce between labour and theoretical knowledge, 
Marglin (1990) has an interesting discussion of different knowledge 
systems that he calls 'technet and 'epistemet. Technic knowledge is 
practical, intuitive, personal and contextual among Dther things, while 
epistemic knowledge is logical, analytic, theoretical impersonal and 
universal. He argues that the each systerr: of kqswledge gives rise to 
technologies and social relations that reflect its own qualities. The 
belief in the superiority of the latter system has led to its domination 
of production practices as a result of which workers are alienated from 
the experience and stripped of control and power over the process. 



renamed as the Schedule Castes and Tribes by the government. Gandhi believed 

spinning was the occupition to lift the harijans, "the most helpless among the poorest," 

out of poverty. (Gandhi 19345, as cited in KVIC 1991a, 81) As well, Gandhi believed 

that spinning was an appropriate occupation for women. It disturbed him to see women 

labouring as road construction workers and believed that women working in the mills 

were king "exposed to temptations and risks to which they ought not to be exposed." 

If they had a spinning wheel, Gandhi believed that "no woman need ever seek any 

other employment than sitting at the spinning-wheel." (Gandhi 1941, 17, as cited in 

Desai 1952, 3616 

Gandhi's critique of industrialism, capitalism and 

development 

The growth of industrialism in Britain and in Europe and the destructive impact 

of the growing lndustrialisation of the British textile industry on the Indian textile 

industry and on India's economy as a whole led Gandhi to some keen insights about the 

processes of industrialism, the production of surplus and the accumulation of capital. 

The interest in adopting the Western patb to industrial development by Indian political 

leaders, in particular Jawaharlal Nehru, was opposed by Gandhi, who recognised the 

exploitative potential, and hence violence, in industrialism and the accumulation of 

capital and surplus. 

Gandhi s three point programme or "constructive work1* programme was 
the removal of untoizchability of scheduled castes and tribes, Hindu- 
Muslim unity and universal spinning. (Gandhi 1945) 

' Gandhi had a cultural feminist view of women. He saw women as the 
superior and stronger sex for their qualities of pisacrifice, silent 
suffering, humility, faith and knowledge. See Gidwani (1989) for a 
discussion of Sandhiss views and Jain !I8841 for a Garidhian approach to 
the 'development' of womea. 



According to Gaodhi, sw~raj or self-government did not merrn "the end of 

capital. " Rather he distinguishad between capital and the evib of capitalism which was 

exploitative aMi hence violent. 

A a u m u M  capitat means mfhg power. I am for the establishment of 
right relations between capM and labour. . . . I do not wish for the 
supremy of one over the other. I do not think there is any natural 
an&gorrism between them. 

Establishing this balance between capital and labour would then lead to economic 

equality, and the expioitation of those who labour by those who owned capital would 

cease. "1 do fight capital, " wrote Gad%, "I &&t capitalism. " (Gandhi 1925, as 

cited in Fischer 1983, 285) 

Gandhi believed that industrialisation was .not the route tr, take to alleviate the 

poverty and unemploymetrt of the majority of Mia's poor. Gandlri saw "the evils" of 

apiialism as "khercm in indusuialism" and that the two were linked to 

(Gandhi 1924, as cited in Fisher 1983, 291-292) He wrote, 

I ~ ~ i s m  is, I am afraid, gohg to be a curse for mankind.. . . 
Industrialism depends oa ycwr capacity to exploit, on foreign markers 
being open to yau axis! on the absence of competition.. . . Pauperism must 
go. But industrialism is no remedy. 

Mia's "ancient cottage industry of hand-spirming" was seen by Gandhi as necessary to 

"resist industrialism." lGaodhi 1931, as cited in Fischer 1983, 287) 

the inappropriate use of machinery *&t was the legacy of industrialism. He felt that 

What f oppose is tbe "crate" for machinery, not machinery as such. Ttre 
craze is for what they CAI Zabour-sa* machinery. Men go on "saving 
labour" till thousands are without work and thrown on the ogen srreets ti, 
die of starvation. . . . Today ~~ merely helps a few to ride: on the 
backs of millions. (fiandhi 1924b, as cited in Fischer 1983,291-292) 

' See Plarg l in  (19911 for a feminist critique of t% industrial m o d e  of 
production as "repressive and anti-democrati~.~ 



As a result, Gandhi fek &at machinery may be relevant in a "sparsely populated" 

country Iike America, but India, a different "civilisation" with a different geography. 

history and lifestyle, "...may not need it at all. Where there are millions and millions 

of units of idle labour, it if m use rhinking of labour saving devices." (Gandhi 1935, as 

cited in Fischer 1983,293) 

Gandhi disagreed with Adam Smith's analysis in The Wealth of Nations. 

According to Smith, the *human element" was one of the primary "disturbing factors" 

that prevented economic laws from having a free play. But to Gandhi, it was this 

"human elementw on which the economics of W i  rested. The "pure economic 

motive" t h t  Smith believed would guide the market was nothing more than human 

selfishness and was, in fact, to Gandhi, the *disturbing factor* that needed to be 

overcome. (Gancfhi 1934c, 252, as cited in KVIC, 1991a, 85 j " U d i  economics, " was 

"based on patriotism, semiment and hummiy" (Gandhi 1938, as cited in KWC 1991a. 

2). Thus Garmdhi believed it was the moral duty of ail Indians to wear khadi in suppart 

of village ecowmies. *Mzadi represents human values, mill cloth represents mere 

metallic vdues, wrote Gazidhi." (Gandhi 1 m a ,  as cited in Gupta undated, 79) As 

well, Adam Smith believed in intermtiond trade, while Gandhi believed in protective 

W e .  "Free trade may be good for England which dumps down her manufactures 

among Mp1ess people arad wishes her wants to be supplied frctm outside at &e cheapest 

rate. But free trade has mined India's peasantry.. . . .Moreover, no new trade can 

compete! with foreign trade without protection. " (Gandhi 1924a. as cited in Chip& 

d a t e d ,  143) He knew there was no W i t y  in a relationship between estabiiskd 

economies or iflcttrstries and less powehl  economies or Infant industries. He compared 

such a relatiomhip to that between a giant and a dwarf. (Gandhi 1931, as cited in 

Gttpta undated, f 44) Re mxgaked tk capacity of the powerfuf to exploit others for 

cheap m p t s  to give itseIf an added advmge. Hence, Gandhi disagreed with the 

foundkg ecoMlIILiC NSes of capitalist saciaks. 



Hence, accordmg to GaMfhi"s zcmumic philosophy, in order to take the nttn 

violent route, "surplus, she morhr of profit, . . the source of sxpto~rarton ; nd poven) " 

needed to be eradxca~d. According to rhts economic equation, prtductron should nor k. 

g z a d  towards the a ~ c ~ i l t a t t o n  of surpius and weairh bur rather rowards sar~sfytng thc 

basic needs of people. fn fact, anyone consumrng more than this amount was, 

according to Gandhi, an expropriaror. 4 Dasgttpta 1989. 201 -202) 

Hence, fm Gandhz, ~onnrnics 2nd p!ltics could not; be wpmed. The adopiicm 

of khodi was necessary not only ro rebuild India's village economies but also a3 a non- 

violent method of gaining independence from the British colonial gowmment and tct 

achieve true self-gsvemm. 

The Indian National Congress 

The founding of the Indian Katroml Congress in 1885 proved to be a m a p  

event in the political history of India India's first national political party. the Congress 

leadership mtialiy suppoRed Bntrsh rule belteving that this alone cwld effecttvcly 

guide India's development into a modern natron. But at the cmcral pomt of its 

disiflusionment with tfre Raj, when it sought to free India from rhrs dependency 

relationshtp and sought nt.or;rrj or self-nik, the Congress pany played a major role in 

getting the well-educated, middle class, "inrelfigentsia" and professionals mvotvcd In 

Indian politics. Its birth coincid& with the growing political consciousness of tk 

Indian population. This was facilitated tn part by the development of Enghsh educatlttn, 

newspapers. technical change leading to unproved and faster means of communlt-aiion, 

and an kcreaskg awateness of Indlak imunpresslve past. f Sakshl 1983, 1 -2) 

Bakshi (1 983) attribures the effati*ieness of the Congress pany in raising 

people" poiiticd cowiarsness of their constitutional nghts under the British R ~ J  to the 

fact ahat its ssetiags were kk! tr! zqor cittes over a number of days ard ffiiii 

its members debated national issues on a public platform providing a forum for free and 



frank dialogue. These sessions pearly helped in the form~tion of public opinion and 

were crucial in the evolution of the process of political educarion of the people, 

preparing the way for rhe successful mobilisation of India's millions to join the non- 

violent resistance movement that Gandhi brougbt back with him from South Africa in 

1915. 

The C o n g n s  party was estabiished with the cocperation of its Indian members 

3.4 suppned by key fikid Eiitish iidmSn&=iors. It was initiated by Aiian Octavian 

Hume, an eminent member of the civil service in India and a democrat at hean, who 

was concerned that the British Raj had failed to solve the ecoiromic problems of India, 

that government was out of touch wsth the majority of citizens and that there could be 

no hope or security for Ihe peopfe u d e s  they had political represenration In the 

government. The Viceroy of India, h r d  Dufferin, agreed with Hume. believing that 

the existence of a national orgamsatlon cotlecting views and op~nrorrs from across the 

country through which the British gaventment in India could keep informed would 

prove useful to both the government and the public. (Bakshi 1983, 1-3) 

In its early days, the Congress party leadership believed that "British rule alone 

could secure to the coumq the peace and order whicb were namaq for slowly 

evoking a nation ~ u t  of the heterogenous elements of which it was composed, and 

assuring to it a ready advance m differem directions." (Gokhale 1920. 1006, as cmd m 

W s h i  1983. 3) The literate and upper classes in India were enamoured by ail rh~ngs 

British, including the c m n q " s  &tory & culture. But ultimat.ely the Congress party 

became the central force around which India rallied in its suuggle for freedom. gaining 

independence in 1947. tBakshr 1983, 1-3) 

G;uadhi enters Indian poiitirs 

G- m& %a m k m  h *&e problem of India's independence while 

fighting racism in South Africa. Gamihi visited London between July and November of 



1909 to lobby the British gouement to blmk funher anri-Indian legislation in South 

Africa and on his way back to South Africa he wmte of his h o p  for the future in h s  

first book, Hind Swarai or Indian Home Rule calling for self-government and 

independence from British rule. 

After he re%& to India from South Africa, he atterded annual sessiom of the 

Congress party but his participation was limited as he sought to avoid politics. 

However, in $920 he J u W  the Aii-Mia Home Rule League and became its president. 

Within the struggle for independence, mwaj and mudeshi were dosely t inked. The 

swadeshi movement became a strategy for the attainment of new-aj. At a historic 

specia! session of rfme Congress in Calcutta on September 4. 1920. the party approved 

and adopted &e poky  of progressive, wn-violent, non-cooperation proposed by 

Gandhi in order to protest the government's ruthless killing of people in Punjab and 

their favouritism toward the Muslims through preferential voting rights and to establish 

s w a r ~ j . ~  Three momhs later at tbe December 1920 Congress meeting. the party 

declared its intentions to achieve swaraj within one year. As part sf the effort towards 

this goal, it recommend&, among other things. "'tht. introduction of the spinn~ng wheel 

in every home, larger pr<xhtction and use of khadi and (the) complete giving up of 

foreign cloth. * (Gandhi 1921 a, as cited in Fischer 1983, 163-1691 It was at this time 

that Gandhi caIIed on the men of India to wear a khadi loin clorh and himself took to 

this garb. 

G& tklessly mve1Ied tlxottght India addressing hundreds and thousands 

in mass meetings to spread his message. During these meetings he would ask the people 

to take off their foreign cI&, from coats down to underwear, and put them in a 

heap. Then he would light a match and set them on fire. CFischer 1983, 159) 

' See Bakshi (1983, 44-86 )  for a detailed discussion af these events. 



When Gadhi. decided ro step back from politics, his frie~ids. afraid that this 

wwfd split the Congress party, argued against this and persuaded him to accept the 

presidency of the p n y  for 1925. As a condition for accepting this role. Gandhi insisted 

:he wearing of W i  must become a sricr condition of membership in the party He 

also suggested that Congress members sfrouid spin each day. 

With the commitment of the Congress party to khadi, the Ali India Kbadi Board 

was slcrwfy f o m d  and was esra~iiskd in December of 1923. An integral part of the 

Congress, i t  worked under its supervision to spread the message behind khadi and to 

encourage universal spinning. 

After India gained independence, Gandhi influenced the newly forming 

government ro include Wi and other village industrres in its pians for the ueconorntc 

rebuilding" of India, especially for its mraf poor. (Kothari 1957, 3) Soon after 

dependence the govermnent created the All India Khadi and Village Indusuies Board 

(AiKWB). And in 1953, Partiamenr enacted the "IUmii and other Hanslfoom Industries 

Development (Additional Excise Duty an Qoth) Act" which was "An Act to prowde 

for the levy and collection of an additional duty of excise on cloth to raise funds for the 

purpose of developing Wladi and ofher handloom industries and for promoting tk safe 

of khadi and o t k r  handloom cloth * iGovernment of India 1983, 1) This acr placed an 

additional duty or; domestic mill cloth in order to subsidise the production of khadi 

The present Wladi and viIJages irdusvies programmes in place were formulated 

during h e  early days of IIlifepentIence when committees were sruck to study tfte 

problem and to prrt together comprekmive recommendations to the government for the 

design a id  implementation of the MI Mia Khadi and Village IndusVies Board 

(AIXVIB) programmes. The AMVIB was also involved in this process.9 Tfiese 

programmes were aimed at aIkviating &e widespread poverry among Mh's rural 

See Korhari El9571 for a detailed discussion of this process. 



ppulatim Spinning, weaving a& village industries were seen as the perfect wiutitm 

for the following reasons. Thr:y are lahr-intensive and thus capabtc of employing 

larger numbers than capital-lnrenszve mrtlauves. They are powered bj human encrg 

rather than corrumtional energy and are &us environmentally friendlj. They in\ofve 

low cost capital and imalEy availabIe raw materials and taken together allow f ~ r  people 

to live and work wirfr dignity in heir  own villages instead of being forced to flood rk 

cities and live in slums and work for exploitative wages. (KVIC I 9 9 1  b, cover page) 

Afier idqmxkme, the Government of India drew up its First Fwe-Year Plan 

In it Rs.thirz)l crores was Mgted for the development of village and small-scale 

industries while c0ruIiterably more was spent on Lirge-scale indusmes. I" Desptre this, 

unemployment did m k f i n e ,  nor was there any improvement in the sra;ldard of llvfng 

for the majority, anf tf# goverrunenr was forced ro reconsider [is allocatton of funds 

for the differem secton of the economy. For its Second Five-Year Plan from 1955-56 

ro 1960-61, Rs-two hundred =ore was allocated, reflecting the government's concern 

with the problems of thr: rural majority and influenced by the r=ommendariom of the 

All India Khadi and Village Industries Board.lKothari 1957, v) 

In November of 1954, the All India iUladi and Village Industries Board 

(AIKVIB) drew up its plan frtr the implementailon of a programme for the development 

of khadi and village indumks as part of its zecommendatiom to the Government of 

India for its Second Five-Year Plan. This proposal contributed to tht: increased 

commitment of govermnem towards developing the mral ecammy. In pnwple ~t 

was based on thz acknowledgement of the Reed for "a new social structure based on 

social and economic justice and guarantee of opportunity and equali~y of status" for all. 

This was to be ermred by the AMVIB's prsgramme, which wwld protect rhe seventy- 



one percent of India's Iabotrr force who were employed from competition from large- 

sale industries. O K M  Z 957, Z2-f 3) 

The Khadi and Village Lndustries Commission 

TIE Khadi and Vdlage Industries Commission (KVIC) was created by an Act of 

Parliament (No.61 of f 9% amended by Act No. 12 of 19871. Its functions are to " p h .  

organise and imptement programmes for the dzvelopment of khadi and village 

industries." (KWC 1985, 4) With this legislation, the All India K b d i  and Village 

Industries Bcrard was replated by the Kkdi and Village f n d M s  Commission, which 

was given specific duties and powers by Parliament. The Commission is provided with 

two funds, the *Wi fund" and the "village industries fund," from the Central 

Governmenr, and the Comnission is authorised to administer rhese funds in carrying 

out its legislated functio~ls. (KVIC 1985. 6) For its 1991-92 fiscal year, the 

Commission was provided with a budger of Rs. 193 crores by the Government of India 

of which Rs.74.07 c r m  was i s r k e d  for Wradi programmes and Rs. 13 1 .Wi crores 

for village industries programmes reflecting a significant increase in the government's 

commitment towards these programmes WVIC I%?., 18) 

The Canmission's eentrat ofice is located in Bombay wrth brrinch offices in 

every *te. The c e d  offree approves appIicarlons and budget proposals from 

recipients of its progr;unmes. while branch off~ces provide these organisations with 

technicaf assistance. Broadly, the Commissionk objectives are to provide employmenr 

in mnl areas, skill irnprovmenf of people grven employment, m f e r  of technology 

to rural areas through khadi and village h & m y  programmes, creaxhg self reliance 

arnongst the people and building up a sirong community spirit and rural 

indusuialisation. (KVIC IWlb, 1) It has a cmmitment to Idping disadvantaged 

groups from the "weaker &nw such as women and people from Scheduled Castes 

and % W e d  Tribes (XSTs) and has "liberalid parteros of assistam;eW for such 



groups. This m m ~  h t  fifty pacent or mare, depending on the type of programme, of 

its financial assismrice is in the form of non-repayable grants and the rest 1s a loan. 

(KViC I W b ,  2 )  

In order to carry WE zkse ~bjeaives.'~ the Cornmisston ettfrer directiq funds'2 

registered societies a d  cooperatives or funds them through state-level Khadi and 

Village Industries Boards." It arranges for these organisations to obtain loans kern 

accredited banks at an interax rate of four percent per year and subsidises the 

difference between this intera rate and prevailing bank rates. Apan from providing 

fmncial assistance, it also provides training in the production of khadi and a wide 

range of village crafts. TfK Commtssfon has a number of tra~nmg centres across tk 

country where it coI.rdUcts various courses for &is purpose. As well, it arranges for the 

marketing of goads p r d d  through irs programmes and runs bharxam or large shops 

in the major cit~es. It dm h?s a wde network of smaller sales wries across the 

cotinny. As well, all government offices must buy their supplies from government 

khadi organisations, items like curtains, paper and tea towels. The Commission's 

research and development depanment works to improve the design and productive 

output of its various models of spspinrung wheels and other technoiogies, to improve 

" See Appendix C for a list of the Cornmission's f>urctions and khadi and 
village industries actrvitres. 

l2 Directly funded organisations are mostiy recipients of khadi 
programmes. FKvIe 1992) Atcordxng to Kamal Taori the CEC of the 
Commission, dnreetly funded organxsatxons are checked for "democratzc 
functioning* before being selected. I suspect this is because khadr is 
associated with Grlrrdfti who was a scrong proponent of individual self- 
go-vernment . 

I3 The state Wadi E&ax& nostly impPenent the village industries 
programme. 



production process ami to deveiop new products and production processes. WVIC 

1991b, 2-3, KVlC I9%, 3941) 

According to its 1991-92 Annual Report. thc Comr-+rsion provided employment 

to nearly 5,000,000 peopfe m o s s  &e rraricn from 210.000 viffages." The 

panicipation rate for XISTs ?s a percentage of total employment was a little more than 

&thirty percenr, and the panicipation rae for women in its programmes wss forty-six 

percent. &VtC 1992a. 4) 

Khadi is ail1 worn by a number of people in India especially by those who 

participated in India's fight for independence. But it is also increasingJy popular among 

the younger generation. Because the cotton thread is ha&-spun, ir is uneven in 

thickne~s. This kmds to rhe unevenness of the fabric creating a *air-conditionedn 

effect that is suitable ~n 2 .sot clmare like India's. As well, each strand is fady thick 

resulting in a strong and long-lasring fabric that gives good value for money. This is 

important as khadi is more .xpens;ve than m~ll cloth because of its labour-intenstve 

production. Across India, khadi ex,pmenres cycles of popularity among fashion- 

conscious women. In West Bengal, a cornmumst state where rhe wider population is 

higNy political, it is worn by those w a m g  to make a political sfarement and is popular 

among college students. It a also worn by dwse who appreciate the fabric for itself. As 

a result of the characteristks of the chrh and its various users, &e demand for khadi is 

expected to continue IS 

IS Some of r.he iraformation here was obtained thr~ugh interviews with 
Kamaf Taorl, CEO of the Cmmssian, and G.K. Ghosh, Director of its 
Calcutta office. 



SKtl.5 is a women's s i e y  with a high percentage of women from SC!STs and 

is directly frrnded by tfie Commission. Ir has received a number cf granis and loans 

from the Commissiftn's offices in Bombay for both khadi and village industry activities 

such as spinning, weaving, g b m  or edible oil extraction, silk rating ;md the 

prorfuction of batik prwfitcts. In the next chapter, the thesis explores the organisirion of 

SKWS and its impIemen~tioir of Gmrnissictn-sponsored activities. 



S t E N D m A N  WADI & VILLAGE IP4D'CffTRfAL SOCIETY 
(SKWS, r&y is a successful venture of a small group of w o r n  
belonging to Canning in the Sunderbans Region of West m a ] .  SKVIS 
emerged from what was conceived in 1978 by a few women as a quest: 
for self-refiance or; the ecommjc front. Presently it is a comprehensive 
experience of mworkiitg and awareness building of a strung women's 
organisation giving stress nuch beyond just promoting village indusuies 
(SKVIS 1989, 1) 

Today SKVIS is organid around three areas: Production, Marketing, and 

Training, According to its fmneial stalemems for the year ending March 31, 1992. 

SKVIS had 950 registered members. a rre! profit of Rs.59,000, fsed assets of abu t  

Rs, 1,200,000, ad a turnover of about Ils.8,514,O[XJ; a far a y  from the nine members 

and Rs. 800 they staned olrt whh tn 1978. Tfiey have registered a profit every year 

since 1980.l ' Ibugh  ecomrnie development is the primary focus of the organisation, it 

recognizes the social discrimination faced by women and the hash realities that this 

imposes. As a result social change is an integral, though implicit, part of its goal. 

The Executive Camittee 

If one were to survey God" sbinec hi the Hindu pantheon - all the 
(sign%cant) pordolios in the divine cabinet are held by women. Fhame 
is held by Goddess h k s h i ,  Education by Goddess Saraswtati and 
Defense by Goddess Durga. (Swamy 1984, 74) 

According to #E society's M e n : o ~  of ~ssociation,~ "the affairs of the 

society shaff be conducted, managed and administered by a body called tbe Executive 

Connmiftee consisting of cot less than seven and not more than eleven members, which 

See Appendix B for the SKVIS Memrandum of Asrociation. 



shall be composed as foHows- President, Vice-president, Secretary. Assistmt Secretary, 

Treasurer, members; a& this Executive committee is to be a democratically elected 

M y  that stays in offife for a period of three years after which a new election is to be 

held at the AMWI General Meeting (AGM). " At the time of my fieid research, the 

Executive Committee consisted of nine mernber~:~ 

Tabte 3.1 
The Executive Committee 

President 
Vice-president 
Secretary 
Assistant Secretary 
Treasurer 
Member 
Member 
Member 
Member 

Tanusree Ray 
Shephali Roy 
Anima Mondal 
Buia Raha 
Sushama Mistri 
Sandhya Biswas 
Gita Chowdhury 
Pushpa Deb 
Ajanta Se3 

Apart from fulfilling their executive duties, each of these members also works 

at SKWS keeping the society running, except for the President, Tanusree Ray, who 

manages her family arxi attends committee meetings when major decisions need to be 

made.4 Anima Mondal, as secretary, is a key figure in coordinating all aspects of the 

society's work and its different departrneng and ersures that the society is running 

smookhly in its day-io-day work. Tireless and super-efficient, she acts as liaison with 

See Appendix B for a list of the original executi-~e committee. 

Tanusree Ray has been of enormous help to SKVIS. When the original 
members were starting up a society, she welcomed them into her home and 
allowed them to set up a workshop there. In middle class Bengali 
society, such action is amamon. Ske helped them as a-, of&er sister 
would and contributed pats and pans from her kicchen twmrds their batik 
work. From an emcated tniddle-class background, she lends a woman's 
perspective that her husband canmot. The committee members value her 
continuing support of their work m d  trust her advice and offered her 
the presidency with the endorsement of the general membership. 



the government and handles all correspondence and communication, including public 

refarions for the miery when visitors arrive. 

Susharna Misui, as treasurer, counrersigns cheques and ts the creative and 

anistic member of the team. Constantiy on the move. she oversees the design section of 

the batik and printing departments and is responsible fcr creating new designs. She 

produces the larger, more complicated wall-hangings that are exponed. As we!!. she 

gives training in batik and printing for the Commission and supervises SKVIS's 

numerous batik training programmes, often travelling for hours to various training sites 

to make sure things are going smoothly. 

Shephali Roy is in charge of exports and handles the marketing as well. She 

receives new orders, passes them on and oversees labelling a d  packaging. She keeps 

an eye out for special instmctions from buyers and delivery deadlines. As well. she 

handles the red tape of quality conlrd inspection by the government's Central Silk 

Board and the documentation for expn rhat 1s required by customs before ir authorizes 

clearance of packages for shipping. 

Bula Raha is in charge of the accounts department and is assisred by Pushpa 

Deb and Ajanta Sen. She signs legal documents and cheques on behalf of the sociey. 

emres  that SKVIS's books are up to date for its yearly financial audit, and prepares 

SKVIS's yearly budget submitted to the h d i  Commission. Pushp Deb and AjaIEta 

Sen handle salary, prepare vouchers for goods bought, and update the cash books and 

ledgers. 

Sandhya Biswas is the DRDA Supervisor and administers the society's DRf,A 

training programme and is SKVIS's liaison with the She handles the 

documentation required by the agency, coordinates the work of the programme 

' SINIS acts as an MGO for the Distrnct Rural Development Wency (DRDA). 



supervisors and trainers, and travels lo the various sites to ensure h t  the mining 

programme is going according to schedule. 

Major decisions about the society as a whole are discussed by the committct. 

members, who may consult with members who have the knowledge and experknct. 

regarding the specific case or consult Mr. Ray. Major decisions are raufied or rejectcd 

by the generaf membership during general meetings. Given the size of SKVIS, there is  

f~.~~~+ ,. , ~f ,, fp~s-e , , , 3 A - ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ t g  -at:-- w i t h  SKV'IS. Indibividuat departments are responsibie 

for the day-to-day business, the smooth running of production and for working 

cooperatively. fn order to ensure this. each department conducts group meetings for the 

artisans to share their cotiective knowledge and to catch anything that might have been 

missed by one person deciding atone. This process of group discussions has k e n  a vital 

pan of decisios-ding at SKVIS since its inception. 

Production in the different departments 

Major areas of production ar SKVlS are spinning, batrk, dyeing, block printing, 

uilomg, silk reeling, and ghani or village oil. Beekeeping, papad and burr making,' 

screen printing, weaving, jams and jellies, occur on a smaller scale or are less regular 

activities taught to trainees. The orgaruzation focuses on a few areas that have a steady 

market and can pwvvide their members with a steady income in which they are able to 

ensure production i p l i t ) l .  In 1991 -92 total production w& valued at Rs.2.943.000 

SpiMing 

Presently, SKWS has five spinning units,three in Canning and two at tfie~r 

Basanti sub-cenue. Of the 150 spinmg wheels at Canning, some are used by the 

workers, while others are seserved for hlr training programmes. The model of 

These are -~rocossed foods made fro% pulses. 



spinning wheel used by SKWS is called the six-spindle all metd New Model fambar) 

Gharkha and is more complicated than the simple design used by Gandhi, but it 

requires hand-spinning dl: the same. 

In the spinning room, housed In one half of the ground fkar, spinning wheels 

are fined up in rows ard CO~UWJLS, abwt thirty-five of them Some women choose to 

work at SKVIS, distanced from the situation at home, while wme take their charkhas 

home and work w h  h y  can. Here *.vide swatclies or "slivers" of cotton are spun into 

thread and braided into "hanks" or lachis. Previously, the women produced these 

"slivers" themsefves, but later they nrrned to buying them from another Cornmission- 

sponsored organisation to ensure a smdy supply and a higher income for the women. 

These slivers have stronger fibres which break less often a d  are easier to work with. 

Each worker is assigned a spinning wheel and is responsible for maintaining it. 

As part of their mining, women are aught to take their machi.xs apart and to 

reassemble them after cleaning. This is supposed ro be a n~onthly ritual, and it is left to 

the individual to choose to do it replariy or not. The spinners are paid according to 

their output and so make sure that their machtnes are wcrking smoothly. SKVfS 

provides them with a mixture of petrol and kerosene for cleaning the gears, while the 

women pay for the coconut oil and kerosene used for lubrication. I watched Mom 

demonsmite her skill in taking apart. cleaning and reassemtJing her machine, while she 

named all the differem parts of &e whine .  I estimate the spinning wheel has no less 

than one hundred parts - gears, spindles, bobbins, bobbin stands, screws, rods, clips, 

pins, etcetera. Fascinated by tiK kchwrlogy, she proudly informed me that she could 

strip, clean and reassemble her machine in less than an hour. 

Women are paid per lachi or hank produced. Calculated according to an 

estimation of the fineness of the thread that can be produced on their model of spinn@ 

wheel and the required length, the Commission has set rates per hank. 



h m a  Debnath is the supemisor of this department and instructs new trainees 

who come to SKMS. Sbe supervises k spinning, distributes the cotron slivers to rk 

woriiez, collects their finished work, acts as troubleshooter if there are production 

problems, and keeps an eye on the quality of their work. She handles the petty cash, 

keeps a record cf *&e depaNnent9s expenses, that is, money spent on buying petrol. 

kerosene, a d  other supplies that the spinners need for production, as well as far the 

tea, sugar and milk used for their tea break. Once a week or every other week, she 

hands all the bills over to the accounts department. She also supervises the work of the 

women who spin home+ She keeps track of all the equipment in the department and 

its use in the different mining centres and makes sure that its all in good working 

condition. 

Batik 

This department takes up nearly half of the first floor and has about twenty 

women ranging in age from fifteen to fifty-five. Here, cotton and silk scarves and wall 

hangings with batik designs are produced. Four women are responsible for measuring 

and cutting bolts of cotton and siik fabric down to the right sizes and stencilling designs 

onto these pieces for the others to wax. The other twelve women work in groups of 

three around smal! coat stoves &at keep the wax melted. This wax is brushed onto the 

fabric according to designs sketched on tire ciorh. When these pieces of fabric are dyed, 

the waxed sectiom remain u n c o l o d .  If the design requires more colours, the piece is 

waxed again and dyed in the next colour. Purnima Bhanja, one of the founding 

members of SKVIS, supervises production in this department, keeping an eye on tfie 

quality of the work and creating new designs. Tulu Deb handles administrative 

supervision and disaibtrfes work to the women in the batik department when a new 

order is received, giving out bolts of fabric from the storeroom and i~ls~ucting the 

women on which designs and how many pieces to produce. She a h  recef ~ e s  their 



finished work and passes it on to the central stores. She keeps track of the amount of 

work done every day and the coal consumed in their stoves. 

The womm who cut and stencil the fabric are paid a fixed salary every month. 

The wcmen who work with wax are paid piece rates. The rate per scarf or wall hanging 

is set by the Commission and is scaled proponionally to the size of the fabric and the 

number of colrxlrs used. H e w ,  when a good order comes in, the women have plenty 

of work. Obversely, h r e  are times when work slows down. D?,f;ig these h e s  they 

make sure that work is evenly distributed among the women. 

Dyeing 

This sectton. housed in a new building, is expertly headed by Munju Sil, who 

has worked at SKWS for more than eleven years. Only twenty-three, she first came to 

SKVIS as a child of ten S k  was paid to hold the pieces of fabric while women waxed 

batik designs onto them. S k  left after a while and returned two years later. Now she is 

responsible for colour control - measuring. weighing and mixing the chemicals after 

determining how much dye a d e d  given the type and amount of fabric to be 

coloured. She is assisred by five other women. 

They work cIosely with the batik deparbnent. After the women in the batik 

section have waxed the scarves and wall hangings, these are sent to be dyed. After 

these are dyed and dried, they are sent to the "paraffm" section to have the wax 

removed and then sent back to the batik section for another layer of wax if the design 

calls for a second colour. Otherwise it IS washed and ironed and sent to the storeroom. 

Paraf'r~ -OD 

This is the tw&m work of all- Women work with huge vats of boiling water 

? I d  over huge c d  staves.. Pieas of f a k c  are placed in the warn to melt the wax, 



which floats to the top and is skimmed off to be reused. These women are also 

responsible for washing the fabric after removing all the wax. 

Tailoring 

The tailoring department was staried in 1986 and is housed on the first floor. 

Prior to this, they had a putting our systzm. Bibha Mondol, now in charge of the 

miloring b e p m n i ,  ori-igi.mlly worked for SKVIS under this sysrem stitching 

handkerchiefs at home on a neighbour's sewing machine. Anima told her that when the 

society expasded and sewing machil~s were available, she could apply ro join SKVIS. 

Now she is responsible for ensuring thar all orders are met and supervises the work of 

nine permanent staff and new trainees. 

When she joined SKWS nine years ago, they would receive about two expon 

orders a year. Now, €his department is extremely busy for five months of the year. 

They produce a variety of garments for export in cotton and silk. For domestic markets 

they produce both inner and outer wear for men, women and children in cotton k M i  - 

coafs, vests, shirts, kurtas, leggings for men and women, dresses, undershirts for boys 

md handkerchiefs. 

Silk reeling 

In 1989 S K a S  approached the Directorate of Sericvlture (DOS), West Bengal, 

indicating an interest in their programmes for women. SKVIS fias a mulberry farm in 

Nikarighata, half an hour out of Canning. Under the National Sericulmre Project's 

p r o g m e  for women and NGOs, the DOS provided SKWS with mulberry tree 

cuttings for their farm, diszase-free eggs, and technical ass~stance.~ These eggs are 

incub& at home, The w o r n  that emerge are fed rnulbeny leaves and reared tiii they 

This is a World Bank project 



produce cocoopls. However, according to Mrs. Suvasree Sea, Special Officer 

CWomen's Development) at tk DOS, the soil salinity of the axz around SKVIS is too 

high for the mulberry trees and the programme is under review. In lm, SKVIS 

received funding from rhe*~ommission for a silk reeling unit, which is now haused in a 

s k i  at Canning mi has six workers. Here silk thread is extracted from the cocoons. 

The DOS connects SKVfS with silk worm producers m other parts of the district and 

ensures that the price and quaiity of their cocoons are reasonable. Negotiations were 

underway between SKVIS and the DOS for a comprehensive training progratrlme at 

SKVIS for a Iarger group of women to master techniques of mulberry planting, 

sericuiture and reeling. Even if the mulberry planting programme is under review by 

the DOS, women can still engage in silk reding. 

The Stomroom 

The cemf store, situated on the first floor is headed by Sabita Das, who is 

assisted by Ujjala Ghosh and Bonani Das. The central store contains supplies and raw 

materials bought for production as well as goods produced at SKVIS. Sabita keeps an 

inventory of all frnishsri goods coming into the store and going out to their different 

shops or for export. Bere are two rooms dedicated to storing finished goods, which 

are stacked in cvpboards and on shelves. Anything that is produced by SKVIS, either at 

Canning or at Basanti, frnds its way to this store. Items produced by trainees, however, 

are stored separately on the second floor. Ujjala Ghosh helps Sabita Das with 

inventory. 

7&nani Das keeps a record of ail production supplies coming in and going out of 

the storeroom in order to price finished goods.* She calculates the cost of goods 

prodrrced a: SKYIS md prices tfie items based on the formula provided by the 

* She i s  not refated to Sabita Pas 



Commission. Twenty percent is added on to the cosr of all materials u x d  in the 

production and is meant to cover overhead costs, labour and a profit. 

Marketing 

Total sales far the year ending March 31, 1992, were appr6ximately 

Rs.3,%3,Oo. The price of all items produced at SKVIS is set by the Commission. As 

a result, SKVIS does not charge more or receive a higher profit for the items it exports. 

h t  it does sell more silk in export markets. Silk is expensive in India and SKVIS sells 

more muslin and ~ilk-~c~tton fabric in its shops. 

Table 3.2 
iMarketing Performance 1 W7-92 

(All figures have k e n  rounded off. Statistics for 1983-90 were not available) 

Year Expons Printin6 Domestic 
charges sales 

When SKVIS first started out, it was involved in the production of trinkets, 

plastic net bags and other small items and sales for the first year were limited. With 

time, the artisans' batik skills improved, and they started receiving larger printing 

ordeis requiring the printing of designs on to plain bolts of fabric. As weft, domestic 

safes of their r a i f d  and batik work steadily increased. TfKy first started exporting in 

This is the amount charged for printing designs on to bolts of fabr~c 
or sarees. 



1% 1, and their exports in 1991 -92 conmhred approximately a third of their revenues. 

With the increase in expcrts, there has been a shift in the ratio between domestic sales 

and sales from export. As well, they decided to phase out their printing services and 

concentrate on Commisf~cm-related activities, khadi aid village hhistries. 

bcdfates 

SKWS sells its products in its own shops as well as participating in a rwwork of 

inter-buying and selling with other Commission-related organisations throughout the 

country. As of March 1992, they had this reciprocal relationship with more than thirty 

organisations. T&y SKWS has six shops. Oae in Canning, one in h i p u r ,  one in 

Amtala, two in C b m ,  OFE of which fells w o n  goods and the other silk item, and 

one in Basanti. Mosr shops are managed by two people except for two adjacent shops in 

Cafcutta and the shop in Canning which have one shopkeeper each. These shops carry 

SKWS-produced goods as well as items from other Khadi Commission-sponsored 

organisations. As a result they sell a range of products from sarees to incense sticks. I 

visited four of their shops, the two in Calcutta, the one in Canning and the Baruipur 

shop. 

The Canning shop is in the heart of town. I spoke with Jhunu Begum who 

manages this d e t .  She sells bsdskts and bedcoven, sarees, men's kurtas and loose 

pants, fabric pieces for lnntas and women's leggings, bolts of muslin, stoles and 

shawls. spices, m-d oif and i n c e ~  sticks. She opens shop from 10: 30 a.m. to 2 

p.m. and tfien again from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.. Her duties involve keeping the place mat 

and tidy, handling customers, keeping monthly accounts of sales and expenses, 

balancing the books, keeping inventory of stocks, and requisitioning goods frorn the 

e e d  store. S k  submits her month's ~ C C O U ~ S  and stock statemerits to SKVfS at 

monthly meetings of all the shop ~~~ 



One of SKVIS's Calcutta shops sells silk products only and obtains the highst 

kame from sales among a% its shops. 3 e  other sells cottonlmuslin goods and had 

been in business for less than a year. 

Exparts 

By 1992 more than one-third of SKVIS's total sales were from exports. In 

1W2, k value sf its exports was I?s. 1 . l%,W. SKVIS exports a variev of items such 

as silk stoles, wall hangings, and silk garments (including silk blouses, dressing gowns, 

sarees, and dress material), but irs bit gest seller is silk scarves. In cotton, it exports 

dress material, swves, waI1 hangings, garments (including blouses, dresses, 

waistcoats, and Nehru jackets), tablecloths, handkerchiefs and Movers .  It also 

exports incense sticks and kerosene lamps. It exports to England, Germany, Canada, 

New Zealand, Australia, Holland, Switzerland, Scotland, Italy aad the USA. 

Women's pay scale 

According to the information I obtained through my interviews, the monthly 

incomes varied from about fifty rupees to about Rs. 1,500.'O Tumpa Biswas, whose 

mother was sick, was spinning on her mother's spinning wheel after school and making 

about fifty rupees a month. During her summer and winter vacations she would make 

Rs.200 to Rs.250. Spirming is paid according to output. Bibha Mondol, the supervisor 

of the tailoring department, was working on a piece rate as well. One month, when 

there was a large export order, she earned about Rs. 1,500 setting a record at SKVIS. In 

" Munju Silps mother, who works at the local government hospital as a 
wid, earns between Rs.300 to Rs.400 a month when there is work 
available. Most months she makes less+ Munju's monthly salary was 
Rs.725. Her father, who has a barber shop makes about Rs.650 a month. 
Tf;e official exchgs  rate is approximately twenty-two nipees to a 
Canadian dollar. 



January 1993, during my field trip she earned Rs.600. Others in the spinning and batik 

and printing sections average a b u t  Rs.400. Some women are paid a fixed salary every 

month, such as the supervisors of the spinning and batik sections, trainers of the DRDA 

training programmes, staff in the accounts department, and the executive committee 

members. Their salaries range from about Rs.432 to Rs. 1, i00. According to the 

Commission's regulations, the ratio between the highest and the lowest salary cannot be 

more than 3: I .  BUi'mii Das and Bapi Roy are on a fixed salary in the batik section and 

earn Rs.432. Ajanta Sen, a committee member who in the accounts department earns 

about Rs. 1,000 a month. 

Artisan Depsd Fund 

Every month each member receives eight percent of their monthly paycheck as 

an Artisan Deposit Fund (ADF) from SKVIS as required by the Commission. 

Previcusly, each member had a bank account opened for them by SKVIS at the local 

Allahabad Bank. Each month eight percent of their wages would be deposited Into their 

accounts along with the matching ADF from SKVIS. If they needed to withdraw 

money, the secretary's signature was required making it difficult for them to access 

their money and creating unnecessary work for Anima. This system was changed. Now 

the ADF is paid directly to the women who decide what to do with their money. Some 

have opened accounts in banks closer to their homes and variously have savings or 

current accounts, many invest their money in recurring deposit schemes or fixed term 

deposits. 



Each Puja seasttn, every member also receives a "puja bonus" of ten percent of 

their annual pay. Again, this is stipulated by the C~rnrnission.~' 

Training programmes 

I was informed by various committee members during my field trip that their 

future plans for SKVIS did not include further expansion of its production facilities, hut 

that its training programmes would continue to grow. At that time, SKVIS had two 

separate training programmes in place. One was an internal programme that they had 

designed themselves. The other was the Development of Women and Children in Rural 

Areas (DWCRA) programme that is implemented by the District Rural Development 

Agency (DRDA) of 24 Parganas, South. In 1990, SKVIS became associated with the 

DRDA in order to provide training t~ women in this programme on behalf of the 

DRDA. Of the thirty blocks in the distnct, SKVIS has had training programmes, either 

its own or on behalf of the DRDA, in the following blocks: Canning, Mograhat, 

Bishnupur, Joynagar, Basanti, Falta, Gosslba, Patharprotima, Sonarpur.12 Within these 

blocks, numerous training programmes were in place in different villages and towns. 

During my field research, nine separate DRDA training programmes were in progress 

simultaneously in different villages in the Canning I, Canning I1 and Patharprotima 

Durga Puja is the biggest religious festival for Bengalis. It lasts 
for several days and celebrates the triumph of Goddess Durga over the 
demon or rakshis and is hence a celebration of good over evil. ~t i s  
celebrated in October. "Puja bonits" is atandard practice in Bengal. 

l2 In the past, SKVIS has given training to women from blocks that lie 
in neighbouring districts though it is a society meant for women in its 
own district of 24-Parganas, South. The women appealed to the society to 
help as their situations were desperate, and the cormnittee members did 
not have the heart to refuse. See Appendix D for a list of the ~ize and 
population of these blocks. 



blocks. And, as part of SKVIS's i~ternal training programme, a group of about thirty 

girls, most of them between the ages of twelve and fifteen, were in residence at SKVIS 

io learn spinning. Except for the fmt group of resident DRDA trainees in 1990, all 

DRDA training programmes have been held in the respective villages of trainees. 

SKVIS's internal training programmes are held where it is most convenient depending 

on the distance of the village from Canning. SKVIS gives training in the following 

activities: spinning, weaving, batik, dyeing, block printing, sewing, tailoring, 

beekeeping, incense making, papad and bori, matmaking, machine knitting, and 

making detergent. 

Training poor women enabling them to seek employment has been a core 

component of the society s h e  its inception and wili continue to be a Iarge part of t5eir 

future work. Recently, SKVIS bought an adjacent plot of land with plans to expand 

their training facilities. A shed will be built for more weaving looms, and the house on 

the site will be used for training inpapad and bori making. SKVIS's trainees either 

join the society as members after they compkte their trslining or work at home either 

being self-employed and selling their products in local markets or subcontracting to 

local businesses. SKVIS only accepts its own trainees as members. According to its 

records, it had 950 registered members in March 1992. Not all SKVIS's trainees 

complete their training. 13 Sushama Mism explained that some drop out after 

discovering the work involved or that they will not be making enormous amounts of 

money after their training or as quickly as they would like. As a result, SKWS tries to 

ensure in its seIection process that only women who are in "real need," and will 

l3 I was unable to obtain figures on the number of SKUIS trainees since 
1991, or the number of trainees that go on to become self-employed. 
There are no records beyond 1991 as SKVIS linked up with the DRDA and 
the expansion of its training prqramme left little time for SKVIS1s own 
records. The DRDA requires immense amounts of paper work from its 
supervisors and trainers. 



therefore apply rheir training, get accepted. Applicants are questioned about their 

fmncial need and their situation at home. It was explained to me that women who 

learn a new skill and don't apply it have wasted a spot that someone else may have 

desperately needed. As well, SKVIS's limited resources have been "wasted." SKVIS 

accepts one group of resident trainees a year and reaches them a number of different 

skills. These skills are decided upon by the committee members, the trainees, and the 

potential trairirs in consultation with Mr. Ray. 

In its first year, 1978-73, the society trained nine women from within the block 

of Canning. Their mission now is to continue training women from other pans of the 

Sunderban area and to heip them organise themselves to form societies of their own. 

This is in keeping with the decision made by the committee members not to expand 

SKVIS. Inherent in their training programmes is an aim to spread the message of 

cooperation and the advantages of working this way. From experience they have found 

that there is strength in numbers, and that collective decision-making leads to better 

decisions. l4 

With the DRDA programme in progress in the district, the committee members 

were interested in focussing SKWS's trnining programmes towards helping those 

women in the interior rural regions of the Sunderban region. This decision was 

submitted to the membership during the general meeting on 6 February, 1995, and 

their approval obtained. A n h a  Mondal explained to me that "women from Canning 

can go to Caicutta for employment, but women in the more remote rural areas have no 

opportunities or facilities or successful government programs to assist them. " The goal 

is to help wch women "stand on their own feet" and become wholly independent in 

managing their societies. In order to do so, Sushama Mistri said, "no matter how long 

l4 As well, they have found that SKVIS is gettlng difficult to manage as 
it increases in size. 



ir takes to train them, three months, six months or more, we wiff take that time to help 

them stand or, their own rwo feet." 

Ex-trainees are not left to flounder on their own however. Those forming 

societies keep in touch with SKVIS. In times of need or crisis, ttKy come to SKWS 

with their specific problems, and, if necessary, SKVIS sends a representative to 

investigate the situation, or they hold a discussion at SKWS and rcturn home with 

suggestions to solve the problem. During my field trip, I spoke with one woman who 

had come to SKVIS for help from a fairly distant pan of the district. She mentioned 

that she was there to touch base with the society and to get advice on various 

matters.15 Sandhya Biswas, DRDA supervisor, mentioned that often groups will 

approach S K W  for help with group dynamics and group decision-making skills. 

Though these groups are independent, SKVIS is there for them if they need help, and 

this contributes to the group's confidence and their ability to successfuliy establish 

themselves. 

Initially, women would approach the society in ones and rwos to ask for 

training. But SKVIS has started to accept larger groups of trainees from less accessible 

and remote regions of the district. Most women hear about the society through word of 

mouth and hence are "known people" whose background can be "verified" through the 

networks of the wcmen working at SKVIS. As mentioned earlier, SKWS is interested 

in helping out those women with "a real need," those who will actually "put their 

training to use. " As SKVIS has grown, their reputation for klping women of the 

Sunderban region has also spread, and women who need to find work usually find out 

through this informal information network. 

l5 This was earlier or, &&ring rrf field research and I kept no record of 
our conversation as I was focussing on the society itself and was not 
aware of the size of their training programme. I decided to look into 
their training programmes only after I discovered their scale and 
importance. 



In 1990, once ~ k y  had the capaciq. SKVIS started accepting resident trainees 

in groups who live at SKWS for the duration of their training. Susfiama Mistri 

informed me that SKVIS accepts one group a year and provides food and acco~nodatictn 

and covers incidentaf medical expenses.I6 I was informed that this was funded by the 

society's profits. As well, after their training programme expanded they started giving 

out certificates with the Commksion's logo to successful candidates. With these in 

hand. women can then take out bank loans and start up small businesses from their 

homes producing for locat markets. I got the impression that most work individually. 

However, the committee members were enthusiastic about their trainees from the 

village of Deuli, in the Canning I1 block, who had formed a society and were starting 

to have some success in capturing the Iocal market, selling tailored garments, dresses 

and petticoats. Clothing is usually brought in from Calcutta and soid by locat 

shopkeepers. As a result, money is drained from local economies and finds its way to 

Calcutta adding to the poverty of these "hinierlands. "I7 Without the Commission's 

highly recognisable logo, it is extremely difficvlt for these women to obtain credit. This 

is in keeping with the discrimination women m India face. Without collateral, banks do 

not give them loans. As women rarely own or inherit property, husbands or fathers are 

required to sign bank loans as a result of which women do not have control over the 

asjets in their enrerprises. Obtaining credit is difficult enough for won-en in the cities, 

while in rural regions this is nearly impossible. A study by the Asian Development 

bank confumed the difficutty poor women have in obtaining credit from formal credit 

During my field research, a few resident trainees fell 111 and I 
accompanied them to the local hosprral for their check-ups. 

l7 See Imis (1956) for a discussion of the centre-hinterland theory and 
of the exploitation of the latter by the former. 



systems. This is why they continue to rely on "informal credit markets" despite the 

exhorbitant rate of interest. Wignaraja 1990, 32) 

TaMe 3.3 
SKVISk training programme 

Year No. of women trained 

Total- 

While at SKVfS, I observed a p a p  of resident mimes during the day and in 

the evenings. They w e e  from a village called Phulmaloncho in the Basanti block. On 

the 8th of February, 1993, I had visited rheir viliage with Mr. Ray and a number of 

trait -rs for the official inauguration of their mining programme. We travelled in a jeep 

for about two to tfrree hours over a cornbination of tarred. brick axid mud roads. The 

people in the village are predomi~ntly Muslim. Except for the panchayat building 

w h ~ h  is ma& of c o n c e ,  I saw a number sf mud huts covered with roofs made of 

woven leaves scattered over rhe area." "s early in the year, the land was parched 

and ponds were shallow. 1 was info& that the area was desperately p r ,  and girls 



and women were being sold as slaves and prostitutes. I was informed by the Brudhm" 

of the village Panchyaf, Skikh W&ed Mi. that women were extremely dependent on 

their husbands and bound by social restrictions. Demands for dowry were highly 

prevalent and women wi& dark complextons were havmg to pay more dowry. He was 

hopeful that by receiving training $hey could free themselves from their dependency on 

their husbands arid that by having an income their "helplessness" and "troubles" would 

decrease, A few young women had approached SKVIS for help and had received 

training. Inspired by what SKVIS had achieved, they were eager to s m  a society of 

their own in Phuhaloncb. Given the desperate situation of women at this village, thc 

committee members agreed to help even though most of the trainees were fairly young, 

ranging in age from efevm to fifieen. A few were in their mid to late teens. Given the 

women's enthusiam and the hll  s u p n  of the village head, Mr. Ray expects the 

society to be extremely successful. 'Rxse girls and women came to SKVlS as resident 

trainees in late February and I had an opportunity to mterview some of them. 

l9 This is the erected head of a block with a number sf villages under 
hsjher jurisdzcrromr. Tbe Praddran of Phulmaloneho appeared to be a 
fairly progressive man and w a s  highly concerned about the oppreaolon the 
wocen. Ln the urllage rere facxf-4. Ens older paternal *uncle had donated a 
small piece of land and a concrete hailding for the establisfuofuoent of a 
women's society and the inauguration ceremony was held there. 



The DRDA fink-up and the DWCRA training programme 

In 1990, the District Rural Development Agency (DRDA) of 24 Parganas, 

South, first made contact with SKVIS. In 1990, when the DRDA planned to extend the 

DWCRA program into the district of 24 Pvganas<S), it was looking for an 

orgainifation to give training to their women's groups. The Project Officer for the 

Agency quite serendipitously hgpened to catch a television programme on SRWS ad 

was struck by their achievements and their commitment to helping other rural women 

like themselves. SKVIS was contacted and Anima Mondal and Sandhya Biswas visited 

the DRDA off= in Calarm to present SKVIS's credentials. Then the Assistant Project 

Officer of the agency. Mrs. Sbifa Nag, visited SKVIS and spent three hours touring 

their facility. Impressed by heir work and their internal training programme, SKVIS 

was recruited to carry our the DWGRA programme, in conjunction with the Training of 

Rural Youth in Self Employment (TRYSEM) p r o g ~ ~ e ,  in the district. 

The District Rural Development Agencies @RDAs) are government 

orgainsations at the district level established by the Government of India to carry out 

the Ministry of Rural Development's 'Integrated Rural Development Programme' 

(IRDP). This programme "was lamched throughout the country in the early 1980s with 

- the sole objective of eradication of rural poverty" and focuses on encouraging the 

"growth of the d ecommy ... in the areas of agriculture, village industries, and its 

m i c e  and business sectm." (DRDA 1W-93, vii) The agencies formulate "a need- 

based pian awualIyff for the districts under their jurisdiction and "coordinate with the 

variaus g o v e m t  &pmmats, banks, Parshayat bodies at the grassroots level for 

fruitful implementadon of the programme. " @bid) 

fn f 982-83, $he De~eiopmens of Women and Children in Rural Areas 

(DWCRA) praeramme was aamd as a -sibpmpmm of fk ERDP, and &e disvict 

agencies were ertnusted with the i m p l ~ o n  of this programme. -rieviews of the 



IRDP had found &at of those being helped only ten percent were women. As well, they 

found that a farge number of families were headed by women. In order to address these 

specific problems and the discrimination womeu as a group face in acquiring credit 

bank loans, or even emplcyment, the DWCRA programme was conceived. 

Acknowledging the numerous studies done that show that women usually spend the 

money they earn on food, medicine and clothes for their children rather than on 

themselves, the DWCRA programme was seen as a way of improving the welfare of 

entire families. As a result, the trainees selected are all married women. Funded by the 

central government, the state government and UNICEF, the programme is aimed at 

women living below the poverty line,2%ith a view to providing them with 

opportunities for self-employment on a sustained basis and to help their families have a 

better quality of life. Tk programme seeks to organise poor rural women into groups 

so that they can collectively work towards solutions to the economic and social 

problems faced by thnn and their children. These groups are expected to "act as a 

counter-vailing force against social resuaint and paternalism prevalent in rural areas" 

and to " function as f o m s  in which women can articulate their problems and gather 

support for t ransced i  gender barriers." (DWCRA 1993, 2) As well, acting as an 

economic unit they can take advantage of economies of scale from group investment. 

production, p'mhase of raw Inaterials and marketing. Each group has between fifteen 

and twenty women, and is given a revolving fund of a certain amount of money in the 

form of a grant for buying sewing machina, knitting machines, supplies and raw 

materials. A3er completing the mining programme, members may borrow from this 

fund in order to start up a home bushes or collective small enterprises where there is a 

division of labour among the women or one that is not too capital intensive. Women 

This is cahzdatedi by the Minlstq far Rural Development. In 1952-53, 
this was Rs.11,000 per family per annum, for a family of five. 



may also start up small individual initiatives. In 1993, this revolving fund was 

Rs.15,200. At the same time, the DWCRA programme arranges for women to obtain 

funding under the umbrella af the IRDP of which it is a sub-programme. These 

financial schemes allow for economic activities on a larger scale and provide access to 

other government programmes for credit and farther training. 

During my field trip, there were nine training programmes in place in various 

villages withjn the Canning I, Canning B, Fzlta and Patfiarproth blocks. These 

various programmes were in weaving, mat-making, tailoring, spinning, batik and 

knitting. 

Trainees are selected by their respective Panchayat officials according to the 

need-based criteria set by the DRDA, The Panchayat then mkes it recommendations to 

the DRDA and this list is passed on to SKVIS to carry out the training of the selected 

women. Each trainee receives a monthly stipend. This is paid to enable women to 

forego potential earnings they might receive during this time. During my field trip this 

amount was Rs.250 a month. 

Trainers are selected by the committee members and other trainers and 

supervisors in consultation with Mr. ~ a ~ . ~ ~  There were sixteen permanent trainers in 

the DRDA programme at the time of my field trip. They need to be literate in order to 

keep a record of all training activities as required by the DRDA. They are also selected 

on the basis of their ability to interact with people from varying class backgrounds as 

they must keep in touch with the Panchayat oficials and the Block Development 

Officer (BDO) as well as mingle with the Trainees from remote rural 

21 This information was given to me by Sushama M i b t r i ,  supervisor of 
batik training programmes, Sandhya Biswas, DRDA programme supervisor, 
Lakshmi milick, tailoring supervisor. 

22 The BTX) is appointed by the state government. 



regions are extremely shy with strangers and keep their faces covered. As well. they 

have often internalid the oft repeated, "she's a girl, she won't succeed. " As a result, 

when faced with learning a new skill during training, their self-confidence can be 

extremely low. In a group discussion with trainers, and in conversation with 

supervisors, I was told that women are frequently scared to touch the spinning. sewing, 

and knitting m a c e s .  And a phrase they hear often is "I won't be able to learn." 

Twiners must then keep repeating, "Definitely, you can succeed. Try and try again and 

you will manage." Susharna Mistri told me of the times when she has held the hand of 

a *minee and applied wax on to fabric to help her overcome her fear ~f not being able 

to learn. Given this, trainers need to understand gender socialisation. This is not 

difficult as mine15 are &errshes from the district and come from similar 

socioeconomic Ftackgrounds. But trainers must also have the patience and commitment 

to help these women. More importantly. they must not abuse their positions of power 

and instead build relationships of "trust* and "friendshipn with their trainees in order to 

"find out the true situations at home" and intervene when husbands and guardians are 

abusive towards them or don't allow them to attend class.23 The stipend that the 

DRDA provides trainees is a powerful tool in the hands of trainers and is often an 

incentive for husbands and fathers to allow women to participate.24 Some trainers visit 

the women's homes and get to know the families in order to impress on husbands and 

23 Early on during my field research, I had been informed by one of the 
corranittee members that one of the trainers had been posted in a 
different town as she had recently married and this was convenient for 
her. I later found cut from otker artisans that she had in fact been 
moved because s B e  had been abusive towards a group of trainees. 

'* As explained in Chapter 1. Bencpli society is paternaiisr-ic and 
patriarchal. Eus5ands and fathers, and brothers in their absence, arc 
considered official guardians of daughters, wives and sisters. Their 
permission is required for participation in DRIfA programmes and their 
signature is required on official documents. 



fathers the need for women to be economically i~dependent. This is phrased in such a 

way as to make this socially acceptabie and to break the taboo against "respectable" 

women having more freedom. 

Trainers go through a training programme of their own to sensitise them to a 

number of social issues. This course lasts for an intensive seven days during which 

trainers sing together to build solidarity, participate in "action dnmas" where they act 

out oppressive social simtions, and hold discussions on gender and class oppression 

and other social problems. 25 

The DRDA programme is fairly regimented. The time span for each training 

programme is designed according to the funding available. When SKVIS first liriked up 

with the DRDA, Mr. Ray, the committee members and the trainers got together and 

discussed ?he content of the numerous training programmes ii~ order to achieve the 

objectives of the DWCRA programme. Tailoring and weaving are six-month 

programmes, and within this time there are weekly targets to be met and monthly 

targets as well. The syllabus for the entire six months is laid out ahead of time and has 

to be followed quite strictly. And trainers must keep track of all activities and all 

materials used. 

Lakshmi Mullick supervises the DRDA tailoring programme. Her duties involve 

giving training in faloring, supervisi the tailoring programmes in progress, as well 

as following up on past programmes and providing continuing support. Once a month 

she visits the various teain@ centres to check on the work of the trainers and to make 

sure that things are progressing according to schedule. She makes buying trips to 

Catcutta for bolts of (mill) cloth. hooks, buttons, needles, thnad and other materials 

25 This information I received from Mr. Xay, who designed this 
programme. Subsequently, a number of trainers that I interviewed, when 
listing the training they had reccived at SKVIS, mentioned some of these 
exercises. 



needed for the programmes. These she distributes to the various trainers, who in turn 

pass on these supplies to their trainees. She is responsible for collecting the garments 

produced by the trainees, calculating the cost of materials used and pricing them. 

During her monW2 visits, she pays each trainee the stipend that the DRDA programme 

provides. Once a month she pays a follow-up visit to past training sites. Similarly, 

Sushama Mistri supervises the batik and block printing programmes and is responsible 

for past and current programmes, buying and distributing dyes, fabric and other 

materials. 

The first group in the DRDA programme were trained at SKVIS and there were 

twenty-seven women enrolled in tailoring 2nd thirteen in weaving.26 Now trainers are 

sent to the respective villages and either commute every day or spend varying amounts 

of time in the field, and then return home as well as report to SKVIS on the progress 

being made. 

The geography of the Sunderban region makes travel difficult and time 

consuming. I randomly selected two trainers and asked them about their training sites. 

Anjali Das is a trainer for the DRDA programme. During my r e m c h  she was training 

a group of women in Bishnupur in making coir mats. In order to get there every day 

from her home in Taldi, thz railway station before Canning, she would travel two 

hours by bus, transfer to a second b ~ s  and ride for another half hour, then ride an auto- 

26 Apart from these figures, I was unable to obtain statistics on the 
number of women that have been &rough the GRDA programme. Everyone was 
much too busy to look at past records and add up the numbers. As a 
result, I did not bother to ask them to locate their files for me 
either. 

27 During my field rese-re3 there were x i m  DIUlk training programea in 
progress. Each group had between fifteen and twenty trainees. Some of 
these were six-month programmes aad some lasting for three months. 



rickshaw2* for another twenty-five minutes to get to her destination. She had to 

commute to her training centre every day, five days a week. The programme was five- 

months long. 

Pritha Ghosh recalled when she training a group of women in knitting and 

tailoring at Motordighi on the other side of the river from her home in Champahati. 

She would take the twenty-five minute train ride to Canning, ride the ferry to the other 

side of the river, take an auto-rickshaw for another forty minutes, change to a cycle- 

rickshaw for a tirirty minute ride, and then walk the last hventy minutes through very 

rura! areas. She would stay for five days and return home for the weekend. This 

commitment by trainers who show up regularly even though they live far off, or even 

when the weather is bad, helps build trust between trainees and trainers. 

I asked Pritha to profile the trainees in her present group. She had fifteen 

women in her group. All the women were over thirty years of age. With one exception, 

all were married. Of these nine were separated from their husbands or had been 

abandoned by them. 

Trainees are taught the required skill, like batik, tai1oring.and knitting, the 

buying of raw materials from wholesale markers in Calcutta, the pricing of their 

products according to a set fornlula based on costs, and basic market research 

techniques. Trainees are also examined once a month on what they learn. And within 

the three- or six-month period there are another one or two exams that must be held. It 

is only after this that participants are given their certificates which qualify them for 

credit. They can then borrow from the revolving fund provided bj the programme in 

order to buy equipment and supplies to start up rheir own enterprise. 

28 This is a tbzee-wheeled, motor-driven vehicle that is fairly common 
throughout India. It is a step up from the cycle-rickshaw, which is an 
alternative to rickshaws pulled by men. 



I was also informed that "adult education" is part of the DRDA syllabus, 

Trainers are required to assess participants' level of education and literacy and to teach 

them to read and write. Trainees are also taught the songs sung at SKVIS's morning 

assembly and pranhona is held every day before training begins. They are taught 

"mother and child, health education and hygiene. " They are also taught how to hold 

discussions in order to make group decisions. As well, they are "taught how to dress. " 

and "how to talk" when negotiating business or doing market research. 

Analysis of communication in training progranmes30 

According to Mrs. Shila Nag, Assistant Projects Officer of the DRDA, the 

agency's DWCRA programme in the district has a fifty percent success rate. In her 

view the implementation of this programme has inherent flaws, She argues that the 

trainee selection process is politicized. About thirty percent of those seiected are wives 

and daughters of key people in the village or Panchayat who aren't interested in 

working or earning an income and don't really need the training or the money. They 

29 I was told that women in remote rural regions wear little more than 
the sarees wrapped around their bodies. The society believed that it was 
important to teach them to wear blouses. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, women's voices in rural regions are 
frequently 'silenced.' Trainers try to change the way women have been 
socialised. Admittedly, the changes in behavior that are being 
recommended reflect middle-class values and accepted behaviour. 

l%e comparison between SKvIS1s internal programme and the DRDA 
training programe it implements is not very detailed as I had no 
opportunity to interview any DiiDk trainees or to observe the prograrpme 
in the field. Information on SKVIS" implementation of the DRnA 
programme was obtained in conversation with DRDA supervisors and 
trainers. My analysis is based on this information and, hence, has its 
limitations. 



want the stipend paid to every trainee and sometimes even borrow from the groups' 

revolving fund without repaying the loan. Another problem she identified is in 

developing "marketing linkages. " The DRDA has made no arrangements to help these 

women with the marketing of their handicrafts and so they have trouble selling their 

work. As a result, their groups get discouraged and tend to fall apart.31 But sometimes 

even though the group does not stay together individual women put their training to 

use, take out a loan and work at home producing for their local markets. 

Dr. Illiana Choudhury, project officer at Unicef, provided further insight into 

the dynamics at play. Unicef is a co-funder of the DRDA's DWCRA nrogramme with 

the central and state government. According to Dr. Choudhury, groups break up 

because of two reasons. Une, because they have little faith that the group will succeed, 

and two, because they have little trust in the work skills and commitment of others in 

the group. Given these doubts, individuals are unwilling to take the risk and, as a 

result, women don't stick together once their training is over. They are more willing to 

work hard for themselves and keep all their earnings instead of staying together as a 

group. 

In the Bengali rural culture women are not encouraged to mingle with other 

women in order to form support networks. Usually the family has a small plot of land 

that they assist with or else they are expected to stay home and take care of household 

chores. As well, women are socialised into believing themselves incapable of success. 

Given this stereotypical socialisation, is it reasonable to expect women to develop trust 

in each other and the self-confidence in themselves necessary to manage their own 

business after &tree to six months of training. Apart from learning new skills, group 

31 This is supported by studies done to assess the Integrated Rural 
Development Program of which the DRDA's Development of Women and 
Children in Rural Areas programme is a sub-programe. See Wignaraja 
(1990. 30-32). 



dynamics and decision-making, they are expected to unlearn years of stereotypical 

socialisation. 

The DRDA programme reflects the rigid capitalist work ethic of focussing on 

the goal and not on rhe process as well as in its efficiency criteria. The DRDA 

programmes have a fmed syllabus and trainees are marched through their training 

according to fured schedules. The women are treated like clones working in assembly 

lines that learn at the same rate and expected lo have all acquired a series of skills by 

the end of the programme. The particular skill to be taught is often decided on by the 

DRDA influenced by the avaiiabiiity of fund,lig. But SKVIS does have control over the 

content and have developed methods by which to "motivate" women and encourage 

them to unlearn earlier negative stereotypical beliefs and to form a network of support 

for each other. However, the time limit of training programmes are also set by the 

DRDA. As well, the selection of trainees is done by the pradhan, or the village head. 

or by the Block Development Officer (BDO), the government appointed head of the 

block. This selection is supposed to be made according to the criteria of the DRDA but 

is often a political choice or a dictatorial one. Participants do not always apply to the 

programme but are infcrmed of their selection and expected to show up for training. 

In SKVIS's internal programme, it is the women themselves who approach the 

society for help and ask for training. As the saying goes, "you can lead a horse to water 

but you can't make it dfak. " In this case the women want to drink. By approaching the 

society, they indicate a ceriain level of interest, motivation and perseverence. The 

particular skill to be taught is decided on after consulting the women who are asking 

for help. They are interviewed and their education level, skills, past training, home 

environment, financial situation and needs are assessed. The programme of training is 

discussed together by committee members, the trainer who will be training the women, 

and the new trainees in consultation with Mr. Ray. As Anima Mondal explained, 

sometimes they are asked for technical training only, sometimes only for ec~mrrtic 



assistance in getting the group's business started, and sometimes for both. The potential 

market opportunities in their villages are discussed and raw materials that may be 

available in the area, and then the training is tailored to their needs, As well, SKVIS 

has a commitment to giving the trainees as much time as they oeed. As Susharna Mism 

put it, "not a11 women are alike. Some learn really fast whiie some may take a little 

longer. But no matter how long it takes, we take the time to help them s t a d  on their 

own feet. " 

A vital difference between the two programmes is that SKVIS's programmes are 

conducted on site, either at the Canning or Basanti sites. Women either commute to the 

society everyday or groups of trainees live on site for the duration of the training, 

whereas, except for its frrst trainee group, DRDA's programmes are held in the 

women's villages. What are the advantages of having trainees live and train at SKVIS 

where they have an opportunity to watch the committee members in action as they 

work with confidence dealing with all sorts of visitors, including ministers, problems, 

crises, and decisions? They mingle with the members of SKVIS, watch fhem work, 

play and laugh together and move about with relative independence. From living at 

SKVIS they learn W their backgrounds are no different from those of the artisans at 

SKWS or evea of the "didis" Le. the committee members. SKVISvs solid two-storied 

btlifding is powerfuI evidence of whar is attainable and restimony ro what can be 

achieved by a group of women working, together towards a common goal. I asked the 

trainees from Phufmatoilcho and the trainees for the Enterprise Building Programme 

about what they fiad learned from beicg at SKVIS.32 Almost all of them mentiorred 

that their experiences at SKVIS had bstilled in them the belief that they too were 

32 Tbe mterprise Building Pregr- was a month-long programme hasted 
by SKVIS aimed at training rural erosnen in entreprenearship and was 
f.~=d& ky twa svemaezxt agencies, the National Small Industries 
Corporation and the Small Industries Service Institute. This programme 
was attended by worsen from the Sunderban region only, 



capable of starting up their own women's society or of starting up and managing their 

own businesses, that by trying and trying again they would succeed. it is questionable 

if this result can be marched by DRDA training Frogranmes given the limited time that 

trainers spend in the villages. Clearly, these trainees have learned more than skills. 

Their experiences at SKWS have empowered them to believe in themselves and their 

capabilities and to aim for success. 

Away &om tlre social and cultural environment of their viIIages, at SKVIS the 

trainees are free to experience an alternative lifestyle and reality, widen their horizons, 

dream new dreams, and work towards making these dreams real. As the DRDA 

training programme has demonstrated, if they trained in their villages, the menfolk 

would grudgingly allow them to attend, and when they returned b m e  in the evenings. 

a portion of what they f d  during the day would be undermined. At SKVIS, in a 

new environmem amidst a group of strangers their dependency on each other increases 

and the process of bonding %gins. In sharing these new experiences together and the 

excitement of empowemenl, they envision their own society modelled on that of 

sms . 
Amther factor might be the age of the trainees. The DRDA programme is 

aimed at women with childrrn who are their primary concern. The group of trainees 

from PhuImafo~lcbo that I spoke with were teenagers, averaging fourteen years in age. 

To what extent does their age affect their ability to form bonds of trust sufficiently 

strong to sustain their ambitions for a society? The original members of SKVIS were 

only a little older when they stated up SKVIS. 

At SKWS, these tmimes would join us in the morning for assembly and then 

work the huis h t  SKVIS members worked. Some would work dur iq  the evenings as 

well, extracting seeds fram the W s  of raw coaon to later him into thread. Some time 

into tbei mhing programme, they started their own prarthona, or prayer session, in 



the evenings sing~ng same of the sungs tfias they had learned &ring the morning 

arxnrbly. I mtemkwed four young women ranging in age from sixteen to nineteen Ail 

had previously trained at SKWS Jalnoor hbi  was sixteen with a one year-old son. Her 

husband abandoned her six months after t#i son was born for anofher young woman 

and sfpe returned to her father's house. He refused to give her permission to train at 

SKVIS, white k r  &r had no cbjections, So she I& one nighs, without his 

perrn~ssion- raking her zmr~mi belonging W k n  h e  w04d re&,?! ftDm !C visit, k 

would grumble at her kt later stopped and expressed a desire to visit SKVIS. Susharna 

Sen, Rupali Das and M ~ J M  Bog1 shared similar experiences with me. Their families 

were poor, rUEd they were unabk ta continue their education. When they heard of 

SKVIS, they a p p ~ w h e d  tfie committee members for k f p  and succeeded in entering 

their training programma. nBcy trad been mining at SKVIS for severat mon* when f 

arrived in 1993. SustWTIil Sen hitd c u m p t d  her training in spinning and was now 

learning sewing and siik reeling. R w f i  Das was rnvolved 1r1 a Minisuy of Soclal 

Services programme insralling fuel-efficmt coal a w e s  m homes ar Phulmaloncho. 

Martina Bogi was anendtng tfme evening tuition sessions at SKVIS. Susbama Sen and 

Martina Bogi mentioned that hey  would be swing their own uxiq in their village 

with the help or "dash" and the "didis. * I r  was these young women ttrat Mr. Ray and 

the committee members at SKWS saw as furure leaders of the mlety at Phulmalonho 

fn the next c h p m  I wiiI expand on my argument regarding the cenuaIity of 

gcassro(brs ccrmmunicatioa to SKWS*s esoavanic success and its ability to trring about 

~icrecoz~tmie change in the lives uf its members arrd empower rbtnn to efferx sa5d 

change withio k i r  cmm-mxm~. SKMS% mkms h v e  d! been iraM ai SKt?S As 

m e m b  of the sac*, to what extent do they participate in the mmhg of the 



organisation? What has been tlPe impact of SKVIS on these women's lives? SKVIS 8s a 

wamen's sociery. As sttch, to what extent does it cater to the lities of its wornen 

artisans who mst 'tPotft run h i r  households as well a earn an income. is the society 

taking any steps to alfeviare rheir doubte burden?kholars and activists argue thar 

income-generati% activities are neeefsary in rhe short term. bur in order to bnns about 

real and fasting change, &e reladom between women and men need to be changed and 

Wt men and women EXUR act as age@& of mid change. 



Chiaptef 4 

Evaluating SKVIS Prom a communication perspective 

Communication in decision d n g  

An area of inwres: to me in researchmg SKVIS was the 'grassroots 

communica&mg within t?? =*. Riano (1994) uses ' grassroots cctm;nu~cation' as a 

descriptive category for horizontal communication at what is considered the lowest rung 

of the socioeconomic 'ladder, or the grassroots level involving "a variety of 

mmmunication processes, practices and systems" such as "women's iiiiormal 

cctmmunication practices, networks and associations, interpersonal and group 

communication, performing am, cuIturaf and artistic artifacts, writing, media produced 

in a group setting, folk and commmty media, and indigenous communication systems 

and practices. " (xi, xi@ She cites A. Caider (1988, 2) who provides a more conceprual 

definition, describing it as *those communication processes guided by the goals of 

education for liberation that 'help the poor and underprivileged acquire a critical 

understanding of sacial reality.' " (mi) The women of SKVIS belong to the lowest rung 

of the socioeconomic ladder and hence it can be argued that their's is a grassroots 

organisation. In my analysis I will look at some of their grassroots communication 

practices in order to determine its impact in empowering women, in giving them 

greater control over their lives and in altering disernpowering effects of their eariy 

stereotypical socialisation. Communication can have various impacts depending on both 

ttte medium and the message- The horuonial flow of information between women of 

similar backgrounds is especially important in communicating skills, knowledge and 

empwennent, This brlzonal flow of information is a feature of grassroors 

~ommwkation ~ 9 g e b g  *&a rela~!ns&i between all participasrts in such 



communication are egalitarian. Is this in fact the case at SKVIS? Is SKVIS a 

democratic organisation? My analysis will also address this issue. 

Riano f l994) provides an excellent theoretical framework for the analysis of 

communication and empowerment at sKVIS.' In her "Typology of Women's 

Participation in Communication" she reviews the discourse and practices shaped by 

different concepm1 frameworks that address the relationship between women, 

participation and communication.* These are: development communication. 

participatory communication, alternative communication, and feminist 

communication. 

Each type of communication is associated with different expressions of 

empowerment. Empowerment is defined as "not just individual achievements or 

accessing certain power positions, but the energizing of individual and collective 

subjects to participate in social movements and processes of emancipation. 

Empowerment constitutes the process of working to bring about individual and 

collective transformation." (23) In my discussion of communication practices within 

SKVIS, by applying Riano's framework, I will attempt to analyse the type of 

communication being used and its potential for empowerment. 

Riano1s (1994! edited xrOlme is rich in case studies of "grassroots 
connnunication experimentsn (xiE carried out by women of the Third World 
involving "speaking, writing, dancing, meeting, story telling and media 
productionn in both mainstream commercial media and alternative media. 

In Riano's book, "participationm is placed at "the very centre of her 
discussionn on communication practice and discourse. 141 I have chosen 
to focus on the concept of empowerment. 

This is an extremely limited use and application of Riano's f ramework. 
I do not have enough xnformation about communication practices at SfCVIS 
and its impacts to do a more detailed application. I realise after 
reading her text that my own research in India would have benefitted 
enormously from it had it been available. 



Table 4.1 
Communication and empowerment 

Development 
communication 
(women as 
subjects) 

Participatory 
communication 
(women as 
participants) 

Alternative 
communication 
(women as 
subjects of 
change) 

Feminist 
communication 
(women as 
producers of 
meaning) 

Empowerment 

Empowerment as acquiring 
information 
Learning new facts 
Engaging in discussion 

Empowerment as enabling 
Acquiring knowledge and status 
to take control of their lives 
Capacity to benefit from 
involvement 

Empowerment as developing 
individual and collective 
capacity to bring about change 
Increased control and ownership 
of process 

Empowerment as transfonnaticn of 
social subjects and the acts of 
naming oppression 
Coming to voice 
Breaking the silence 

Adapted from Riano Table 1.1 (1994, 6-7) 

According to Riano, 'development communication' is an approach that has been 

used by governments and international development institutions and non-governmental 

organisations, for example, in India. Indonesia, Cameroon and Swaziland in 

programmes to promote child survival and nutrition by developing the mother's sense 

of self-confidence in chiid rearing and decision-making. In these programmes, 

"expertsw or extension workers directly communicate with poor urban and rural 

mothers to bring about these changes. In rhis approach the empowerment of women is 

sought by increasing their access to information about nutritional foods and child 



immunisation, which then allows them to actively seek out more information by going 

to local health clinics or by asking others. 

In the 'participatory communication' approach, "women are seen as 

participants." (9) This approach has k e n  used in Nepal where rural women received 

training in video production and produced a video on rural women's access to credit. 

This video was shown to other women in the workshop and positively influenced their 

confidence in being able to produce a video of their own. Screening the video within 

the wider community led to government representatives and policy makers meeting 

with the women to discuss and make changes to policies on access to credit. Here. 

women's participation can be seen as "bringing a more peoplecentered, rather than 

market-centred perspective to development. " (9) 

In this approach empowerment is seen as "the process through which individuals 

acquire knowledge and skills to take control: of their lives." (Nair & White 1987c, 16, 

as cited in Riano 1 W, 10) Empowerntern is thought of as a process enabling 

individuals to benefit from involvrnent in the development programmes as a means to 

bring about control over economic and political forces. (Kindervatter, 1979, as cited in 

Riano, 1994) 

The 'alternative communication' approach is an approach that has k e n  used by 

women market vendors in Lima, Peru.4 Members of the association of public markets, 

they usxi the market's loudspeakers to communicate about problems such as taxes, 

veading permits, and the legalisation of land. As well, they created, produced and 

broadcast weekly radio soaps foregrounding a number of different social problems such 

as the problems of migration to the cities, the barn.o1s lack of facilities, poor working 

conditions and the association's internal conflicts. Through time, these women 

See Riano (1394, 12-17] for a discussion of regional frameworks uitbm 
t h i s  approach such as 'popular conarmnication, 'group media' and 
'corrwunity media.' 



increased their leadership role in the association. This approach of 'alternative 

communication' has also been usxi in a ilumber of women's social movements around 

the world with the airn of bringing women to reflect on and become conscious of their 

dmrdinate position in society. 

Empowerment here "refers to the individual and collective capacity and right to 

mnsfom and affect change. " CRiano 1994, 12) By participating in the production of 

communication, women are empowered to struggle and defend their rights. In this 

approach there is a recognition of power differences in society and of larger economic 

and political smctures that need to be transformed through social movements and not 

just individual action. 

'Feminist communication' is a framework that specifically includes a gender 

perspective in the commu~ication within, and by, women's groups and feminists. An 

example of 'feminist communhtion are periodicals by women of colour in the United 

States. Empowerment in this approach involves the transformation of women as social 

subjects of struggle and as active producers of meaning. By participating in 

communication processes and projeczs. women "name" their own experiences and 

identities. That is, they speak for themselves by defining, constructing and presenting 

themselves and their "stories. " Through this they are empowered to speak of their 

oppression (whether of gender, class, race andlor sexual orientation) as individuals and 

as members of a group, and to undertake actions to bring about social change. (Kidd 

1992, as cited in Riano 1994, 1) 

Riano (1991) challenges the mytb of the 'silenced woman' and the stereotype of 

women as 'passive communicative recipients'. She argues that women are neither 

absent nur silenr in community life but active participants as subjects of communication 

production. Grassroots communication processes provide an opportunity for women to 

participate democratically, but she cautions that, in practice, collective decision-making 

within organisations may conceal the presence of informal power which could be a 



constraint to honest and open group dynamics. She argues that often 'democracy' is 

equated with "the notion of the physical presence of 'everybody', " a problem more 

prevalent in larger groups. She finds that collective decision making seems to work best 

in small groups with a "strong sense of group membership" and "tightly defined aims 

and objectives." I will apply Riano's analysis to the following discussion of the 

decision-making processes at SKVIS. 

Group meetings 

A key component of SKWS's organisation and communication are the group 

meetings that are held at various intervals and levels. Some departments are larger than 

others requiring scheduled meetings, while in smaller departments, meetings are more 

informal and may even be held over a cup of cha during the tea break. J attended a 

number of such meetings and document them at length because there were so many and 

are integral to the smooth fhctioning of the society given its size. 

The organisation of the society is heirarchical with the major decisions being 

made by the committee members. Prior to 1990, all decisions were made by them. 

That year the society experienced a major expansion and they reaiised that this system 

was not very efficient. A decision was made by the committee members to delegate 

decision making regarding production to the respective departments. With this decision, 

artisans in each department were given collective responsibility for the daily running of 

their departments with decisions being made jointly after a group discussion drawing on 

the group's coflective wisdom. 

As a result of the delegation of decision making, the women have a certain 

amount of control over decisions tbiat affect their productivity and hence their incomes. 

Participating in group discussions and in the making of decisions has had an enormous 

impact on reversing the hpcZs of gender socialisation in 'silencing' their voices and 



affects their ability to participate in decision making at home. At group meetings, 

women discuss different aspects of the production process such as group dynamics, 

production problems, availability of raw materials and co-ordination with other 

departments, As well, women discuss domestic problems that may be bothering them. 

The idea of leaving their problems at home and not bringing them to work does not 

really apply. Most artisans at SKVIS are paid according to their productivity. Often 

their household incomes are still below the poverty line. They have families to feed on 

these earnings. Women are encouraged to bring their domestic and personal problems 

to share with each other in their departments and with others at the society. Often 

solutions are found after collectively brain storming. As well, the 'telling of their 

stories' often provides a measure of relief and the emotional support that they gain 

from their friends goes a long way towards enabling them to deal with their problems. 

Group meetings of the founding members 

Group discussions within SKWS began in the earliest days of the society's 

inception. In 1977, when the original members of SKVIS got together to address their 

financial needs, group discussions were held to decide what was to be done about their 

situation. During those early years, theyS would meet together in the evenings with 

Mr. Ray and discuss issues of oppression and discrimination based on gender and class. 

They would keep a diary of the days events and their thoughts on their interaction with 

people and discuss them together in the evenings to understand the dynamics of gender 

and class. Four of these members have chosen to remain single and to dedicate 

themselves to the work of the society and to helping other poor women who face the 

hardships they faced. In my discussions with them and in my observation of their work, 

The information in this paragraph w a s  obtained in an interview with 
Mr. R a y .  



I noticed an obvious co~iousness of the sexism pervasive in society in their analysis 

of event when explaining their history and their work to me. 

The executive amnittee 

The executive committee is an elected body that is authorised to conduct, 

manage and administer the affairs of the society. They make the larger decisions 

regarding the running of the society and its direction. As Riano (1991) has observed, 

group dynamics within small groups are particularly effective as they have a strong 

sense of membership. In the case of the executive, they share and reinforce the goals 

and aims of the society, and this contributes to its ability to function efficiently. This 

group membership has provided the collective strength and confidence needed to start 

up and expand the society in order to address the economic needs of others and not just 

themselves and to persevere in challenging the barriers of class and gender. Not all the 

committee members are founding members. Sandhya Biswas joined the society in 1990 

and became a committee member soon after. Ajanta Sen joined the society in 1983 and 

was voted into the executive during the election of 1987. 

Trainers courses 

In my group discussion and individual interviews with DRDA trainers I lzarneri 

that in 1990, when SKVIS llln started giving training to DWCRA trainees for the 

DRDA, they spent a week together discussing issues of gender and class oppression to 

sensitise them in dealing with their future trainees. It was explained to that though the 

trainers themselves come from similar backgrounds, helping other people is different 

from helping themselves. An attempt has to be made to understand the particular 

situations of kdiviiduaf tfainees in order to "motivate" them, i.e, to change their earher 

disempoweriqg socialisation. 



As well, trainers are selected through a group process of consultation among the 

committee members and other trainers and supervisors to select appropriate candidates. 

C~llective information and observation helps ensure that the new trainer has the 

appropriate skills and is able to handle the power inherent in the position. At this level, 

members that are not committee members are able to participate in the larger decisions 

that affect the running of the training programmes and contribute to its success and the 

assista:~ce of other poor people, like themselves, who have historically been exploited 

whenever possible by those more powerful. 

General Assembiy meetings 

During my field research, I attended three general meetings, one a month, in 

February, March and April. At these meetings the general membership were updated 

on events at the society and decisions that had been made by the committee for their 

feedback and approval. T k i r  suggestion were sought on future health care for the 

membership. 

Prarthona or morning assembly 

Prnrthona is held every morning at ten-thiiry a.m. after everyone amves to start 

their day's work at SKViS Every woman on site is expected to attend, from the 

President to the most inexperienced trainee. The women remove their footwear, form a 

circle, place an incense stick holder with some burning incense sticks in the centre of 

the ckcle, and sing a song of prayer. The only English song in their repertoire is "We 

shall overcome. " Other Bengali songs follow in a similar vein containing messages of 

bardship and triumph or describing a beautiful world syrnboIically blooming with 

fIowers that they have piam& and numred. -&other song says, "not you alone, not me 

alone, but you and me together," aml is aimed ar getting the message across that there 



is strength in numbers. At the end of this prayer session, the women file off to their 

respective rooms carrying an incense stick for each room. 

Itforrring meeting of department heads 

Each department has a woman in charge, and they meet most mornings either 

before or afterprarthona to discuss the day's work in their respective departments. 

Usually these meetings last about fifteen minutes and are crucial when a new order is 

received and the work of the various departments requires coodination. At the April 9th 

meeting, the heads of the spinning, batik and dyeing sections were present, Jhorna 

Debnath, Purnirna Bhanja, Tulu Deb and Munju Sil. Ajanta Sen from the accounts 

department and Sabita Das from stores were there as well. Sandhya Biswas joined us 

later. Tulu kept minutes. They discussed supplies that needed tc~ be bought for the new 

resident traines and the preparation of s p m n g  wheels for them. The need to pay 

artisans for the work that they had handed in was mentioned. This reflects a concern 

for those who work on a pice-rate basls and whose incomes are not steady. Every 

attempt is made to ensure that they receive their money as soon as possih~e.~ The 

atmosphere was relaxed and humorous as most have been together at SKVIS for many 

years. 

Batik room meeting 

On 9 February, 1993, I attended a group meeting of the workers in the batik 

room. Twenty-two women were present including myself, including Munju Sil from 

the dyeing section, and the meeting was sochaired by Purnima Bhanja and Tulu Deb 

I recall overhearing a conversation between Anima Mondal and those in 
the accounts degartment along similar lines where she was qaestzonrnrj 
why women had not been paid as yet when they needed the money for day to 
day expenses. 



Two new orders had rerenriy been received and photographs of the silk scaves ordered 

were circulated among the women as well as swatches of the sample. Some 

remembered working on these designs. 

A number of problems were discussed such as the build up of smoke making 

their eyes water. Consistency problems with the quality of designs was also raised And 

Tulu questioned why some women were coming Iate to work. These problems were 

coHectively discussed and suggestions were made to solve &em. With respect to the 

problem of smoke, the women were told to try keeping the outside of the enamel bowls 

clean of wax. To solve the problem of some women not being able to handle complex 

designs, the women decided to try drawing grids onto the fabric first. Latecomers 

complained of housework at home and the commuting time needed to get to SKVIS as 

a reason for being late. 

The discussions were open and participants vocal, some members more 

vociferous than others. This department has some of the youngest members of the 

society and often a m b e r  of them would talk at the same time and would be told to 

speak one at a time. They defended each otfier, spoke up for those who were too shy to 

speak or absent, and told each other off and sometimes argued and were shushed. A11 

in all, it appeared to be an honest and open discussion. Overall their their collective 

responsibility for aH matters penaining to their department was obvious to me. Unlike 

the spinning room where each woman has her own equipment and works relatively 

autonomously, in the batik room the women must share equipment to a greater exrent 

and are more affected by each other's work. At these meetings they have an 

opportunity to voice their fiumtions and concerns about getting supplies on times, 

important as most get paid per piece. and about others in the group who won't 

cooperate. 



They were reminded of a group of visitors from England arriving the next day 

and turned their anention to the songs they wanted to sing the next night for their 

mgb.3rs. 

Anima Modal dropped in to announce the arrival of a group of buyers on the 

17th of the month and told FIX women to have a number of samples for them to chww 

from. They were to check what stocks were in store and to decide what else needed to 

be produced, including design and coiours. After she left, a vigorous discussion 

followed on what sampks to make. 

Dyeing section meeting 

I visited with the team in the dyeing room a couple of times during their tea 

breaks. Over a ctrp of tea we would chat, and often they would discuss the day's work 

and what Ileeded to be done next or the problems they were having with mixing the 

dyes for certain orders. This was a d l  team, and as a result, the department mt~tings 

were more informal. Mtlnju Sii acts as an irrfom~l supervisor as she has the txpenw, 

and the women work as a dose krut group. 

Spinniog room me&@ 

In the spinni3g room women st€ their tndividwl spmrrsng wheels, ailif while 

they work with their hand Nrning the wheel, they keep up a live!y conversation (in 

OW dep%rtmens conversation is sporadic as more concentratton in requ~red r r  work 

wtth specific designs.) As a result, mofl cor&erns about departmental or c ~ k r  prohttms 

get voiced and discussed at these times. I W e d  with Jbma Debnads. the head of this 

deparm~nd, about tfiese discussiom the monthly meetings. Technical problems 

such as braken parts and r e p w n r s  are rtK wn of issues most often brought to her 

anention. The supply of conon "slivers" from which they spin thread for muslin a 

mother frequent problem. Women also dixuss problems they face at home because JI 



affcxts their perfomace at work. If anyone is baving fmaitcial probIents and needs to 

fxlrrow money they ler her Lnow and she passes this on to the committee members. 

The conserws of the focus group wth whom I spoke was that these monthly 

meetings serve a usefkl purpose ;tnd were not a waste of time as h i t  suggestions and 

idas for improvmg the way thmgs work in their department are atways implemented 

once they cotleetiveiy agree on the change. 

MontMy marketing meetings 

This is a monrhiy meeting, k t d  at SKVIS, of all the shopkeepers. Each shop is 

staffed by two people, except far the Calcutta shops that are adjacent to each other and 

have one person each, w b  are responsible for all maners pertaining to their store, 

from customer ~ h t i ~ n s  ro hk-keeping, inventory and accounts. 

On March 27, 1993, the m t m g  was chaired by Anima Mondal. Six of the 

shopkeepers p r e s s  were women and three were men. Ajanta Sen representing 

SKVIS's accounts department and Sablra Das, in charge of cenuai stores at SKWS 

were present as well. 

These meetings m e  as an opporNnity for all the storekeepers to get together 

and exchange nates and co l~~ t ive ly  twch base with fhe mm. Apan fiom &s 

monthly meeting, storekeepem lndivlifirally repon to SKVIS once a week and bring in 

their afcoum books. WlIa Raha explained that this is done to enable the accounrs 

departmeru to keep their b a b  up ro &re as the Commission periodidly sends 

represemtives fo drop MI and check their books and the record of rebates being given 



to customers.' The accounts department takes pride in keeping meticulous records 

which makes h i r  yearly audio easier. This is important to them because it gise, ~ni lontt  

tfre opportuni€y to say, "Its a girls society, they don't know how to keep proper 

records." As well, with bribery fairly pervasive through the Indian civil service, they 

do not want to put themselves in the position of having to refuse to offer a bribe should 

their hooks not be up to date, which is against their policy, and then deal with the 

unpleasantness that could arise. 

During this session, a number of topics were discussed - Commission 

procedures for fifl1nt out forms to be submitted to them for rebates, newer shopkeepers 

were instructed by others on how to write cash receipts for items sold and on efficient 

methods of record keeping. Orher operational problems at the shops were discussed, for 

example the shortage of certain stocks. fabita Das, as head of central stores and in 

charge of accepting finished goods, was *&formed of problems with products moving 

from her stores to IIIZ shops, w h  as bad labelling of items, pricing inconsistencies, and 

poor cutting and tailoring of some garments. These various problems were discussed 

collectively 

and solutions were offered. Ultimately, the discussion moved to what goods needed to 

be bought for the next six months to replace depleted stwks. After a discussion of 

which items =Id weit in wfiich shops, decisions was made regarding what to buy and 

where to buy them from. 

In conversation with Hr. G.K. G'nzrsh, Director of the Commission's 
2ffice in Calcutta, I discovered that "rebate fraudn is widespread with 
organisations falsely claiming to have given discounts to customers and 
collecting this amount from the government. To encourage the sale of 
Id.ladi, the gave-t occasionally provides customers witn discounts, 
called nrebates," of shout 10% to 202, mostly during important relig~ous 
fest~vals when people h y  new clothes to celebrate. Comxssion- 
affiliated Jcixadi stores sell the items at discounted prices and then 
collect this rebate fram the Conanissaon. 



Sunil Mi& and Subroto Biswas have worked for SKVIS since their f ~ s t  shop 

was set up and hence have a lot of experience in marketing and as buyers. Twice a 

year, or when stocks are low, they go on buying trips to Khadi outlets in other states to 

bring back a more varied selection of goods for the different shops. They usually go to 

Kanpur in the state of C'ttar Pradesh where the KVIC has a wider variety of cotton 

items to choose from and the quality is good. n e y  travel to Bangalore in the south of 

I d i a  for silk it,es. Sou& Indim silk Is famous for its quality and its cfassic designs. 

After the meeting was formally over, I had a group discussion with the nine 

storekeepers to get their thoughts on the usfulness of these meetings. As most of them 

work alone in their shops, these meetings allow them to break the isolaion of managing 

every aspect of their strcrps aod to discuss their work with each other. Given the range 

in age and in experience, the less e x p e r i e d  can learn from the more experienced. 

Fear of the responsibility of making decisions is overcome by these opportunities for 

consultation and Ir;7,rning from the decisions others have made in similar situations. The 

storekeepers thereby share or lessen the risks and in the process learn to make decisions 

and to handle problems arising oilt of dealing with the public. By drawing on the 

collective wisdom and experience of tne group, they say they fed that better decisions 

are made. The supportive role that this forum provides was reflected in the number of 

women who reiterared how they feel that they can bring any problem to the meeting to 

be collectively discussed and solved. Most rmportantly they gain self-confidence king 

abfe to W l e  their work. 

DRDA trainers' meeting 

These meetings are specifically for those involved in the DRDA training 

progrrunme as it is so s t r u d  with every movement and expense batring to be 

a m ~ t e d  for in w i h g .  !b&ya Bkik'as, who administers this programme, meets 

with all the supervisors and trainers once a month and reviews the progress ir~ their 



training centres. At the meeting that I attended on February 6, 1993, there were nine 

trainers present, one of them male. Sandhya Biswas chaired the meeting and kept the 

minutes as well. Each gave a summary of their weekly report of their daily schedule 

and that of their trainees, for the previous weeks as well as what was achieved or not 

achieved. These written reports were handed over to Sandhya Biswas who had to write 

up a monthly progress report to the DRDA. We were joined by Sushvna Mistri 

midway through these reports. Then the discussion moved on to problems that trainees 

were facing. Some members were more vocal than others, but the general tone was 

again no holds barred. Sushama Mistri chastised one trainer for her mistakes in her 

work, told her not to try and cover up her mistakes and to learn from this experience. 

Others freely interjected with advice and questions, but Sandhya Biswas and Sushama 

Mistri ensured that everyone had their say and kept frequent interruptions down. 

Sometimes when everyone was talking at the same time, Sandhya Biswas had to call the 

meeting to order. Problems of trainee absenteeism and theft were discussed. The 

solutions decided on were always the gentler options. Trainers were advised to visit the 

homes of those missing class to find out what the problem was and to stress the value 

of this training to trainees and especially to the husbands and fathers. One trainer 

discussed how she handled the situation when some equipment went missing - she told 

the group that the equipment was there for their collective benefit and that they were 

responsible for findig out who had taken the equipment if they wanted to use it. The 

stolen equipment was returned. Sandhya Biswas advised the other trainees to use this 

"consciousness raising" approach as well. Some were having problems with 

interference from local government officials.* They were told not to give out any 

Frequently, men in positions of power within the village attempt to 
gain control over the training prograrrune as there is a lot of money 
involvzd. This is consistent with the literature regarding male 
appropriation of wornen's incomes. (Boserup 1990, Tinker 1990) 



information without frrst discussing with the group. The training programme is run by 

SKVIS on behalf of the DRDA and information regarding the programme is given tc 

the agency to distribute to those that it is required to inform. Certain experienced 

trainers were sought for help with specific problems when the meeting broke into 

smaller groups. The meeting lasted most of the afternoon. 

Emergency disciphuy meeting 

On the 9th of April an emergency meeting was called at noon. One of the 

trainees in residence, who was about fourteen years old, had run off from the society 

without permission to meet a male friend. Luckily, her absence had been noticed in 

time to stop her from catching the ferry and she was brought back. There was concern 

that other trainees, most of whom were fairly young, far from home for the first time 

in their lives and entrusted to SKVIS's care, might follow her example. The committee 

members considered this a serious matter that placed SKVIS's reputation at stake with 

implications for the future of their training programmes. The senior members of the 

group, who had been training at SKVIS for a number of months, travelled home and 

back unchaperoned when they wished to visit their families and had made the trip 

several times. The concern was for the new group of trainees averaging fifteen years in 

age and having led a secluded life in &e past. Officially SKVIS had 'guardianship' of 

these young women which was a serious responsibility. As mentioned earlier, any 

person interested in gaining control of SKVIS would not hesitate to spoil SKVIS's 

reputation by claiming it was irresponsible and encouraging young women to behave 

inappropriately. Those present were: Jhoma Debnath, supervisor of their training in 

spinning; Sandhya Biswas, committee member and supervisor of the DRDA training 

' i n  the rural areas, there are no records kept of birthdays and age is 
usually estinated. 



programme; Bula Raha, Ajanta Sen and Pushpa Deb, cornittee members; Pushpa 

Mondol, chaperone of the trainees; Sushma Mistri, committee member and supervisor 

of SKVfS's batik training programmes; Susharr~a Sen, trainee and senior member of the 

trainee group. Jhorna Debmth, Pushpa Mondol and Sushama Sen were all asked to 

give their opinion on the situation first. Then the group discussed what was to k done. 

Serious though the matter was, the group attempted to keep the matter in perspective 

and not make a hasty decision. They discussed sending home those girls who were not 

applying themselves. Jhorna Debnath, Pushpa Mondol and Sushama Sen, who knew the 

trainees well, were asked fur their opinion regarding them. Final!y, they decided to 

send for the girl's father and for an official from their village to decide what was to be 

done about the girl and the other trainees. For the present, the trainees were to be 

moved on to one floor instead of being spread over two floors. A couple of days later, 

after members from the village Panchayat had conferred with the committee members 

and Mr. Ray, it was decided to send all the trainees home to seriously think about their 

interest in the programme and make up their minds about participating. Those who 

were committed to learning could return after their decision. I was on a lower floor at 

the time when I heard winds of loud weeping. I ran up to the second floor to discover 

what was the matter and found all the trainees weeping loudly and refusing to go home. 

Ultimately, the older trainees, ranging in age from sixteen to nineteen, stayed on and 

rhe younger trainees returned home to train in their village. 

What can be concluded fiom these meetings and the participation of the artisans 

in decision making at SKVIS? Clearly there is an attempt at delegating authority and 

decision-making power and this bas empowered women within their working 

environment. According to Tinker (1990, 43), "the process by which decisions are 

reached . . . . can fosrer eirher dependency or greater self-confidence and self- 

suffiiency." The grassroot nature of horizontal communication is a key to the success 



of wmmunication within SKVIS in fostering self-confidence and self-sufficiency. By 

training at SKVIS, women have acquired new skills and knowledge which they are 

applying to earn an income. Learning from women of their own socioeconomic and 

caste background has arguably made the process easier. By engaging in discussion, the 

women have un-learned their 'silence' and are taking charge of the immediate 

conditions in which they work and which have a direct impact on their productivity and 

work processes. Ey particip2ting, they are discovering that their voices are being heard, 

their contributions valued and their calls for change within their departments are 

showing results. As well, many contribute to decisions that affect the reputation of the 

society. Many also work in the public sphere, as shopkeepers and trainers, and feel 

empowered enough to communicate with confidence and a sense of empowerment as 

they contributed to socioeconomic change in the lives of other women. In conversation 

with a few of the trainers, their dedication to their work came through. Many 

mentioned that even if they were not being paid high wages by the DRDA, they would 

continue to assist other women and help them "stand on their own feet. " Their 

understanding of the oppression and lack of opportunity faced by other women like 

themselves came across clearly as did the realisation of the impact of their work. And 

among the executive, there existed the h i e s t  sense of empowerment. According to 

Tinker (1990,43), "evaluations suggest that the simple fact of mganising is itself an 

empowering experience as women begin to share problems and to recognize they are 

not alone in their struggles to survive." The founding members had done more than 

organise themselves. They created employment for themselves, provided for their 

families, and contributed to the formation of a large and profitable economic enterprise 

that is contributing to sociecowmic change and the empowerment of increasing 

wmbers of women in the wider community. 

I asked a few of the women if participating in decision making at SKVIS had 

any impact on their participation in decisions at home and they mentioned rhat it did. 



At Sushama Mistri's home all family members got together to make decisions that 

affected each other and tfie collective wisdom and wishes of all the members of the 

family were taken into consideratioo. Shikha Mistri, her younger sister of sixteen 

years, mentioned the collective decision making in her family to me at a later date. 

What is *&e quality of decisions being made by the executive members? The 

growth of SKVIS and its increasing profits and membership suggest that the executive 

committee have managed the affairs of the society well. During my rime in the field 

observing them at work and attending the general meetings and various group meetings, 

I noticed that the decisions that were made by the committee members were good 

decisions. They were thoughtful, fair and included a consideration of its possible 

consequences. When necessary, those outside of the executive were consulted and their 

knowledge and experiences allowed to influence decisions. Their decision not to expand 

SKVIS but to focus on assisting other women form societies of their own indicate their 

wisdom in not allowing SKWS to get too lzrge and unmanageable and reflect their 

experience in managing SKWS at its present size. During my presence in the field, I 

observed that the committee members were constantly on the go. Their busy schedules 

were commented on by some members. 

But clearly, the hierarchy of decislon making affects the extent to which all 

members participate in decision making. The decisions that most members make affect 

the performance of their departments and their own productivity and do accord them a 

measure of control, bus to what extent do they influence the larger picture, the running 

of the organisation itself? Alfaro has studied the organisation of women to form family 

kitchens in Peru as a sh-ategy for self-help. (1994, as cited in Riano 1994) In her study 

she found that the distance between those women in leadership roles and women in the 

,ora~~foots slowly k r e a d  with time. This was because only a few women could 

assume leadership roles. Without a rdisation of this growing chasm, 'leaders' were 

making decisions that were tten being passed on to the gras5roots to be voted on. In 



essence this was not a collective agreement though it was understood as such. In her 

analysis, thk style of making decisions was, in fact, leading to the "formation of 

authoritarianism among the womenn (267) and the group was no longer democratic. 

SKVIS has an elected executive whose role is to conduct, manage and administer the 

affairs of the society. The 'ieaders' are already in place. But how can they guard 

against "authoritarianism" and fulfill their duties as elected representatives? 

According to Mr. G.K. Ghosh and Mr. S.K. Misra at the Commission's 

Calcutta office, SKVIS is "exceptional" in that it is more democratic than other 

societies under the Commission's programmes. According to Mr. Ghosh, these other 

societies are "de facto dictatorships. " Against this background, SKVfS's attempts at 

slowly delegating power can be viewed as progressive. But is this enough? If SKVIS's 

intention is to be a denrocfatic society, clearly more is needed. Ln proposing 

"alternative visions, stategies and methods" for addressing wornen's tnequality and 

oppression in the Third World, Deveiopment Alternatives with Women for a New Era 

(DAWN), a group of women scholars from around the world, sftggest thf formation of 

organisations in order to empower women. (Sen & Grown 1987) But a problem they 

recognise is "the ability and willingness to share power" within these organisations. 

They continue, "those with the dynamism, energy and genuine concern to start 

organizations are offen afraid that others fess motivated and more prone to personal 

aggrandizemem will seize control over organi7ations built up with great effort. These 

fears are w e l l - f d e d  in some hstams; they are compounded by the innow of funds 

from . . . agencies that makes the takeover of the organization aad their rescttuces more 

tempting. " As ctiscussed in a previous chapter, a takeover by external agents is a 

situation that the comrmttee members are constantly on guard to prevent. Here Sen and 

Grown (1 98f) addms takeavers fm within. They suggest two ways in which to 

p v m  such a strUadon. wDem~dzat ion  of organizations and widening of their 

membership basew in order to distribute power and diffuse hkrarchy. Tbey also suggest 



"explicit assertion and commitment to an ethic that rejects personal aggrandizement" 

frnnIy being builr into the organisation fiom the beginning. (95) The practice of its 

committee members in firmly maintaining collective decision rnakii from the 

inception of SKVIS to the present time suggests that they view the success of SKVlS as 

a joint effort arwZ themselves as a part of the larger picture. Despite the expertise and 

experience they b y e  accumulated over &e y m ,  no one member has taken over the 

show to autocraticaiy make all the decrsions. Hence, the risk if of at tofktive 

authoritarianism on the part of the executive. But the decision on the part of the 

executive not to expand SKVlS reflects a rejection of such tendencies. They could in 

fact continue to expand SKWS and crate more sub-cemes like Basmi which would 

operate rts satellites of their Wquarrer in Canning allowing tfie executive to control an 

empire through the d i e .  Instead, they are encouraging the formation of new groups 

with their own executives and decisim making powers. How can their commitment to 

collective d e c i s i o r r e  and hence the rejection of increasing personal power be 

transmitted to the rest of the membership and a distancing befween them and the 

general membership prevented? How can their strong sense of upembership and 

commitment to the goals of the society be spread to all its members? An analysis of 

SKVIS's evolution incfhm attempts at increasing democratic decision making among 

its artisans, I would argue that the role of communication is fundamemf to ensuring 

democracy. Just as the founding members spent long hours in debate and discussion 

about various social problem and issues of oppression to reach a high level of 

undemande of these problems, the general membership need to sped time in group 

discussions in & to reach this level of awareness. As well, information regarding the 

Flfider decisiorrs of nmning the society and its future direction need to be shartd wirh 

the general membership iocuderto &em of the need for aparciflIlarcoursr: of 



action and to get their feedback before decisions are made final.'' While I was not 

informed of an instance where the general membership disagreed with or overturned a 

decision made by the executive, I was aware of some discontent among some members 

at not being given mining in tailoring or other skills. Bibha Mondol, the head of the 

tailoring depamnt ,  had once set a record by earning Rs. 1,500 in a month. As a 

result, this affected the desire of some women to learn tailoring and earn the same 

amount. I had k e n  informed by a com'iiPf member thar a decision had 'been made nnt 

to expand the tailoring department as orders being received were not very stable or 

increasing. So while the executive were aware of the nature of d e d  for tailored 

g d s  which hab resuited in ttieir decision not to train more women in tailoring, the 

women who were discon~nt at nor being transferred to the tailoring department were 

resentful. The communication gap here is one of the few that f noticed but is one that 

could be avoided by better communication between the executive and the general 

membership, especially important given the size of the organisation. Hence if SKVIS is 

to remain a democratic grassroots organisation, I would argue that it needs to continue 

to include all of its members in the decision making process and to consciously 

facilitate good comrrmnidon between the 'leaders' and the grassroots. 

As SKVIS has grown and continued to register a profit, it has made attempts at 

bringing in social, health and educational programmes to benefit its members and the 

wider community. Some of these prognmmes are paid for from the society's profits. 

Donations and contributions from friends and supporters pay for others. Organisations 

 his is necessary despite the fact that the executive make good decisions 



like Unicef and government departments/ministries pay for health education and other 

programmes that they host. 

As well SKVIS is interested in "consciousness raising" among their members. I 

was informed my Anima Mondal that discussion groups have been held around feminist 

issues, women are encouraged not to neglect themselves and to care for their health and 

that of their children, to educate their children and to plzn financially for their future. 

Financial assistance 

For those who cannot afford to, SKVIS will either pay their rent or pay for their 

children's school books and supplies, and in one case SKVIS helped pay for a 

member's wedding. 

Apart from this aid, SKVIS also addresses the discrimination women face in 

obtaining credit from banks, a discrimination that the committee members remember 

well and described to me. When the founding members started up their society, they 

approached local banks for loans and were refused. They were not treated courteously 

either. SKVIS gives out interest-free loans to members in need. As well, women 

borrow money to buy land or "vans" and rickshaws for their sons and husbands to earn 

a living. Molina Saha from the spinning department borrowed money to buy a "van" 

for her son to operate.'' h i t a  and her sister borrowed money to buy their father a 

boat. Munju Sil's loan was to pay for her sister's wedding expenses. A second loan was 

to repair and convert her house into a brick one. Sunder Halder bought a piece of land 

with the money he borrowed. Others have borrowed money to pay for funeral 

expenses, medical bills, converting their mud huts into brick houses, repairs to their 

houses, paying off their husband's debts with moneylenders. Munju Sil mentioned that 

" This is a variation of the cycle-rickshaw, only its seats more people 
and can be used for transporting goods. 



she had paid back the money she borrowed for her sister's wedding. Gita h t t a  

mentioned that she borrowed money for her marriage expenses which she had since 

repaid. She borrowed money again to help free her husband's bakery from 

moneyfenders and this loan was outstanding. 

Hood relief 

In late February, during my field trip a severe gastro-enteritis epidemic broke 

out idhit the districts of Howrah, Midnapore and 22 Parganas, North and South, in 

West Bengal and in neighbouring Bangladesh. Over 1,000 people d i d  in these three 

districts and thousands more were flooding local hospitals and clinics or suffering in 

their homes. SKWS waded in to help with relief efforts and spent approximately 

Ks.40,000 on Hltlazone (chlorine) tablets for purifying drinking water and oral 

rehydration salts. These were distributed to the viifagers by a few of $be executive 

committee members who pa their work aside and travelled around Canning and 

Basanti in thelast week of Febmry. 

In 1981, a devastating flood hit the Sunderban area. Sushama Mistri remembers 

it clearly. The plot of land at Dighirpaar, their present location, had recently been 

bought and the building had not been constructed as yet. All that sttod on the land was 

a mud hut. With the tomnria]. rain and the flooding, this was swept away and the next 

morning, when they came to work, everything was gone. They spenz the morning 

searching the surrounding area for their equipment. 

As pan of their relief efforts in the cornmunit;. they distributed whar cfotk 

they hzd at t k i i  store in Carming. A black and white photograph in their archive shows 

a group of men, five of whom are wearing ixzw batik kurtas (loose tunics tfiat mme to 

mid thigh) with large 3ower designs around the necks. 



During the flood &at hit in 1889, SKVIS was in a position to increase their 

relief efforts. They diuibuted bIankn, tarpaulins and some food, and repaired about 

250 homes, spending about R s . 5 0 . 0  in all. 

Tuitions and ad& e d u a t h  pr- 

As part of SKVIS's scrciaI programmes the society pays for boo'is and o k r  

schml supplies for the chikiren of those of its members that c a m  afford to pay, As 

well, SKVIS has arranged for two women to tutor the children of those members who 

carmot afford private c it ion. Every evening the children show up after school w ~ t h  

heir school books and lay out two large maciuris, mats made of woven leaves, on the 

roof of the building and wait for Sandhya Das and Akadoshi Mondoi to arrive. Sandhya 

works in the silk reeling department during the day and leads om: group. while 

Akadoshi is a B.A. student putting herself through college by giving private lessons and 

I& the other group. These group tutoring sessions last about two hours every day and 

meet Monday to Friday. This programme was started in April 1991 

SKVIS has made severat attempts to provide adult education to members and 

interested women in the ma. When I visited SKVIS for my research, thts programme 

was no longer in place as womzn were, apparently, dropping out after learning to slgn 

their names. Many were unable to anend because they were too ti,& after a day's work 

and household chores. I s p k e  with a few members at SKVIS who had never attended 

school because of fmial hardships in the family. They were eager to learn to read 

arid write but k i r  daily worktoad was rm high to make this possible. The better 

paying jobs within SKWS such as the accounrs department and trainers in the DRDA 

progranunes require a certain kvd of literacy. This latter waning programme W 

tetently recruited a number of its membiers as trainers who earaed Rsf ,000 a monrh, 

some of the highest saEaries at SKVIS. Unfimma&ly, those, like Mona Das, who 

would like to train other wornen are makted by a lack of formal education. Adult 



education programmes provide an alfemtive if women coutd be relieved from their 

double burdens. 

At the time of my visit, tbe President of SK-VIS had approached a Calcutta high 

mri judge, Mrs. Padma Khsmgrr, and ~ n v i d  her to visit SKWS and speak about 

iegai issues, ihe probfems that women face and their legal rights. This could bp 

gotentially useful as, under the constitution, women have equal rights with men. But 

*because of customary rights, women are often denied what is rightfLrly theirs. Scholars 

have called for changes to laws which do nor reflect the spirit of the Indian 

Constitution. As well. they emurage  women to challenge the courts ifi order tc set 

new precedents for women's rights. (Maser 1989 and Sen and Grown 19873 Such a 

move may be imimirfasing and d i F m &  far an individual woman to make, bur rhirre 

appears to be porential in rhe collective membership at SKVIS to challenge the 

discriminatory treatment of any of as members such as husbands abandoning their 

wives and keeping tbe~r jewelry or in-laws and other relatives dqnving w~dows of the 

right to inherit their husbands estates. 



sh;uing of this resource can also lead to a sharing of germs which is why cholera. 

ryphoid and other such water borne diseases spread like wildfire in these areas. 

SKVIS members learn hygiene through songs and what to do during epidemics 

which usually come around like clockwork once the monsoons begin. Water for 

drinking and cooking is obtained from tube wells, but with utensils being washed in the 

pond, germs are still being spread. Women are taught how diseases spread and what 

preventative measures to take. One of the songs I heard was a recipe for mixing salt, 

sugar and water in a particular proportion to be given to those who are ill in order to 

prevent dehydration. 

In 1991, a nutrition expert was invited to SKVIS to speak to the women. 

CIasses were given to forty women and they in turn were encouraged to discuss this 

information with tlre women of their departments. The Bengali diet is one of the most 

balanced in the world, with an emphasis on vegetables and fish and the eating of foods 

according to the season, and those in rural areas living close to the soil are aware of the 

various kinds of food available. This knowledge has been passed down from generation 

to generation. The eating of certain vegetables in season helps prevent illnesses and 

disease. Many plants, like neem and tulsi, and spices, like fennel, clove and turmeric, 

have medicinal or antiseptic properties and have been used as such for centuries.12 

Beck, (1992) who has studied the survival strategies of the poor in Bengai, has a 

wonderful quote from a p r  woman in Bangladesh who was being told to cook more 

green leafy vegetables. She said, 

Don't worry about what I feed my family. you just gwe me some money 
ami f will take care of it. You don't have to assume that I don't know 
what to feed my family. The problem is that 1 happen to be p r ,  and if 
you can't do anything about that then get out of here. Don't waste my 
time. (492) 

The scientific name for the neem plant is Azadirachra indica and char. 
far turmeric is frrarmma longa. 



Often, government ministries and development agencies believe that the low 

level of nutrition among the poor is due to a lack of knowledge about nutritional f&s 

rather than the fact that rheir poverty prevents them from eating what they would like. 

Scholars who defend indigenous knowledge call for its revival against the 

hegemonic claims of experts promnting knowledge derived form systems external to 

local environments. Especially in the areas of science and medicine, these scholars 

question whether technologies and medical care based en Western reductionist science 

are appropriate in M i a  or appropriate at all in building a healthy, happy world. 

Societies have existed for thousands of years using indigenous knowledge of health care 

and nutrition that have been devalued over the last century with the discovery of 

"scientific knowledge" and those not subscribing to modem medicine are considered 

, "old-fashioned," "backward" and "unscientific. " (Marglin 1990, Nandy & 

Visvanathan 1990, Shiva 1989 & 1991) 

Anima attended a fifteen day course on primary health care and nutrition at the 

Christian Medical College {CMC) in Vellore, Tamil Nadu, one of the leading medical 

colleges in the country. This course was meant for health workers in areas where no 

doctors are available. Using the handbook provided by CMC, she would discuss one 

chapter a day with the women at SKVIS. In addition she has attended a Unicef- 

sponsored week-long course on mother and child care. 

At the general meeting in February, 1994, Anima announced plans for bringing 

in a series of doctors to give &e women health check-ups. An opthalmologist was the 

first to be scheduled and would visit in March. 

Over a series of Sundays in March, Dr. Sdif Ray, a practising opthahnologist 

from Calcutta visited SKMS and checked out the eyesight of at least sixty women. In 

cm(3fsation with him after one of these sessions, I asked him about the state of the 

wamen's eyesight. He indicated that the probfms were. not serious, with no incidences 

of catamst, glaucoma or other diseases. Most of the women under forty needed a single 



prescription while those over forty needed bifocals. The headaches that some 

complained of were due to astigmatism which would be corrected by their glasses, 

while others had minor sinus problems. In early April, a formal ceremony was held 

where Mr. Ray presented the women with their glasses. Overnight the scene at SKVIS 

changed, with every second person walking around wearing a pair of glasses. 

The society paid his fees for services which he offered at a discounted rate, and 

the society paid for half the cost of eyeglasses with the women individually paying for 

the rest. 

At the February general meeting the women were also invited to suggest other 

health problems tbat they would like taken care of for which specialists would 

accordingly be brought in. Someone suggested a lung specialist as the next possibility. 

Many women work at SKVIS or cook at home over coal fires in rooms with poor 

ventilation and lung ailmems are not uncommon. As a more long-term measure, the 

executive committee was planning to create and maintain health records of all the 

members. Discussions were in process with doctors from Calcuna and Canning to set 

up an apropriate system. 

Smokeless chula or stove 

"Smokeless c h k n  are wai stoves that are designed to allow more oxygen to 

reach the burning coals and have a chimney that draws away toxic fumes that result 

from the combustion. They are more fuel efficient as the coal burns more thoroughly 

with a better supply of oxygen creating less soot, carbon monoxide and other residues. 

As a result, I was informed rhat it is more economic, hygienic and environmentally 

sound. This technology was initiated by the Ministry of Conventional Energy 

specifidly for rural women living below the poverty line. To promote the use of this 

stove among this target group, a project funded by the Ministry of Social Welfare is in 

place. These stoves, offered for sale to other consumers at Rs.% each are provided to 



rural women at the highly subsidized price of Rs. 15. This amount is meant to cover the 

installation fee of ihe stove. SKVIS has trained a number of its members in how to 

install these correctly. They are paid a fee by the Ministry for every stove they install. 

SKVIS is promoting this programme among their members and throughout the district. 

A number of these social programmes can be seen to have been designed as 

'welfare projects, ' which were the earliest WID approach to "developing" women, 

viewing them as passive recipients of development and ascribing motherhood as their 

most important role and contribution to the economy. These were designed to deliver: 

information, education, and other free services and products to poor women in order to 

assist them in their roles as wives and mothers. A number of these projects provided 

maternal and child health care and taught hygiene, nutrition and home economics or 

provided women with home-based appropriate tecknology. (Suvinic 1986, Moser 1989) 

SKVIS has sought out such services and products being provided by donor agencies and 

government ministries. h t  as Beneria and Sen (1981) phrase it, "The reduction of 

infant mortality, improvement in health and sanitation, and better midwife and 

paramedic facilities give poor rural women more options than having to resolve class 

contradictions through their own bodies." (297) After all, it is women's subordinate 

position in society, through oppressions of class and gender, that causes them to be 

overworked and in ill health amd therefore deserving of these free goods and services. 

On a practical level, these servkes should be taken advantage of. 

Analyaie of the impact of SKVIS 

The sense of empowerment that women have acquired through membership at 

SKWS has also affec:ted their personal lives. As wage earners their status in their 

families have been affecred as well as their ability to act as agents of social change. in 

all, SKVIS has had a tremendous impact on its member's lives. 



In being a society for women, the committee has attempted to accomodate the 

realities of its member's lives. One is the double burden that women face in having to 

take care of the housework before coming to work. According to the Commission, 

official working hours are from nine thirty a.m. to six thirty p.m. but the society has 

made w o r m  hours more flexible. Most women at SKVIS arrive in time for morning 

assembly at ten thirty after doing their chores at home and leave between six and six 

thiitj in the evening. Those who have babies or young children bring them along to 

work. I was informed of plans to start a creche at SKVIS in the near future. 

As well, when members marry and move away to live in their in-laws home, 

SKVIS tries to accomodate this. Previously Gita Chowdhury worked a? SKVIS in 

Canning. After she married, moved to Baruipur, and had a baby, SKVIS put her in 

charge of their shop there. Many artisans work at home, mostly spinning or sewing on 

the spinning wheels and sewing machines provided by SKVIS. Purnima Bhonjo, a 

founding member of SKVIS, took a leave of absence for several years to care for her 

two daughters, and now that they are of school age she has returned to SKVIS. SKVIS 

also gives women two months of paid pregnancy leave. 

In the wider circle of family, friends and neighbours of the artisans at SKVIS, 

the society is now seen as a "good" one. " According to Anima Mondal, in Canning 

women are now emuraged to work at SKWS instead of being pressured to stay at 

home even when their incomes are not crucial :o the family. The increase in its 

membership since its inception is proof of this, and not all members work at SKVIS 

because they desperafely need &e money. A few work at SKVIS, though their inconies 

are not viral to  their househo1ds, as the working conditions arPrf environment are 



congenial and there is no sexual, or other, harassment to have to deal with. This allows 

them to have a personal income and provide their families with some extra frills.13 

The impact of inccme on the situation of its earner and on the existing patterns 

of fami!y-based gender subordination has been studied. Scholars conclude that there 

must be some impact since money is a form of power in itself. (Hunt 1980 & Omvedt 

1980, as cited in Standing 1985, 232) Having an income regardless of its use or 

frequent appropriation by males, or female senior kin, does undeniably affect the self- 

image of women and their perception of themselves though the effects of earning an 

income "are far from uniform and depend upon a complex interplay of social and 

economic principles" (Standing 1985, 232-35) This is consistent with the findings of 

some researchers who have made crosscultural studies of the "covert or oven 

negotiation" by women of their incomes among intimates within the household unit and 

the inequality in the outcomes. @wyer and Bruce 1988) Their studies show that the 

outcomes of these negotiations are partly determined by women's perceptions of 

themselves and the value they place on what they do. A woman's bargaining position is 

found to be weaker if she undervalues herself leading her to accept less favourable 

conditions. This self-esteem is crucial in affecting women's willingness to change their 

situations if they perceive &&it to be unfair. It also affects their willingness to seek 

help from others such as networks of suppn outside the immediate family, help from 

relatives and kin, soliciting the opinion of friends and neighbours in their community. 

As a result, researchers agure that increased earnings alone is insufficient for bringing 

a b u t  fundamental change for women. '!3e way women see themselves and their 

situations is c ~ c i a I  to this process. 

l3 About five of the women artisans at SKVIS that I interviewed fall 
under this category. 



As well, feminist scholars fime argued that the achievement of personal power 

and status for women is through female solidarity groups. Analysis of women's 

organisations in India and Bangladesh indicate that these groups go beyond improving 

women's economic situations. They bring about change in women's wtlooks, increase 

their freedom within the family unit, empower them to access community resources 

like literacy classes and, to participate in iocal government by voicing their opinions. 

Researekrs ha-~e dw faurd WL *&e main reason women work to earn an 

income is to better the lives of their children and this influences how women allocate 

the incomes they earn or those they control. Women allocate a higher percentage of 

their income, tharr do men, to everyday subsistence and nutrition. As well, these 

fd ings  reveal differences in the amounts that men and women rake as persona! 

spending money from their earnings. TfKy found a consistency across cultures in the 

belief that men have a right to personal spending money, either because they felt they 

needed or deserved it and that women's income is for collective purposes. 

But there remains a larger question, that of the impacts of an mcorne on the 

capacity for women to self-determination. Standing (1985) questions the extent to 

which incomes really improve the situation of women or the extent to which it 

increases their capacity to 'control' resources that they earn or inherit. l4 Within the 

larger picture, to what extent does earning a wage increase women's personal autonomy 

to determine the conditions of their lives. She asks, "Are women who 'opt' to put 

money into a persod bank account in order to save for their daughters' downes acting 

in any meaninglid sense ac autonomous agents?" (234) Wirh respect to women's 

property rights, schoiars argue that more than "managerial right!" are needed. To cisim 

red control, women must rzlso be able ro reinforce ownership rights against hostility or 

l4 Control being def me6 by Scanciing 11985) as the capacity to make 
decisions regarding their use. 



contestation by Mfrer family members, and to determine the future allocation of this 

resource. (Mayoux 1983, as cited in Standing 1985) To what extent do the women at 

SKVIS measure up to this standard? 

All the women that E spoke ti, control and manage their earnings. Among the 

married women, almost all contribute at least half their earnings towards household 

expenses. Some manage the household W g e t  or hand this portion of their monthly 

income over to their motbeis-in-law if she happens to run the househ~ld, But they 

decide what to do witb the share that they keep for themselves. Among those women 

whose husbands earn well, they keep what they earn, bank some. pay their life 

insurance premiums.'5 and pay for their own and their children's expenses - clothmg, 

school supplies, medical expenses. I asked them what plans they had for their 

children's futures and tky mentioned educating them as much as they could afford to. 

A few mentioned WU duty of marrying off their daughters. The i m p o m  of 

-age within Sengdi society remains. but by educating their daughters, the mothers 

at SKVIS are providing them with qualifmions rbat are marketable. 

Among those umnarrieC, a few may contribute to the farniiy budget: if money is 

tight at home, but if not, they controI their money and decide what to do wirhit. lhose 

whose families are ftnancidly better off may not contribute to tk family budget but 

contribute by spending on sibiings, their mothers or other family members. Arguably, 

IS Life znsarasree plans are beconnlng l n c r ea szng ly  popular xn Calcutta, 
and are saving acheraes wmth a frxed wnrhly deposit and a guaranteed 
return of a certain arnramt: at term. Billboards advertising the Life 
Inauranee  Corporatrmvs i L l f i  schemes dot the city. '•’%e u r h  niidae and 
lower middle cl-asses are 1ncreasxsg1.i tu rnzng  to  savnngs schemes with 
banks and the LLC. AE SIWPS, a few of the memhers8 brothers work f o r  the 
LIC as saies agents. S- m r s  at S W I S  vhith some savings have 
Lwpught Into the LIC fimranc~af pian. 



fifteen years old and works in the batik section, pays for her nephews school supplies 

as well as for a private NtOr to coach him in his lessons afrer scbool. Sandhya Das 

gives her b r o e r  pocket money every month and pays for her mother's clothes. Mimii 

Ghosh is putting k r  youngest sister though school. But in ail these cases, the women 

control their money and their bank accounts. 

The earning capacity of rfiese women has had considerable impact on their status 

within their families and, for most, in how they are treated by other family members. 

According to many of the committee members. and some of the women I interviewed, 

the situation of the women bas improved a lot. Spousal abusu has decreased as well. A 

few women indicated that if they had any problems with their husbands, they would not 

hesitate to leave and come to SKWS. While J did not ask the women if they had ever 

said so to their fiwdmds E gathered from my conversations with most of the women 

that their husbands were aware that SKVlS was a strong refuge ~ r .  case of d. 1 

would not hesitate to claim that the experiences of Ujjala Ghash and Saraswati Adhikari 

have influenced how women now view their options. Uj3aIa Ghosh who has beep 

separated &om her abusive husband for WEE time was previwsty upset by the 

separation and conexma3 atxrut what society would think of her. After being at SKVlS 

for a year anc! a W f ,  she saw the situation differently. She said the tfie "torture" that 

s k  had endured hi given ber memd strength. and as a result she now beliered that tt 

was okay to be apart from her husband. Similarly, Saraswati Adhikari had been 

abandoned by her busb;rIld, w b  kept her jewelry. After she joined SKVfS rn 2985 and 

started earning well in the c;iifoq departrrent, her husband wanred to get back 

tcgether with tm but she refused. The ecomic support of SKVIS and the emowtnal 

support from everyone at the society has uadwbtedly contributed to the stand these 

wonten have taken. They in mm have retnfofced the women's beliefs In tfieir nghe a& 

fhir  options in &ding w r h  s m i h  situations. This collective aylpon has worked sn 

the case of Pushpa ManceO1. After her husbgni died, ~ family started to pressure kr 



to move out of the huuse so that they could rake over. Pushpa Mondol shared her 

problerns with the women at SKVIS and they got together and told her husband's 

family off. As a result, the harassment stopped. 

According to Anima Mondal, previously parents regretted having daughters, but 

the attitudes of the parents of the women working at SKVIS is now different. In 

contributing to the family income the women are now valued. Many earn more than 

their parents. while some are the only steady source of income for the family. In m 2 ~ y  

cases parents even seek the advice and counsel of their daughters in family matters. 

Minoti Ghosh, who is sixteen years old and the eldest daughter still at home, advises 

her father on various matters. Munju Sil, who is twenty three years old, participates in 

all the family's decisions. In fact, she mentioned tRat her father often sought her advice 

in financial matters relating to his barber shop. The pressure for them to marry young 

has also decreased, now that they are no longer seen as a fl~lilncial burden or as only 

another mouth to feed- There were a number of unmarried women in their twenties at 

SKVIS.16 In rural parts of West Bengal, most women are married off soon after 

puberty. When I asked them about their future plaas not one of them mentioned 

marriage. Along with economic freedom has come the freedom to move around freely 

in the area. Women visit their friends and go to the movies or to the circus together. 

The contribution thar SKVIS has made to these women's lives goes beyond 

alleviating their most pressing economic needs. I asked them about the changes to their 

lives after coming to SKVIS in order to see their lives through their eyes. Most answers 

were all variations on the same theme. For many the worries of the past have faded or 

are fading, and they no longer worry about their future or that of their children. At 

l6 The meaa age of wrrxage in the state of West Bengal is 19.26 years. 
Between 1987 and 1988, in alf. of India, forty-four percent of rural 
women between the ages of fifteen and nlneteen yl~ars of age were 
aarried. (Unicef 1990. 82) 



SKVIS they have job security and the peace that comes with it. As well they have 

found happiness and laughter with the friends they have made here, who also provide 

support and advice when they need it. They even support each other financially. When 

an artisan marries or there is a death in the family the women take out a collection to 

help out. Mixing with each other, meeting new people who come to visit or to train, 

and learning new skills and knowledge about all sorts of different things has expanded 

their horizons. As well, they have respect, from each other and from the larger society 

outside. Not least they have the "affection" of those at SKVIS. As Bapi Roy told me, 

strong friendships have been formed within their department. If anyone is ill and can't 

come to work, everyone from their department goes to visit her. When she is ill and 

can't make it to work, she doesn't like staying at home. According to Lakshrni 

Muilick, even when women are sick, they still often come to work because they feel 

better surrounded by friends. Some women mentioned their appreciation for more t h a ~ ~  

the good income they earned at SKVXS. As Sabita Das puts it, "money isn't everything, 

"affection" is important. "I7 In addition to the good will and support of an extended 

family, Mona Das and Minoti Ghosh mentioned their appreciation for the other 

opportunities that SKVXS has given them. They have learned music, new songs, dance, 

and drama by participating in cultural programmes that SKVXS hosts during special 

occasions like religious festivals and birthdays of famous leaders who led India to 

independence, and when government officials and visitors from abroad come to visit, 

activities that are important to the culturally appreciative Bengalis. As well, Minoti has 

benefitted from "the knowledge and wisdom that she has gained a b u t  life" and "the 

importance of working and improving her situation and that of her younger brother and 

l7 In the Emgall c-dt~re, Shalebasha, affectj.cn or liking, is a word 
frequently used within personal relationships of all kinds reflecting 
its importance. 



I asked women I have interviewed if they had any plans to leave SKVXS and 

work elsewhere. The unanimous answer was no. Some of the older women have 

worked at other places and remember the hardships they faced. Most earned between 

twenty five to fifty percent less than what they received at SKVIS when they first 

joined. When I interviewed them, many were trainers and supervisors with incomes in 

the highest income bracket at SKVIS. They appreciated the working conditions at 

SKVIS, not to speak of all the fringe benefits, Two of the younger members were not 

entirely happy with what they were doing at SKVIS and wanted to move to another 

department because they believed they would have a higher income. And a few 

mentioned that they would Iike to learn tailoring but had not been given an opportunity 

as yet.1•‹ 

But overall, as Pushpa Mondol puts it, SKVIS has a "good atmosphere and a 

happy environment," om that she feels is good for her fourteen year old daughter to 

grow up in. Gita Chowdhury said "Khadi is a very good organisation. Even if they 

didn't pay me I'd still work for them." And Lakshrni Mullick said, "I will grow old at 

Khadi and die here * According to her, "SKVIS has given me everything. " Some of the 

women who were in desperate straits before coming to SKVIS mentioned that if SKVIS 

had not helped them they would have become "brain shonWlg or "would have run 

aground. " 

One member who works in the tall3ring department k d  an income of 
Rs.1,500 setting a record for the must earned by an artisan in a month. 
But this event zs rare. Taxlorrng orders are not received regularly as a 
result of which, I was informed by Sushama Mxstrx r h t  the taxloring 
department would not be expanded- 

l9 This English phrase was actually used and is not a translation. 



Sustainability and the future 

SKVIS's has an excellent reputation with the organisations that it works with 

including Unicef and the DRDA. According to Mr. Muralidharan, regional head t.f 

Unicef in Cai~mta, of the numerous NGOs giving training under t k i r  DWCW 

programme, SKVIS is *one of the best. " Dr. Illiana Choudhuxy , an officer at tlnicef, 

gave SKVIS a similarly high grade. Mrs. Shila Nag, Assistant Project Officer of tke 

DRDA, informed me that SKWS is a "very geod" organisation doing an excellent job 

of giving training to the participants of the DWCRA programmes. 

Similarly, SKVIS1s reputation with the Khdi Commission is equally gcxd 

According to Mr. KamaI Taori, the CEO of the Commission who has his office in 

Bombay, SKVIS's performance is "very good" and "ahead of the others" that are 

involved in the Commission's Wzadz and village industries programmes. According to 

Mr. G.K. Ghosh, the director of the Commission's branch office in Calcutta, SKVIS's 

performance is "exceptional" and is *one of the five top" organisations receiving aid 

from the Commission in the state of West Bengal. According to Mr S.K. Misra of the 

Commission's branch oEce in Cdcutta, who has handled SKVIS's case since its 

earliest association with the Commission, SKVIS has a "very g o d  professional 

relationship with the Commission in meeting dealines a d  in the repayment of loam " 

Both Mr. Taori and Mr. Ghosh laud SKVIS for bekg able to get out of the 

"KWC cocoon. " SKVIS has registered a profit every year since 1950 and is not 

abusing its credit privileges with the Commission. Many organisat~ons funded by rfie 

Commission fa3 to repay their t o m  and never break free of this dependency 

relationship. As a result of rhe Commission's growing debts, its sustainability is king 

questioned and its ability to create viable and independent ecomrnic e~zikrprises 



critkifed. 20 TIrey also tawled SKWS for "going beyond Gandhi's ~enets" in its expctn 

performance and in activejy pursuing this market. SKWS expons to a number of 

alternative trading organisations (AT&] in Europe and in North America whose 

trading philosophy G d h i  may, in fact, have appreciated. 

Alternative trade and the ATOs 

Gandhi considered the international trading system to be unfair where the 

powerful exptoited t k  fess powerfui. Would he support the alternative mding network 

which works to ensure a system of fair trade? 

Alternative trade IS a system of trade in which pa~ners  "seek deliberately to 

establish a more qua1 basis of exchange between First and Third Worlds," (Brown 

f 993, 156) one twsed on fairness. mutua! undersfanding and concern for people and the 

environment. These trading partners, consisting of alternative Wadkg organisation 

(ATOs) and their "prcxfirce~-pmnas' trade directly with each other bypassing 

*conventional multi-level trading systems so that Third World workers can earn a 

higher rutd fairer return for dmr labsurs." (Bridgehead Armual Repon 1992) Ths 

direct relatiomhip is ia turn fosrerd between producers and comumers. This means 

c o m e r s  are given Iollowmg information- what is m the products, the vuth about 

the living and waking conditions of the producers, how much thzy earn for tklr 

labour, and the eficxts of their produet and its production on rhe environment. This 

allows co~sumers to undersrand the impact of their purchase and the imprtanoe of 

h i r  SUPPQrt. 



The idea of idtiernative trading emerged when a ncrnber of First World charities, 

of which Oxfam in the United Kingdom is the best known, decided to establish less 

dependent relatiomhips with the recipients of their aid, mostly victims of famine. war 

and n a t u d  They attempted to produce longer-term benefits by providing 

them with tools and equipment with which to earn a living and rebuild their lives, 

rather than jwf providing temporary relief measures. In addition, they helped sell their 

prdscts ir; s b o  is iiik Nrirf&. As &is amroach gained ground, an alternative trading 

network was born. Today it is a growing alternative to the ,?xisting system of work 

trade. In comparison to the world's total trade of hundreds of billions of dollars, the 

vafue of alternative trade can be measured in &e millions. but alternative is growing. 

ATOs operate irr nearly dl the countries ctf Western Europe, Nor& America, fspan. the 

United Kingdom and Australasia. 22 

Alternative trading organisattons (ATOs) buy crafts, textiles. food and coffee 

from small-scale produgers like women's and worker's cooperatives. community -owned 

and operated businesses, small enterprises and governments in the South. These groups 

pay their workers a fair wage, and many have m r a l  programmes ihat benefit their 

members. ATOs in turn pay k ~ r  producer-partners a fair return for their tabour, t .e. 

they pay the pnce &at rheir prducer-partners quore as caiculated according to costs in 

their own ecommles. These products are sold by the ATOs mostly through mas1 order 

carafogues and sometimes irr special shops. ATOs range in size front bandling an 

mu1 turnover of m3fiam of dollars, to independent retail coops. %me AT& track 

with hundreds of prcxtucer group m Third World countries S o ~ t t ~ s  regular retail 

22 For a iFst of alremarxve cxadrag ~rgan~sations aroarid the world, nee 
Brccv~n (19931 . 



stores carry a few items of fairly traded coffee, nuts and honey along with their other 

products. 

In 1989, forty ATOs formed the International Federation of Alternative Trade 

(IFAT), an umbrella organisation for the AT0 movement with headquarters in 

Amsterdam in the  etherl lands.^^ The Federation's "objectives are to improve the 

tiving conditions of the poor and the oppressed particularly in "third world" countries 

ar i  changing unfair stfuctllres of in~rnationai trade mainly by way of alternative 

trade. " (IFAT, undated) In 1993, IFAT had a membership of about sixty ATOs and 

producer groups from Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Its members are expected to 

adhere to its W e  of Ethics in their busmss operations and trading activities. 

According to IFAT'S estimates, tire altemtive trade movement globally has sales of 

about US$300 millim mually. 

SKVIS trades with AT& in Australia, New Zealand, the United States, 

Canada, the Netfierlancts, the United Kingdom. Switzerland, Germany and Italy. In 

Canada, SKVIS tades with Bridgehead Incorporated, an AT0 with its head ofice in 

Onawa, and owned by OXFAA4-Canada. Bridgehead trades with eighty partner groups 

in twenty four csunrries over the world anct sells its fairly traded products through its 

mad order catalogue, its rwo sfores in Onawa and Toronto, through volunteer sales 

representatives and wholesales to d l e r  retail outlets throughout Canada. (Bridgehead 

1992) SKWS fmr started uading with Bridgebead in February of 1990 and supplies 

Bridgehead with h i k ,  tiedye and block printed silk scarves.24 As part of its mding 

phiIosophy, Bridgehead pays SKVIS fifty percent of the price of these scarves in 

23 In Septe-r 1993, 1-T moved rEs headquarters to Ephrata, 
Pennsylvaaia, in the tPnxted States of merica. 

24 The informatson on SKVESQ selaathnship with aridgehead is based rm 
correspondence with Sarah Whitfield, Producer Liarson for Bridgehead, in 
Octobez of 1993. 



advance of receiving them to help SKVIS pay for the raw materials needed to produce 

them. Bridgehead also provides SKVIS with advice on trends, cotours and fashions m 

the Canadian market as *ese are continually changing. As well, Bridgehead pays its 

partners a "development dividend" from its profits and has paid SKVIS this amount 

every year since they began their relationship up to 1992, the year for which I have 

information. In 1992, SKWS infomed Bridgehead that it had used their development 

dividend towards the education of its artisans and their children, as well as for "family 

health' and "welfare activities." In 2993, Bridgehead sponsored the attendance of two 

SKVIS members to the International Federation of Alternative Trade's (IFAT) bi- 

yearly world conference. That year, the conference was held in Manila in the 

~ h i l i p p h e s . ~ ~  Bridgehead made the recommendation to IFAT that SKVIS be invited to 

attend because they consider the group "such an inspiring model of a producer group" 

and because Bridgehead "wanted others to learn from their experience" and to give the 

women at SKVIS "the opportunity to be exposed to new ideas and markets. " 

SKVIS's other trading partners are also mernkrs of the International Federation 

of Alternative Trade. 

About learning from failures 

I asked Mr. Ray and Sushama Misui about projects that have not succeeded and 

they were very open abut discussing this with me. Susharna Mistri mentioned that 

their Processed Cereal and Pulses Industry ffCPI) programmes at SKVIS were not 

'' During the end of my field research, 1 was informed that Sushama 
Mistri and Shephali Roy, both committee members would be going to 
Hanila. S u s h a ~  Mistri 1 s  supervisor of the batik division +_hat produces 
the silk scarves that SKVIS exports and Shepkiali Roy handles the export 
section. 



doing too well though those groups that they had trained and were concentrating on this 

activity alonc were doing well. 

Their sericulture farming has not succeeded either. ?'heir mufberry farm, 

situated some kilometers from SKVIS, has frequently been over run by goats that eat 

the tender mulberry leaves. Mulberry planting is new to the area and I was informed by 

Mr. Ray that there exists a belief that sericulture is only possible in the area of 

Murshidabad which has a long history of cotton and silk production. Again, mulberry 

tree farming had recently been introduced and was succeeding in neighbouring blocks 

like Baruipur and Mograhat. 

Mr. Ray informed me that SKVIS's adult education programme had not reached 

its target in some villages either because women were only interested in the income- 

generating activities or because men in the village were were objecting to the women 

"learning more than them. " Some of the men were even destroying the books and 

instruction material at the literacy centres. 

Similarly, Sushama Mism informed me of their programme for women at one 

of these villages. It was a very poor village of people predominantly from scheduled 

castes and tribes. SKWS attempted to help the women several years ago but the 

programme did not succeed. Women were not showing up for their training and 

equipment was even getting destroyed. As a result, SKVIS gave up the attempt and 

informed the women that only if they were interested and committed would SKVIS 

help them. Sushama Mistri concluded that they learned a lesson from this experience, 

that unless women were interested, the training programmes would not succeed. Since 

that experience, SKVIS provides help only when asked. She mentioned that some 

women from that same village had approached SKVIS to start up the training 

programmes again and that SKVIS was in the process of making a decision. This 

experience reflects the 'women in development' (WID) approach to development with 



ex~rna l  experts selecting the recipients of aid and deciding on the appropriate 

programme to be implemented. 

Since this experience, SKVIS has sought. in their internal programmes, to help 

only those who ask, and rhe appropriate training is decided after comltation with the 

trainees. Eva Rathgeber cites an internal evaluation of USAID projects that found that 

projects that took "women into account from the very beginning, i.e., at the design 

stage have a higher efficiency level and are more likely to sweed." (bthgeber 1980, 

498) 

Situating SKVIS within the literature 

In the f d  analysis, the following questions need to be answered: Wkre  does 

SKVIS fit within the 'women in development' (WID) and 'gender and deveiopment' 

(GAD) approaches to development? 

SKVIS is many things at once. It is an organisation providing income- 

generating opportunities to its membersh~p as well as an organisation providing trainmg 

to women. Through it is preventmg the migration of women to the cities where 

they could face economic and sexual exploitatiox As well, by owning and controlling 

capital and property. SK?W is addressing the issues of class and gender oppression. 

Tinker (1990, 43) suggests that "at rhe grassroots level, separate women's groups will 

still be necessary to facilitate women's ability to participate in the project and to 

express their own opinions." Hence, by evading the intent of males outside the society 

to take over the organisation, SKVIS continues to fight gender oppression. By 

providing personal loans to its members, SKVIS is providing them with credit that they 

would hive problems obtaining from banks because of the discrimination they face. Ir 

is dso strategidy p W  to act as a conduit for government-knded training and credit 

faclities to its trainees. As well, SKVXS is providing its members with a space to 



empower themselves and bring about socieconomic change in their lives. Some women 

have a deep understanding of issues of gender oppression while others have a growing 

consciousness of gender issues. In their lives outside of work, women are forming 

atlbnces to fight gender oppression, as Pushpa Mondol's retention of her inherited 

home attests, and are emwwering themselves through dialogue with each other and 

from the economic independence they have gained. Group discussions are empowering 

them as they gain a mewre of contra! over work-related decisiom, and this is 

translating to empowerment within the home and in public spheres for some women. 

But as an organisation, does SKVIS attempt to bring about fundamental changes 

to gender relations between women and men? I would argue that it does not. While 

SKWS has s u c ~ ~  against enormous odds and prcvided its members with many 

benefits and protected them from the exploitaion faced by women, it has not addressed 

the root causes of their oppression. The competence with which many women fulfill 

their double bi~rdens can be a dangerous bind. The underlying pride that came through 

as they related surmounting their problems could in fact lead them to continue in these 

situations and not attempt to fight free of their roles as "supermoms" or "superwomen. " 

These roles for women are increasingly being criticised in the West for its 

normalisation and acceptance of the extra pressure and burden on women to both hold a 

fun time job outside the home and be responsible for &I the housework and childcare. 

These roles also bind women within tbeB traditional role as keepers of the domestic 

sphere as well as draw on and reinforce their essentialised virtues of sacrifice, long- 

suffering, servitude and dedication and do little to redress the imbalances in men's lack 

of participation in housework and childcare. As women increasingly take on more of 

the economic burden in w i n g  for the family, advocates for women's rights call for 

men to equally share the domestic chores within the home. How can SKWS emurage 

t& men in the lives of i%s members to become agents of mkd c h q e  as well and 

contribute to redressing the imbalance of power between women aed men? 



A major criticism of the WID approach wa:; that it did not take into account 

issues of gender and the time burdens that its strategies placed on women. These 

strategies were, in fx t ,  frequently creating women's double burdens. 

The GAD approach &at was formulated to address the issues of gender rather 

than bussing on women sought to address these problems, but the implementat~on of 

the GAD approach has not been widespread. As Bandarage (1984) points out. there is a 

"vast and obvious gap* faween theory and practice. The fundamentaI change to 

societal structures and institutions that the GAD approach requires is not likely lo be 

easily gained. After an analysis of numerous programmes by international ald agencies, 

Rathgeber (3990) conclucks that "it is difficult to find examples of development 

projects that have k e n  designed from a GAD perspective." She finds that "the CAD 

approach does not easily lend itself tc integration into ongoing developmental strategies 

and programmes. It demands a degree of commitment to structural changes and power 

shifts that is unlikely to k found e~ther m national or internationai agencies." (495) 

Mcser (1989) presents what can be called a practical applicatron of the GAD 

approach. She suggests that programmes fcr women need to address their practical 

gender needs as well as &their mteglc gender needs. 26 In order to address women's 

practical gender needs, policies need to focus on the domestic arena, on income-earning 

activities, and also on community-level requirements of housing and basic services. 

Policies addressing women's strategic gender needs must abolish the sexual divlslon of 

labour, alleviate the burden of domestrc labour and childcare, remove mst~tutlonal~sed 

forms of discrimination to give women rights to own land and access to credit, &e 

establishment of political equality, feedom of choice over childbearing, ahd the 

26 These concepts have been derived from Maxine Mclynerur t 1985 j  as crted 
in Moser f 1989) . 



adoptior: of adequate measures against male v~oience and conuoi over women. 

(Molyneux 1985, as cited in Moser 1989, 1803) 

In applying this theory to practical policies, Moser suggests that within the area 

of employment, women must be given training to provide rhem with the skills required 

to find work. But they must also be trained in non-traditional areas such as masonry 

and carpentry in order to increase their employment opportunities and abolish the 

sexual division of labour. 

In the area of housing, policies are needed to ensure that houses are designed to 

address women's spatial needs as wives and mothers and primary users of the space. 

Strategically, women rnus be given tenure rights to protect women and children in 

unstable or violent domestic situations or domestic separation and land rights which 

would allow &an to use I d  as collateral for credit. 

In addressing women's bas~c needs, policies that plan for childcare- facilities, 

such as creche and nurseries. are needed. Strategically, placing these facilities at the 

father's work place allows men to take some responsibility for childcare, alleviating 

women's domestic burden. 

Clearly, these policies need to be mplemented at an orgmsational level hlgher 

than that of SKVIS. The impImentation of these policies requlre fundamental changes 

to society SKWS has provided women with a space to experielzce growing 

empowerment and to collectively fight for their rights. It is perfectly placed to provide 

women with the space to gather m larger numbers, form a network of all its members 
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and trainees and demand funciamental changes of the govemnr ."  ' As Tinker phrases 

it, 

Though the indicators of income and goods suggest women are worse off 
than before the 5ecade began, women's organisations at all levels are 
giving women a sense of participation and power over their own lives 
they have never had before. (Safa 1987, as cited in Tinker 1990. 53) 

27 Towards the end of my field research at SKVIS, Mr. Ray informed me of hts hope 
to organise the mem&rs and uainees, past and present, to mvch in a rally and 
congregate at a central location within tbe district to discuss "women's issues* and to 
discuss collective plans for the next three or so years. Rallies were a toof for 
comunication during India's fight for independence and continue to be used 
puliticaIfy. He planned for the women &emeIves to design banners, placards and 
poster and to carry them during their m h  and to serve as tools for educating the 
g e d  public afmg the way. 



Appendix A 

Conversations with Mr. Prakriti Kumar Ray 

During my field research, I had several conversations with Mr. Ray. These 

conversasions were hefd at various times due to his very busy schedule - during his 

numerous visits to SKWS on business, during a jeep ride to visit the inauguration of a 

new training programme at the village of Phulmaloncho, and when I visited him at a 

new women's sociery in his home town of Champahati that he was organising. This is a 

summary of our conversations and provide a background on Mr. Ray and his approach 

to 'development, " 

Born at Champakati, 24 km south of Calcutta, on November 23, 1946, he 

started his schooling at government run village schools in Chrnpahati and completed it 

at St. Paul's School, a Catholic missionary =school in Calcutta. He studied mechanical 

engineering at the Don Bosco Polytechnic and on graduating worked for a number of 

engineering fums as a draughtman 

During this period, he started spending time with a Christian organisation that 

published Sunday School material, volunteering his time visiting numerous village 

churches and paying for his own travelling expenses. He worked at an engineering fm 

during the week and spent his weekends organising youth groups around development 

work in rural amis, for example, digging canals, building village roads, introducing 

new high-yield varieties of crops, orgaaising farmers and fishermen's coops. Those 

who ran the organisation were pleased with h work, and offered him a full-time 

position. He had come to a crucial point in his life. He joined this organisation in 1976, 

with his wife's consent (They were married in 1975 and have one son and two 

baughteis). Within a year he fd that approach to development differed from 

his. When be lefi in 1978, the paning was acrimonious. Unemployed, he decided (with 



his wife's full support) to start a group with women. His older brother is a medical 

doctor wh9 promised him his full financial support. 

In 1976, when Mr. Ray was still working with the church group, he became 

convinced that the middle class cannot define the development structure for the rural or 

poor class. SKWS was a challenge to test his approach to rural development. 

I asked Mr Ray who influenced his approach to development. He said that he 

was "fully motivated from his Christian faith, belief and concern" in his work and that 

"love thy neighbour" was something he strongly believed in and attempted to put into 

practice. He interpreted the biblical story of Jesus restoring the sight of the blind 

metap!~orically and had taken this story to heart and in his work to try and "open the 

ey 2s of the people. " 

Another influence he mentioned was Gandhi from whom he had obtained his 

approach to "rural recomruction," based on the independent village relying on self- 

sufficiency, using human power as much as possible. Mr. Ray was also inspired by 

Gandhi's attempts to break the caste barrier and by his tolerance of all religions. 

In 1973174 he read Paolo Friere and learned of his concept of "conccientization" 

which both inspired and challenged him. i.e. was Friere's theory applicable or not'? He 

mentioned that he continued to wrestle with what Friere meant by "conscientization" 

and felt that it was difficult to operationalize, but that he had learned from Friere's 

experience of how the people that he was trying to work with refused to accept Friere 

because he was an outsider. Friere's subsequent realization of the importance of getting 

"involved" with the people and being considered a part of them meant that "continuous 

involvement" was something that Mr. Ray tried to realise in his own approach. 

Given his strong Chistian beliefs, I asked him if he had ever tried convening 

the women. He said he had not tried to do so because he befieved t k t  the main aim of 

religion was to improve the humanism of people, and that it was important for people 



to educate themselves in the area of humanity, whatever their respective faiths, to help 

them get along with each other and to be better people. 

Mr. Ray's dialogue with the women fvst started in Anima Mondal's cow sbed, 

which was significant for him as a Christian. At this first meeting, the women were 

understandably unsure about what it entailed to form a group and ahat to do once the 

group was formed. They looked to him for guidance. This meeting ended on on a note 

sf great hop, btt  ~ k i r  ~ L I  of action was mt yet decided. 

At the secrrrd meeting, the women raised a number of questions for Mr. Ray to 

answer, questions regarding society regismtion, getting funding and other procedures. 

He emphasized the imp- of collecting community funds so rhat external agents 

cwfd not control the women or the sock3 and their activities. 

They bad a ver) difficult time getting funding. Mr. Ray the banks and a 

couple of Christian voluntary groups without success. Some businessmen were 

interested in lending the group money and owning the organisation and scr approached 

the women. Mr. Ray interpreted their move as an attempt to exploit the women as 

workers and discussed the intentions of these businessmen with the women a% a group 

meeting. They were left to decide whether or not to accept this offer. They chose to 

reject it. 

As well, he discussed a m b e r  of orher social issues with them, such as their 

social status and its link to the discrimination they faced in obtaining financial aid and 

the overall social suucnue of power a d  exploitation. As a result of these thesenumerous 

discussions, he said that &e women realised rhe importance of education for their 

families to improve their social smtation. Each of the original members had siimce 

placed an emphasis on educaring their brothers and sisters. He mentioned that Anima 

Modal and Sushama Mistrib brothers bad business degrees, Wrla Raha's sister had a 

Magen degree is palitid ~~, a;iO Sbpbal! Roy's s i s s  bad a &hior of Ans 

degree. As for ttme women rtKmse1ves. Anima Mondal was imerested in studying for a 



Bachelor of Arts and &la Etaha a business degree. However, the society kept them ttx, 

busy. 

According to Mr. b y ,  his "camp concept" has played an important part in 

SKVISis success, The women suddenly received a good work order and so hey stayed 

over at his home for two to three days to complete the work. They lived there, cooking 

and eating amids their work, and difficult though the situation wm, Mr. Ray realized 

*& hprtti of hfk qqxm-rslli~ far communion, for him ro interact with the women 

and for them to bond with each other away from the larger social environment and its 

social, political, and cultural influences. The women moved into his home w~th hun 

and his family, his wife and children, and stayed. Today the women continue to make 

their home in ChampaZlati. This work space that was isolated from the outssde world 

became a special meeting place. People could bring back information from the oulside 

world for evaluation. Daify meetings were held in the evenings to discuss the day's 

work and events, strategies, risks, a i d  plans. 

For an intensive period of about two years the process of "consctentuatronn 

continued. Each maintained a daily diary of events and their opinions and these were 

discussed every evening. it is through living with them that he feit that he had been 

able to achieve the heart to heart relationship that they prest: iidy shared. This "camp 

concept" was borrowed from the traditional Indian model of education or the 

gumgrhiha method. In days of old children (shishyas or students) were sent to live wrth 

kit teachers ( g u m )  in his mhrm and worked and studied at the same time, keeping 

house and performing df the chores, while gaining an all-round education. A reciprocal 

retationship, students learn for their teachers and viewed by them as their successors of 

knowkdge. Mr. Ray credited this "camp concept" with the success of SKVIS. 



Appendix B 

SKWS Memorandum of Association 

(As registered with the Registrar of Firms. Soc~eties and NOR-trading Corporatirms. 
West Bengal.) 

According to "West Bengaf Societies Regtstratton Act, 1961 
Memorandum of Asmiatzon of Sunderban Khadi & Village tndustrial 
Society." Regisaxation No: 5,22427 of 1978-1979 on 27 June. 1938. 

3. Aims and Objects- 
The objects for which the Society is esublished are:- 

a) To attempt for &e all round improvement of the village economic stntcture through 
village industries, 

b) To create wide aid faster rate of employment opportunities through industriaiisation 
and promotion of allied &veIopmental activities: 

C) To arrange for pfoduc~ion of GZlanl, Paper making, Dolt maktng , Bee keeping, Soap 
manufacturing etc. and other ailied items. under the scheme of A11 India Khadi & 
Village Industries Conmission, West Bengal Village Industries Board, 

d) To work with c&operation and according to the scheme and objec~s of W.B. Khadl 
& Village Industries Board and All India W d i  & Village Industries Commssron. 
West Bengal Govenunea and Government of India; 

e) To serve the poor and distressed people by way of giving employment opportunities 
through the scheme above menrioned: 

f) To collect Gov~fnment grants. aids. subsidies. donations etc. from Govemntem of 
India, Government of W.B., All India Khdi  & Village Industries Commission. W B 
Khadi & Village Industries Board and other statutory bodies and indiwduals, 

g) To do all such other things as may be considered incidental, conduc~ve to the 
attainment of the foregoing objects. 

The income and properties of the society whatsover derived or obtained shall be 
applied solely towards the promotion of the objects of the society and no portion 
thereof shall be p a s  to or divided amongst any of its members by way of profib. 

1. Memorandum of Association 

2. Membership: 
Any pefsons over 18 years of age, irrespective of castes, creed or religron and 

who agrees in writing to be bound by the Memorandum of Association and Rules and 
Regrrbtians of the !keii?y and are engaged of assmation witb tiK G h i ,  Paper 
making, Bee keeping, Sctap manufacturing a. under the All India Viifage arid Kha& 
industries Commission and W.B. Khadi and Village Industries Board, shall be eligible 
for membe~ship of the kiq. A minor may also become a member of ?he Soc~ety 
through his legal guardian. 



3 Rs. IOi- admisston fke 

5 .  Register of Members: 
. . . contaming names, address and their occupation, the date of adm~ss~or, and 

the date of cessation. . . kept open for inspcticn of the members of the Soclety on 
requ~sition to ttte %cr%u-y. 

6. Rights of Members: 
a) Any member of the Society has Lhe right to elect tc, be elected in any clection of the 
Society; 

bb To submit suggestions to the Executive Committee and sub-committee, if arty. on 
any matter; 

C) To inspect the accounts of the Socrety on appointment with the Secretary. 

d) To pay his membership subscription within the prescribed time; 

ej Defaulting members shall not be allowed to take part of vote in a meeting; 

8. Executive Commirtee 
The affairs of the Society shall be conducted. managed and administered by a 

body called the Executive Committee consisting of not less than seven to not more than 
eleven members, which shall be composed of as follows: 
President, Vice-prmGetr, Secretary, Assistant secretary, Treasurer, members. 

9. All members of &e Executive Committee shall retire at the Armual General Meeting 
at the interval of every three years foflowing thew election when a new commitwe shall 
be formed. Retiring members shall be eligible for re-electicn. 

10. Vacancies in Executive Comanittee may be filled up by the Executive Committee 
by coopting m y  member from the general body. They shall have also power to co-opt 
any w w  member in the Executive Commitrze for the better management of the affairs 
of the Society. 

11. Meetings of the Executive Committee ski11 be held every two months or as may be 
thought fit. 

12. (Quorum 4 members of Executive Committee) 

14. Power and Duties of the Executive Cornminee. 
a) To summon the Annual General Meeting and election of office bearers; 

b) To accept donations, gifts, sabxnptions, movable or immovable pr0pe.w for the 
attainmenr of rRe objects of the Society: 

c) . . . . sub committee 

dl To sell, lease, barrow fun&, mortgage or otheraise dispose of and deal with a31 or 
any part of the property of the Society; 

e) To keep proper accounts of the Society and to open bank accounts in the name of the 
Society. 



1%- Secretary: 
Subjezc to my directions given by the Executive Cornmitree shall diwhargc nhc 

following duties, he shall: 
a) To look after all the administration and affidirs of the Society and atso all 
correspondence; 

c) To keep accurate minute: of proceedings of all meetings of the !hciery and of the 
Executive Cornmitree 

d) To give effect to all directions or decisions taken in the meetings of the Sw~ety and 
of the Executive Committee. 

e) To prepare the Anmral Report, Financial statement urder the guidance of the 
Executive Committee; 

f) To institute, prosecute and defend suits and other proceedings in which the Society 
arnybe connected. 

g) To perform all such duties as are incidental and conducive to the office. 

20. Treasurer shall exercise general supervising over the funds of the Society and shall 
advise on all mtfers relating fo rhe financial policy. He shall be responsible for proper 
maintenance of accounrs and of all receipts. 

22, . . . banking account shall be operated by the Secretary and Treastirer jointly. 

24. Gem& Meeting; 
The supreme authority of the Society shall rest with the Genral Meeting of ;he 

Society. 

25. Anma1 General Meeting 
a) . . . once every year 

26. Ouorum 
@-third members, 

31. Alteration of Rules 
The Executive Committee shali have power to make such by l aws  and Rules and 

remrlatioas . . . in ttre interest of lk Sociew. 'hex Rules and Regulations mavk 
afked. modified, rescinded, or added to dnly by special resoluti& passed by-the 
members in a General bkeeeting by a majority-of-v&es of three-fourth of the members at 
the meeting. 



Appendix C 

KIIADI AmW VILLAGE IS1)USI'RiES COMMISSION 
(Source: KVIC 4~;nual Repon, 1981-92) 

* The Khadi and Viliage Inrfusules Comisnon CKVfC) is a statutory body created by 
an Act of Parliament (No. 61 of 1956 and as amended by Act No. 12 of 1987). l r  is 
charged with the planning. promotion, organisation and implementation of programmes 
for the developmem of Khadi and other village industries in thre rural areas in co- 
ordination with other agencies engaged in rural development wherever necessary. 
Established in Aprii 1957, it E c M k  over !he work of the former AI! Is&iz KhAi a,& 
Village Industries Board. 

* Now Village Indusvy any industry located in a rural (area} population of 
which does not ex@ ten thousand or such other figure which produces any goods or 
renders any services with or without use of power and in which the fmed capital 
investment fin pSam a d  mxhmry and land and building) per head of an artisan or a 
worker does nor exceed fifteen thotfsand rupees. At present the village industries, 
besides khadi, coming within the purview of the KVIC are: processing of cereals and 
pulses; ghani oil; village leather; cottage match; f~eworks and agarbani; gur and 
khandsari; palm gur; nowedible oils artd soap; handmade paper; village pottery; bee- 
keeping; fibre; bfacksmitfiy; carpentry; manufacture of shellac; collectim of forest 
plants and h i t s  for medkinrtl purposes; fruit processing and preservation; bamboo and 
cam work; manufacture of household utensils from aluminium; gums and resins and 
manufacture of rubber goods (dipped latex products}. 

* Its functions also comprise building up a reserve of raw mterials and implements for 
supply to produces, creation of common service facilities for prmesing of raw 
materials as semiftnished goods and provision of facilities for marketing of KVI 
products apart from organisation of training of artisans engaged in these industries and 
encouragement of cooperative efforts amongst them. To promote the sale and 
marketing of kbadi or products of village industries or handicrafts, the KMC may forge 
links with established marketing agencies wherever necessary and feasible. 

* TtK KWC ir also charged with the responsibility of emuraging and promoting 
r-ch in the praduction tdmiqtnes employed in the khadi and village hdustries 
sector and providing facilities for tbe study of tfie problems relating to it including the 
use of non-conventional energy and electric power with a view to increasing 
productivity, eliminating drudgery and otherwise enhancing their competitive capacity 
arrd to arrange for dissemination of salient results obtained fiom such research. 

* Further, the KVIC is eamsted with the task of prokiding financial assistance to 
institutions or persons engaged in the development and operation of khadi and village 
industries and guiding them through supply of designs, prototypes and other technical 
Momtion.  

* fn i m p i e g  KW activities the KWC may take such steps as is emwe 
genuineness of tire products and to set up standards of quality and ensure that the 
products of kbadi and village i@dusssis do conform to the smdarbs including issue of 
cerriF1cates or Ieners of recognition to the concerned. 



* Tfre KWC may aim uundemke directly or rhrough other agencies mdirs ooitcemin_e 
&e probIems cf khadi anb village indusxries besides experiments or pilot projects or the 
development of  Mi and viflag industries. 

* TfK KWC is aubrisdl  rcr establish and mainrain separate organisations for tf#. 
purpose of carrying our my or all of the above matters besides carrying out any otkr 
matters incidental to irs activities. 



Appendix D 

Profile of the district and selected blocks 

f Source: DRDA . 24-Pargana.~ f$, Annual Action Plan 1992-93) 

Total geographicat area 

Area under culti-..atim 

Tom1 populatian 

Total rural popuiation 

Scheduled Caste p p u l a t i ~ n  

k M u l e d  Tribe ppulztion 

8,165.05 Sq. Km. 

399,979.00 Ha. 

5,707,829 

5,473,620 

1,847,584 

69,056 

Block 

Bishupur I 
Bishnupur I1 
Sonarpur 
Caming I 
Canning I1 
Basanti 
Joynagar I 
Joynagar I1 
Gosa ba 
Magrahat I 
Mograhat I1 
Fa{& 
Patharpratima 

fin hectares} Population 

178,702 
184,303 
346,176 
1%,2 t 7 
151,660 
226,902 
2OS,+G 
177,181 
200,506 
196,080 
223,246 
188,486 
245,630 
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